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Abstract
The phenornenon of hysteresis is perhaps the most widely recognized microscopie
manifestation of magnetic ordering, and is the principal feature which is responsible for
technologicallysriented applications of magnetic materials such as permanent magnets
and recording media Interest in a phenomenological model of hysteresis originally
proposed by Preisach in 1935 has been renewed recently, particularly in engineering
applications, such as the characterization of magnetic recording media and
magnetostrictive materials. Thus, a ngorous assessrnent of the capabilities and limitations
of the Preisach model for charactenzing magnetic materials is of considerable importance
from both fundamental and technological perspectives. The fundamental characteristics
of hysteresis are discussed and a theoretical background for the processes involved in
magnetic systems is established. A generalized version of the scalar Preisach model,
which includes original contributions, is developed to extend the model's abilities to

describe the effects of the structure of the initially demagnetized state, the presence and
nature of interactions, the system's coercive field distribution, and especially, the effects
of temperature and expenmental wait time, on the observed hysteretic properties of a
variety of magnetic systems including spin glasses, ferromagnets, ferrimagnets, and
superparamagnets. The moment and remanence of magnetic systems are rneasured as a
fùnction of applied fieid and temperature, using both a vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM) and a SQUID-based magnetometer. A Preisach analysis of the data is used to

characterize the irreversible response of six magnetic systems: Crû, audio tape;

magnetofemtin; a N q e , , B permanent magnet; a floppy disk medium; and longitudinal
and perpendicular cobdtshromium-based hard disk materials. The ambiguous nature of
tools presently used to analyze the nature of magnetic systems, such as the application of
Heakel plots to the aoalysis of interaction effects, is demonstrated and alternative
Preisach-based analysis schemes are presented. The physical significance of parameters,
which emerged from the Preisach calculations, is discussed in detail and modifications

are proposed to model this array of real magnetic systerns. These changes to the scalar
Preisach model extend its capabilities, while maintainhg the inherent simplicity of a
scaiar model. Limitations of the model are also discussed critically, and suggestions for
future generaiizations are made.
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Chapter 1
An Overview of Hysteresis
The phenomenon of magnetic hysteresis refers to the observation that strongly
exchange-coupled magnetic materials (ferromagnets (Section 2.8.2), antiferromagnets

(Section 2.8.3), spin glasses (Section 2.8.5), etc.) exhibit a nonunique, path dependent
response to a variable external field stimulus. Essentially, hysteresis originates from the
presence of many local metastable minima in the free energy landscape of the system in
configuration space. These minima trap the system in various metastable and often longlived confiigurations, and prevent the system from exploring ail of the local energy

minima ergodicdy and, thus, from reaching thermal equilibriurn within the time scale of
the measurement.,

1.1 The Hysteresis Loop
Magnetic hysteresis is a phenomenon exhibited by a variety of magnetic materials
whereby the magnetic state depends not only on the applied magnetic field but aiso on
1

magnetic history, that is, on the previous state. Hysteretic behaviour is presented
graphicdy as a hysteresis loop (Figure 1.1). where the component of the magnetization,

M, dong the direction of the applied field Ha,
is plotted as a function of H,. (The
quantity measured experimentally is the total moment rather than the magnetization
(Section 2. l).) For an initially unmagnetized material, the magnetization increases with
field to saturation, thus defining the initial magnetizing curve. A saturation state is
reached when the applied field is sufficiently large to ensure that the material possesses a
uniform magnetization. For a hysteretic matenal, reducing the applied field to zero does
not completely demagnetize the matenal and the residual magnetization is called the
remanence. Following saturation, the residual rnagnetization is referred to as the
saturation remanence, 1,. The reverse field required to demagnetize the material, is

narned the coercivefield or coercivity, Hf A zero remanence state, that is a

demagnetized state in zero field, is achieved by recoiling to zero from a particular value

of the field called the remanent coercivity, H, that is necessarily larger in magnitude
than H,.The loop in Figure 1.1 is completed by sahirating the magnetization in the

reverse direction and then reducing the applied field to zero, and fmally, increasing the
field until positive saturation is once again established, T'his cycle defines the major
hysteresis loop. Minor loops can dso be produced when the maximum applied field is
insuficient to saturate the magnetization.

1.2 Physical Origins of Hysteresis
Hysteresis loops have many different f o m and by analysing them,information
on the basic physical mechanisms controllhg the observed phenomenology can be
2

Figure 1.1 . An initial magnetintion curve (OABC) and a hysteresis loop (CDEFGBC)of

a typical ferromagnet (afier Morrish, Fig. 7- 1.1, 1965). O denotes the initially
unmagnetized state, C and F denote the saturated States, D corresponds to the saturation
remanence 1, ,and E marks the coercive field H,.

gained. Much of the understanding of hysteresis is due to Weiss (1907), who proposed
the existence of the rnolecular field (Section 2.8.2) to account for spontaneous

magnetization, and also proposed the existence of domains (Section 2.5) within magnetic
materiah, which have since been observed directiy.
The variety of different forms observed in measured hysteresis loops are directly

due to a number of factors that affect domain structure: exchange energy (Section 2.3),
related to the rnolecular field, which favours uniform magnetization, magnetocrystailine
anisotropy (Section 2.4), due to interactions with the lattice, which defines preferred
directions in the lattice dong which the magnetization can lie, the magnetostatic energy
(Section 2.1). which prefers zero total moment or zero magnetization, on average. and the
extemal field that establishes a preferred direction for the magnetization.

1.3 The Anhysteretic Curve
As a consequence of hysteresis, a given point of the field-magnetization plane can

be reached in an infinite number of ways, depending on the field history. A complete

description of the system is not given by the applied field, H, and the magnetization, M.
The state of the system is defined by its magnetic domain stnicture and, for a given point
on the plane, the domain structure of the system depends on the history, which aiso
determines how the magnetization wiU evolve with subsequent field variation.
As discussed, one of the hallmark characteristics of hysteresis in a material is the

presence of a nonzero moment, or remanence, at zero applied field. However, the origin

of the hysteretic plane (M = Ha= 0) can be reached by particuiar cycling of the field. The
simplest way to achieve this state, known as dc demagnetization, consists of following
4

the retm branch from a field called the remanent coercivity,

H
,
. Moreover, there are an

infinite number of ways to achieve this state by cycling to two, thme or more
appropriately selected reversal fields. Experimentally, the demagnetized state is usually
produced using an oscillating applied field of ever-decreasing amplitude starting nom
some large initial value, which is sufficient to saturate the sample. This procedure is
calied ac demagnetization. Applying a sufficiently large magnetic field ensures that the
sample possesses a uniform magnetization. Once in this saturation state, field history is
rendered irrelevant; subsequent evolution with field is independent of any field path taken
prior to saturation. Technical saturation is evident from the absence of changes in the
hysteresis properties of the material when larger fields are applied.
The ac demagnetization procedure can be generalized to a nonzero target field ho,

where field cycling occurs about h, rather than zero. In this way, points on an
anhysteretic, or equilibrium. curve (M vs. ho). passing through the origin, are generated.

The dashed curve, shown in Figure 1.2, is history independent, its memory of previous
States of the system erased by the oscillating field.
Another way of producing a similar history-independent curve is to heat the
matenal above its Curie temperature and then slowly cool it at constant field, b.These
two curves have similar but not identical properties (Bertoni, 1998, p. 19). Both are an

attempt to attain a state of minimum fiee energy, that is the state that would be occupied
if there were no banier to achieving this minimum energy configuration. The existence of
these baniers results in hysteresis.

O
HJ a h . units ]

Figure 1.2 . The field history generating a point on the anhysteretic curve oscaating
around a constant bias h, with an amplitude that decreases fmm infinity to zero.
Repeating this procedure with different values of the bias field generates the anhysteretic

(dashed) c w e (Bertotti, Fig. 1.8, 1998).

1.4 Technical Applications of Hysteresis
There is a wide variety of hysteresis loop shapes and consequently, loop features,
such as the coercive field, the remanence, and the susceptibility

x = MIH,

differ greatly

among magnetic materiais. Ferromagnets are often classified on the basis of their
coercivity. Historically. experiments on rnechanically hard iron and steel samples showed
high coercivities, while low coercivities were found for soft specimens. So, materials that

saturate in a small applied field are considered magnetically soft;those which require
very large fields for saturation are called magnetically hard (Figure L .3). There is no
sharp delineation between hard and soft ferromagnets; however, those with coercivities
less than 12.5 Oe are considered soft, while hard magnetic materials possess coercivities
above 125 Oe (Jiles, 199 1, p. 74). A magnetic substance which does not exhibit hysteresis

is completely reversible and has both zero coercivity H, = O and zero saturation
remanence 1, = O.

The magnetic properties of ferromagnets make them particularly usefiil in

permanent magnets, electncal motos, inductors, power generation, and magnetic
recording. SoR magnetic materials are used in electromagnets, motors and transfomers
w here low coercivity and high permeability, p = 4 q + 1 ,are important features. Hard

magnetic materiais are important for applications in magnetic recording and permanent
magnets where high values of the remanence and coercivity are important.

In hysteretic systems, the remanent magnetization is a memory of both the
magnitude and direction of the last field maximum experienced by the material, thus

enabling the use of magnetic materials as information storage media. For retrieval of

7
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Figure 1.3 .Hysteresis Ioops corresponding to a soft ferromapet (top), 3 W. % Si-Fe
ailoy used in transformer cores, and a hard ferromapet (bottom), a sintered aügned

F%Nd,,B, permanent magnet. The loop widths differ by a factor of approximately ld
(Bertotti, Fig 1.1, 1998).

stored data, the material must possess a high saturation magnetization and a relatively
square hysteresis bop, so that the remanence will be high enough to produce a
sufficiently large signal in reproduction. The coercivity, or loop width, is also critical; it
must be large enough to prevent erasure by stray fields, but small enough so that the

magnetic disk or tape can be reused. This typicdiy requires values of between about 250
and 1250 Oe (Jiles, 1991, p. 232).

1.5 Modelling Hysteresis
Both field and magnetization are vectors and, as such, models of hysteresis should
be based on vector principles. However, many expenments and theoretical interpretations

are scalar-based analyses, which relate the component of magnetization dong the field

axis to the field intensity.
Micromagnetic approaches to hysteresis in ferromagnetic materials treat the

system on a Iength scde intermediate between the microscopie scale of atomic spins

arranged on a discrete lattice, and the macroscopic scde of domains or fine magnetic
particles. The individual atornic spins are replaced by a magnetization vector fiO)whose
magnitude is fixed at the spontaneous value, but whose direction is a continuous function
of position 7. The equilibrium orientation of

at evely point ? is determined by

minimizing the free energy, which includes contributions from magnetostatic, anisotropy,

and exchange sources, as well as from the extemal field. Micromagnetic models are
capable of simulating very specific microstnicnual features such as grain size, grain
shape, the dispersion of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy among the crystdiites.
structure at the sub-grain leveI, clustering of grains, and possibly, nonuniform

9

magnetization processes within grains (Schrefl, 1997).

By contrast, the Preisach approach to hysteresis (Preisach, 1935) is based on very
general physical considerations that transcend the microstructural details of the specific
systerns and even the nature of the hysteresis itself, so that the Preisach formalism is not
limited to magnetic systems alone. In the Preisach repnsentation of hysteresis, the
complex multiplicity of metastable states in the fiee energy landscape, which is ultimately
responsible for hysteresis, is decomposed into a superposition of many bistable elemenrs,
each charactenzed by two local energy minima separated by an energy maximum.Each
elementary two level subsystem thus incorporates the two essential mechanisms common
to d l systems that exhibit hysteresis: anisotropy energy barriers, that tend to trap the

subsystem "temporarily" in one of its two possible states. thus preventing equilibration,
and interactions between subsystems, which lift the degeneracy of the two states yielding

one stable and one metastable state.

1.6 Investigating Hysteresis Using the Preisach Approach
This thesis explores both theoretical and practical applications of the Preisach

model to the study of metastability in magnetic systems, and hysteresis in panicular. This
is motivated by the fact that hysteresis makes magnetic systems useful in applications
such as permanent magnets and recording media Applying this phenornenological model,
the behaviour of magnetization. remanence, interactions, and the role of thermal effects
in a system can be established. Since interest in the model has been renewed recently,
especiaiiy in engineering applications (Basso & Benoni, 1994 and references therein),
this study is an important contribution to the determination of the capabilities and the
10

limitations of the Preisach model for characterizing magnetic matenals.
Preisach's (1935) original model is introduced (Section 3.1) and the fomalism is
extended to include mean field-üke interaction effects (Section 3.2). The illustrative
capabilities of Preisach's diagrammatic representation of the model's constituent loops,
resulting fiom decornposition of macroscopic hysteresis, are presented with particular
emphasis on the rnagnetizing and demagnetizing processes and the structure of various
demagnetized states (Section 3.3). The mode1 is extensively appiied to the interpretation
of remanence characteristics in this thesis as a means to onderstanding interaction

processes within magnetic systems. The connection of Henkel plots (Section 3.4), which
are a popular graphic diagnostic tool for anaiyzing interactions, to the Preisach model is
made with special consideration given to claribng this often ambiguous guide. To treat
the effects of finite time and temperature, relaxation effects are incorporated into the

Preisach formalism (Section 3.3, which allows application of the model to the analysis of
data from magnetic systems over a wide range of temperatures (Sections 5.5 to 5.7) Using
this genenlized Preisach model can provide a more complete understanding of Henkel
plot behaviour. The addition of a phenomenological reversibility term to the model
(Section 3.6) completes the modifications that are implemented in the analysis of real
magnetic systems. A theoretical treatment of the remanence behaviour in spin glass
systems is proposed in Section 3.7.
Experimental considerations including the equipment (Section 4.1) utiiized for
measuring magnetic moments and the techniques (Section 4.2) employed to obtain
demagnetized states, to generate Henkel plots, and to explore the temperature dependence

of the moment as well as the temporal magnetic response to application of a field are
related. In addition, the six magnetic systems are discussed in depth: Cr0,audio tape,
consisting of elongated, aligned Crû, particles (Section 4.3.1); magnetofemtin, a
potentiai magnetic resonance contrast agent consisting of roughly sphericd,
nanodimensional, femrnagnetic particles (Section 4.3.2); a permanent rnagnet, N4Fe,,B
which is a granular medium comprised of sintered Nd,Fe,,B ferromagnetic particles
(Section 4.3.3); a flexible disk medium,similar to audio tape in that it consists of fine
particles, but these particles are oriented randody in the plane (Section 4.3.4); and two
cobalt-chromium-based hard disk materiais. one of which is longitudinal, with particles
that lie in the plane of the disk (Section 4.3.5). and the other a perpendicular medium.
compnsed of colurnnar grains oriented perpendicular to the plane of the disk (Section
4.3.6).

Details of the mode1 parameters and fitting procedures used in the Preisach
analysis of red systems are presented in Section 5.1. The particular choice of a functional
representation for distributions describing coercive fields and interactions. as well as
evidence for the absence of interactions for demagnetizing-like mean-field interactions,
and for magnetizing-like interactions are explored in Sections 5.2 through 5.4, as exposed

by the Preisach analysis of data from the three magnetic disk media. Theoreticai

assertions regarding the influence of the initiai demagnetized state are explored in great
depth with regard to both CrO, (Section 5.5) and magnetoferritin (Section 5.6) systems.
The generaiized Preisach formalism, used to treat the effects of temperature and

expimental wait tirne, is central in the analysis for Crû,, magnetofemtin, and

N q e , , B (Section 5.7). In addition, the anaiysis of N q e , , B introduces a substantial
restructuring of the bistable element used in the basic Preisach implementation to account
for domain wall nucleation and motion within the grains of the permanent magnet.

The basic principles of magnetism involved in hysteresis, presented in Chapter 2,
provide a solid foundation for the experimental study of processes and interactions in
magnetic systems. The theoretical predictions of the standard Preisach mode1 are
investigated and Henkel plots are interpreted via the application of a generalized version

of the model. The model is a tool to gain an understanding of the magnetic processes that
dominate in the six magnetic systems. The detailed analysis of the experimental data
within the Preisach formalism employs the theoretical conclusions established in
Chapter 3 to exploit the model's predictive capabilities and to expose its limitations.

Chapter 2
Theoretical Basis of Hysteretic Properties
Two basic mechanisms are at the root of the behaviour of magnetic materials,
exchange and anisotropy. The origins of the spontaneous moment is a rnicroscopic

problem where exchange interactions are important. The magnetization process is a
macroscopic problem which can be a consequence of domain wail motion or the reversal
of single domain particle moments by coherent or incoherent rotation. From the latter
perspective, dipole-dipole interactions, magnetostatic energy, and anisotropy are
important.

2.1 Magnetization
Magnetic fields can be described mathematicaiiy as onginating from srnall regions

of space c d e d magnetic poles. Two types of poles, defmed as noah and south, exist and
exert opposite forces on a common magnetic test pole. However, poles do not exist in

isolation, but in pairs. A north-south pole pair defines a dipole. The magnitude of the
14

magnetic moment of a dipole is

m

a

pole strength x distance between poles .

The energy, E, of a dipole of moment, G , in a field, W, is defined by E

= -fi?&.

The

lowest energy state is given by the moment lying parailel to the field. Magnetization, @,
describing the extent to which the magnetic body is magnetized, is defined as the total

magnetic moment per unit volume

=

(7

-

v

fi,), and is an average value when the

sum is defined over the volume V of the entire body. However, magnetization is often

M(F)= AV

defined locdly, at sorne position F, as

Si)where the rurn is taken ody
i

over dipoles in a srnall element of volume AV .

2.2 Magnetostatic Energy
Magnetostatic energy is the self energy of a magnetic body. Treating the body as

an assembly of magnetic dipoles fii,the rnagnetostatic energy, E,

is calculated using

the interna1 field, Hi,, which is the field due to the dipoles themselves, and summing

over d l the dipoles in the assernbly ,
E
continuum limit this becornes ,
E

=

-LE
mi *di,,(Momsh, 1965, p. 12). In the
2 i
d

= - L I M*H,, dV where V is the volume of the
*Y

magnetic body. Specifically, for an ellipsoid of uniform magnetization, the internai field
due to uncompensated surface poles is just a demagnetizing field and is opposite and

proportional to the magnetization, HD= -DM where D is the demagnetizing coeficient.
Thus, the magnetostatic energy for an ellipsoid is proportionai to the square of the
magnetization ,
E

*.

= IDM Magnetostatic energy leads to anisotropy (Section 2.4)
2

and the formation of domains (Section 2.5).

2.3 Exchange Interaction
The exchange interaction arises from a combination of the electrostatic coupling
between electron orbitals and the necessity to satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle. The
o v e r d antisymmetnc character of electronic states gives rise to a couphg between the

spin momentum and the wave function in real space. ParaIlel spins give rise to a
symmetric spin wave function and an anti-syrnmetric spatial wave function. These spins
cannot stay close together, so this redvces the average energy for the electrostatic
interaction. This fundmentally electrostatic effect is the bais for ferromagnetism
(Section 2.9.2). The exchange interaction is quantum mechanicd and is descnbed by the
A -

Hamiltonian H = -ZJijSi*Sj
where
i.j

is the spin angular momentum Iocated at the i

"

lattice site and Jij is the exchange integral that measures the coupling strength between

spins i and j. The sign of Jij detemiines whether the spins prefer to orient themselves
parailel (J, > O) or antiparallel (J, < O) to each other. The spin-spin interactions are an
exchange interaction, favounng long-range ordering over macroscopic distances.
Nevertheless, exchange is a short-range interaction, which falls off rapidy with distance
and it is usuaily sufficient to include only nearest neighbours. Then, the interaction
strength only varies with the angle between neighbouring moments.The exchange
interaction is the rnost important interaction between atomic magnetic moments.

2.4 Magnetic Anisotropy
Magnetic anisotropy refers to the directional dependence exhibited in

measurements of magnetic properties. Magnetic anisotropy c m appear in different ways,

including intrinsic properties of the crystal that define preferred directions for the
magnetuation, extrinsic properties. such as the specimen's shape, or through the
application of stress to the material. Mognetocrystalhe, or crystal, anisotropy is the force
that tends to bind the magnetizûtion vector

fi,to particular directions in the crystal. The

interaction, known as spin-orbit coupling, or the coupling between electronic orbitals and
spin, is the dominant mechanism of magnetocrystalline anisotropy since the
magnetization is tied to the spin. (Experiments have established that the atornic origin of
magnetism is not an orbital motion but the spin moment of the electron, with a smdl
orbital contribution (Momsh, 1965, p. 48)). Within the crystal, there exists an electric
potential, or crystd field, created by the charged ions on the crystal lattice and sharing the
symmetry of the lattice. Interactions between the orbital angular momenturn,

E.and this

potential cm be such that the orbital momentum orientations are fixed suongly to the
+

4

lattice. Due to spin-orbit coupling, proportionai to L S ,the spin orients itself dong
certain symmetry axes of the lattice that are energetically favoured. Altematively, the
spin-orbit coupling may be stronger than that between the electronic orbitals and the
lattice. In this case, the orbital angular momentum rigidly follows the spin and anisotropy

results from the variation of energy due to changes in the orientations of

with respect

to the Iattice. Crystalline anisotropy is not due to the exchange interaction. Aithough this
latter spin-spin coupling is strong, it does not depend on orientation with respect to the
lattice, but only on the angle between the spins themselves. The spin-orbit coupling is
weak, but it defines easy axes withh the cqstal, since energy is required to rotate the spin
system away fiom these preferred directions.

Shape anisotropy appean when the shape of the magnetic body deviates from

spherical form; if no crystalline anisotropy exists, a spherical sample is equaliy easy to
magnetize in any direction. Ultimately, the origin of shape anisotropy is magnetostatic
energy and is a consequence of demagnetizing fields resulting fiom uncompensated
surface poles. The field within a magnetic body is a vector sum of the applied and
dernagnetizing fields. Considering an eilipsoid, a stronger field must be applied dong the
short axis than the long axis to produce the same true field inside the specimen. to
compensate for the stronger demagnetizing field. This means that an easy direction is
defined dong the long a i s .
Anisotropy in magnetic materials exists when the magnetization vector favours
lying dong certain directions in the sample, and stress alone can create an easy axis

within a material through rnagnetoelastic coupling to the lattice. This coupling is a
consequence of the energy variation when positions of the magnetic ions on the lattice are
modified (Bertotti, 1998. p. 158).

2.5 Domain Structure
Fit postulated by Weiss (1907),domains are regions in a material that have a
uniforrn magnetization. Each domain is spontaneously magnetized to the saturation value.

The exchange interaction explains this spontaneous magnetization in an individual
domain since parallel spin orientations are favoured by this interaction when the coupling
constant Jij is positive. N e i g h b o u ~ gdomains have different orientations of the
magnetization. The interface between regions where the spontaneous magnetization has
different directions defines a domain waii. Within the extent of the wall the
18

magnetization must change direction. This means that the wall is defmed by atoms with
spins that are not parailel, but which make some angle with one another. This introduces
exchange energy that is minimized when the spin direction changes gradually over many

atorns. However, where crystal anisotropy exists, a cornpetition aises between the
reduction of exchange energy, favouring a thick wall, and the correspondhg increase in
crystaiiine anisotropy energy, favouring a thin waii. Spins prefer to lie dong easy
directions of the crystal and a thin wall minimizes the number of atomic moments that
orient themselves in noneasy directions. Thus, the wall energy has both exchange and
crystalline anisotropy contributions.
For a particle having just one domain, the rnagnetostatic energy is ,
E = %DM:
where D is the demagnetization factor and M, is the saturation magnetization. If the

particle splits into two domains of opposing magnetization, thus bnnging north and south
surface poles closer together and decreasing the spatial extent of the field, the
magnetostatic energy is reduced. Formation of additionai domains accomplishes funher
reduction of the magnetostatic energy, untii the energy introduced into the material by

additional walls exceeds this reduction.

2.6 Single Domain Particles
Some particles can exist as single domain if they are small enough such that the
reduction of magnetostatic energy induced by the formation of domain walls is dominated
by an increase in the total energy fiom the wall energy contribution. The cntical size for

single domain behaviour in zero applied field can be predicted by minimizing the
expression for the total energy with respect to size (Cullity, 1972, p. 300). This type of
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particle canaot be demagnetized. Because there are no domain w d s , the magnetization

can only be reversed by rotation. Shape or crystalhe anisotropy hinder this rotational
process. A multi-domain particle can becorne single domain if it has been saturated in a
sufficiently strong magnetic field.

The critical size for a single domain can be calculated under two different
conditions, static and dynamic. In the static case, a particle is single dornain when al1
spins are parailel in H, = 0.and the particle will spontaneously break up into domains
when the critical size has been exceeded. According to the dynamic definition of critical
size, a particle is only considered single domain if and only if the spins of the particle
remain parallel in zero field and during reversal in H, + O. that is, the particle exhibits
coherent reversal (Cullity, 1972, p. 398).

2.7 Mechanisms of Magnetization Reversal
There are many mechanisms for magnetization reversal. Domain wall motion is a
mechanism of magnetization reversal in multi-domain materials. Small single domain
particles change their direction of magnetization by coherent rotation. Incoherent
mechanisms for rotation are suggested by experiments that yield cwrcive fields that are
too low to be accounted for by coherent reversal.

2.7.1 Coherent Reversal: The Stoner-Wohlfarth Mode1
The Stoner-Wohlfarth mode1 provides a classicai calculation of hysteresis. It
examines the behaviour of a single domain part..dein a magnetic field. In singledomain

particles, no domain w d s exist, and rotation, as a mechanism of magnetization reversal,

can be considered in isolation. Rotation occurs against restoring forces of shape, stress,
andior crystal anisotropy. The mode1 considers a prolate spheroid, as shown in Figure 2.1,
with a constant spontaneous magnetization, M,,having uniaxial shape anisotropy, but for

which crystalline anisotropy and strain are zero; however, since these anisotropies are of
the same fom, E, = K sin28 (Cullity, 1972. p. 2 16), they cm be treated similady. For
the Stoner-Wohlfarth particle in question, the semi-major axis is given by c, and a is the
semi-minor mis. The long axis is the easy axis of magnetization. The angle formed by the
magnetization vector and c is 8, and K is the uniaxial anisotropy constant, which in the
case of shape anisotropy cm be expressed in terms of the demagnetiung coefficients

MI.

dong the semi-minor and semi-major axes as K = %(Na-N,)

in the expression for the total energy, a potential energy term for a magnet in an
-.

applied field, Ha,
combines with the anisotropy energy to give:

E = Ksin20 - H,M,cos(a -0)

(2.1 )

3

where a is the angle that H, makes with c. The equilibriurn position of the magnetization

dE = O and ensuring
vector is given by rninimizing the energy equation, that is, setting de
d
2~
that -> O. Defining reduced parameters for the magnetization and the field by
de2
m = M/M, and h, = H,M,RK respectively, the foilowing weti-known result is obtained:
sin 8cos 0 - h, sin (a-9= 0

(2.2)

Solutions to Equation 2.2 define hysteresis loops for the particle, where the projection of
the magnetization vector on the easy axis is given by M = M,cos (a-@,

or in terms of reduced variables,

m

=

cos (a-O).

Figure 2.1 .A Stoner-Wohlfarth particle (from Cullity, Fig. 9.37a, 1972). The uniform
spontaneous magnetization M, forms an angle 0 with the easy axis c of the ellipsoid. A
magnetic field H, is applied at an angle a with respect to this axis.

For this simple model, the cntical field, where switching takes place, is given by
d 2~
simultaneously solving Equation 2.2 and the equation obtained by setting -= O ,
de2
The hysteresis loops generated fiom these calculations are shown in Figure 2.2.
These loops Vary in character from a square loop (identical to the elementary hysteresis
loops for a pseudopaaicle, implemented in the Preisach model discussed in Chapter 3)
when the applied field is aligned with the easy axis, to a Iinear anhysteretic curve when
the field is applied normal to the long axis. The hysteresis loops generated by applying
the field at different angles indicate the presence of both revenible and imversible

changes in magnetization in the process of domain rotation. These irreversible changes
are sometimes referred to as Barhausen jumps.

These loops display information about the critical or nvitchingfield, where the
magnetization jurnps irrevenibly, and the reduced coercivefield hc, where the particle
exhibits zero moment. The critical field varies between reduced values 0.5 and 1.O. as
shown in Figure 2.3. The reduced coercive field, ranges from a maximum value of h, = 1

for the square hysteresis loop to a minimum value hc = O where the magnetization is a
linear hinction of the fieid and completely reversible. So, the maximum coercive field for
a single domain particle with uniaxial anisotropy is H, =

and is sometirnes called the

Ms
anisotropy field HK.
An energy level diagram can be generated by plotting the total energy as a

function of the angular position of the magnetization vector. In Figure 2.4, the curves
have been generated for a field applied antiparaliel to the easy axis, a = 180". In the case
of zero applied field, the result is two degenerate minima The local energy minimum at

Figure 2.2 .Hysteresis loops for a particle with uniaxial anisotropy showing the

dependence of loop shape and switching field on the angle a between the applied field
and the easy mis of the particle (Cullity, Fig. 9.38, 1972). Here m is the reduced

magnetization and h is the reduced field.

Figure 2.3 .Dependence of the criticd field h,, on the orientation a of the applied field
(after Chikanimi, Fig. 14.2, 1964).

Figure 2.4 .Rotation of the magnetization in an ellipsoid. Energy E (divided by the

anisotropy energy, EK)as a f'unctionof the rotation of the magnetization in an ellipsoid
through angles 0 (after Cullity, Fig. 9.37b,1972).

8 = O" becornes a maximum when the applied field matches the particle's critical field.

The Stoner-Wohlfarth mode1 (Stoner & Wohlfarth, 1948) makes several
assumptions that represent an idealized state. In real materials, these conditions are
impossible to meet. The assumption of spheroidal geomeûy is thwarted since particles
and grains bave irregular shapes. Strong dipolar fields may be present at sharp corners or

surface irregulmities and these may favour magnetization reversal. In the absence of other
sources of anisotropy, the coercivity of a spherical particle
calculations show that for a single domain particle, srna11 deviations from a perfect sphere
dramaticaily increase the coercity. For example, increasing

-C to 1.1 results in a coercivity
a

of 810 Oe (Cullity, 1972, p. 338). Furthemore, particles are never perfectly aligned in the
field. The relation between coercivity and anisotropy field is affected by the degree of
misalignment, and for random orientations, coercivity predictions are about halved. Zero
temperature is also assurned. At finite temperatures, magnetization reversai can start in
srnail regions by thermal activation. This is a consequence of the inhomogeneity of
magnetic properties that can exist in real materials, where some regions of lower
anisotropy rnay provide nucleation sites for reversai. Even in a state of technical
saturation, the tiny reverse domains that survive the application of very large applied
fields can act as nucleation sites. It is also important to consider particle interactions in

real materials with particles and grains that are packed together, and in buik
polycrystailine materials. The dipolar or exchange interactions affect the collective
magnetization reversal properties.
Stoner and Wohlfarth (1948) and Rhodes (1949), as cited by CuMy (1972),

extended this rnodel to an assembly of particles with two restrictions: the assembly must

be magneticaiiy isotropie with the orientation of the easy axes randomly distributed in
space, and the particles must be noninteracting, that is, the contribution of a particle's
own magnetic field to the extemal field experienced by its neighboun is neglected. The
resultant hysteresis loop (Figure 2.5) is characterized by a remanence of 0.5, normalized
to the saturation magnetization, a reduced critical field 0.5, and a reduced coercivity of
0.48.

In Stoner-Wohlfarth rotation, the spins of ail atoms in a particle remain pardel
throughout rotation. However, measurements of coercivity in iron whiskers yielded only
a fraction (18%) (Luborsky, 1961) of the theoretical value expected for shape anisotropy,

and yet were too large to be explained with crystal anisotropy, thus prornpting a search for
incoherent rotation mechanisms. The most important of these modes are fanning and

curling.

2.7.2 Incoherent Reversa1 Modes
The chah of spheres rnodel suggested by penocüc bulges observed in electron

micrographs of electrodeposited iron, was used by Jacobs and Bean (1955) to investigate
these two possible incoherent reversal modes. In symmetric fanning, the magnetization
vectors of successive spheres in the chah fan out in a plane by rotating in opposite

dictions in neighbouring spheres (Figure 2.6). Each sphere is considered single domain,
with the reversal mechanism of an isolated sphere king coherent. In the model. each

sphere is treated as a dipole. The resulting equations have the same form as for uniaxial

coherent reversal (Eq. 2.2) so the fanning mode is aiso characterized by a rectangular

--1.0

- Reverslble rotation
--- lrreversible rotation

Figure 2.5 . Hysteresis loop descnbing the magnetic response of an aggregnte of single

domain fine particles with uniaxial anisotropy (after Chikazumi, Fig. 14.10, 1964).

Figure 2.6 . Incoherent magnetization revend byfanning (from Momsh, Fig. 7-2.14,
1965). The magnetization vectors in adjacent particles rotate in opposite directions when
a magnetic field H is appiied.

hysteresis l w p but with reduced coercivity.
The curling mode can be investigated by micromagnetics. This mode is most

easily visualised for an infinite cyllnder. Each spin rotates about the radius parallel to the
plane on which it is located, so that hdfivay through the reversal, spins are parailel to that
plane and form closed circles of flux in ail cross-sections (Figure 2.7). No magnetostatic
energy is involved since no uncornpensated poles are on the surface, but exchange energy
resulting from the angles formed between spins in this mode is the banter to revend.
Coercivity in the curling mode depends on both particle size and shape.
A given particle will reverse by whatever rnechanism has the lowest coercivity.

Below a d i c d diameter, coherent reversal is favoured whereas for larger particles
incoherent rnechanisms are favoured. and the specific mechanism depends on particle
shape. Curling is favoured for cylindrical particles (Cullity, 1972, p. 396). whereas
fanning is favoured for "peanut-shaped" particles (Lubonky, 1961).

2.7.3 di pole-dipole Interactions (Bertram & Zhu, 1992)
Interactions between dipoles can yield more insight into reversal patterns.
Consider two particles with paralle1 anisotropy axes, and with anisotropy constants

K,and

6.The applied field is paralle1 to these axes. The dipole particles have a centre-

to-centre separation of 7 ,
directed at an angle, 0 with respect to their anisotropy axes.
Their magnetizations are equal in magnitude, but are oriented at angles 0, and 0, to their
respective particle axes in the plane defined by the particles (Figure 2.8).
The energy of the system c m be calculated as the sum of single particle tenns

From the Stoner-Wohlfarth mode1 plus an interaction tem. The demagnetization energy is

(dl

Coherent Rotation

Figure 2.7 .Magnetization reversal by (a) curling and (c) coherent rotation. (b) and (d)
show cross-sections normal to the z-axis after 90 OC a rotation from the +z direction

( h mCuility, Fig. 11.8, 1974).

Figure 2.8 .An intencting dipole pair with bond angle 0 and separation r. The grains
possess uniaxial crystd anisotropy with easy axes paralle1 to each other and the applied

field, H.

described in tenns of shape anisotropy for the i

" particle as Kisin20,. So,in this

notation, the energy per unit volume for a single particle in a field H is given by

E, = ~,sin*û,- HM,cos(Bi) as in Eq. 2.1. Moreover. the dipole energy for a point dipolar
interaction is given by

E

=

m,m, - 3 (ni; P)(%- P)

where mi = M,Vi is the particle moment and Vi is the volume of the particle. The total

energy density is therefore

E = -HM,(cos 0, +cosO,)
+ HintM,

sin%, +ksin28,

COS(^, -8,) - 3 COS(@

-8 C COS(^ -0.3 ))

MSV is an effective internai field. Equilibrium states of the magnetization
where Hini= -

r3
vectors are defined by simultaneously minimizing the fmt derivatives of the energy.

aE
=O
ae,
L

and

aE
= O. To find the critical points, the deteminant of the second
ae,

-

derivatives is evaluated

Mathematicaily, finding the nucleation field and the equilibnum states is treated as an
eigenvalue problem. Physicaily. nucleation occurs at the lowest reverse field where a

saddle point develops in the energy sdace.
Interactions between particles or grains affect the switching field. For identical

-

particles with zero bond angle 0 = 0, the easy axes coincide, and there is only one
equilibnum state. At high fields, the moments of both particles lie along this line,
O, = 0, = O . This configuration is stable until a negative applied field reaches a value

IH.~

= Hic + HiW.where

H,

=

is the uniaxial anisotropy field .The initial reversal

Ms

mode is fanning. where the particle moments rotate opposite to one another, 68,

=

-66,.

The final equilibrium state is the pardel reverse spin configuration, with both spins
It

opposite to their initial direction. For side-by-side particles, where 0 = -, the
2
ferromagnetic state ( 0 , = 8, = O) is stable, and nucleation in the opposite direction
requires a negative field

IH,~

60, = 68,- when H, > 3H,,

= HK

- 3Hi,,

and the reversal mode is coherent

.However, if HK< 3Hin,, then the motion is revenible and

occurs by fanning. So, bond angles dong the applied field ( 0 = O) raise the nucleation
field, whereas bond angles that are orthogonal to the applied field serve to reduce the
nucleation field. For nonidenticai grains, where K, + $,the revend mode and
nucleation fields depend on the strength of the interactions (Bertrarn & Zhu, 1992).

2.7.4 Domain Wall Motion
When domain walls are present. magnetizing the sample is a process of

converting the specirnen fiom a multi-domain state into a single domain whose
magnetization is aügned with the applied field. A saturation state is reached when an
applied field is large enough to remove the domain structure. (If the field is further
increased. an increase in the magnetization over the spontaneous value is observed. This

phenornena is also seen in systems where saturation is achieved by other mechanisms,
such as rotation. This is c d e dforced magnetizution. and is a result of perfecting the

themal spin alignment within an atorn (Chikazumi, 1964, p. 246). This effect is due to
changes in the Boltzmann factors (e

goveming the populations of the atomic

Zeeman energy levels that depend on the applied field. Imperfect spin alignrnent is due to
thermal agitation. Field induced moment growth is pdcularly important near Tc,where

the molecular field, and hence the Zeeman splitting, is small.)

In a multi-domain specimen, free of imperfections, with 180" wails, that is
antiparallel domains, applying a field dong the rnagnetization direction on one side of the

domain wall, c m displace that wail. Thus, domains initidly parallel to the field grow at
the expense of the antiparallel domains. In a perfect crystalline matenai, the field required

to induce motion of the wall is expected to be small, since only a srnall number of spins,
within the thickness of the wall, must change their orientation (Figure 2.9), and provided

no significant changes in surface pole distribution accompany the wall motion. R e d
materials have imperfections that impede the motion. Furthermore, the total energy of the

sample will depend on the location of the domain wall due to the imperfections
throughout the crystal. since the energy of the waU itseif will depend on its position. This

means that the magnetization process by movement of domain w d s through the crystal
can be understood in terms of the energy Iandscape.

Consider the position dependence of the energy for the example aven in Figure

2.10a In zero applied field, the waU will reside at a minimum,such as O, where it is
pinned. Applying a field will move the wall to the right by an arnount contingent upon the

Figure 2.9 . Energy barriers opposing magnetization for (a) coherent rotation and (b)
domain wall motion (from Benotti. Fig. 1 1.1, 1998).

Figure 2.10 . Domain wall motion in a soft material with imperfections (fiom Momsh,
Fig. 7-7.1, 1965). The direction of motion of 180" wall is indicated in (a). A
representation of the dependence of the wall's free energy with respect to position x is
given in (b). The dope of this curve, plotted against position, is shown in (c).

slope of the cuve in this region. Between O and A, the domain w d motion is reversible;
however, once the wall reaches a location A, where it is unpimed, it will spontaneously

flash across the sample to a position E, having equal slope, where the total energy

E = F(x) - 2 AmHx is a minimum. Decreasing the field, the wall will move toward D,
and upon reversal, the wall will continue moving toward position C. Increasing the field,

when the wall is located at ETwill move the wall toward F where the motion is also
unstable 2nd the wall will spontaneously jump again.
Figure 2.10b shows the derivative of the fiee wail energy with respect to position.
The coercivity is a measure of the field required to move a wall past energy barriers and it
depends directly on the maximum slope of the energy curve, that is on the maximum
value of its derivative. When a local coercive field is exceeded, the wail moves from one

energy well to another, resulting in an irreversible energy change. This irreversibility
yields hysteresis and remanence.

2.7.5 Brown's Paradox
Two problems present themselves with coercivity measurements. Given that
domain wall motion is a relatively easy process, the coercivities observed in multidomain particles are unusually high, and the cwrcivity falls with increasing particle size.

Brown (as cited in Cullity, 1965, p. 400) used micromagnetic caiculations to show that

-

for a perfect crystal, the intemal field required for magnetization reversal is H, = 2K

4'

regardless of particle size. This is the same value as that for coherent rotation. However,
experiments show a dramatic decrease of cwrcivity with increases in particle diameter.
The discrepancy of these results for large particles with theory and experiment is known

as Brown's paradox. Obviously, coherent rotation cannot be the mechanism of reversal in
particles sufficiently large to be multidornain. One alternative is that one or more domain
walls are nucleated in the particie, and rnove through the particle, reversing its
magnetization. Once nucleated the waU will flash across the particle in one Barkhausen
jump if the applied field exceeds the demagnetizing field. To nucleate a wail requires spin
rotation of a few atorns near the surface, against crystal anisotropy, which needs the same
field, H,,as for coherent rotation in a perfect crystal. A perfect crystal will spontaneously
break into domains when the demagnetization field is larger than the anisotropy field.
Real crystals possess irregular shapes, aspherical in form, with pits, bumps, cracks and

scratches, and intemal imperfections of al1 descriptions. including dislocations, solute
atoms, interstitiais, and vacancies. To resolve Brown's paradox these imperfections are
required to lower the nucleation fields. To nucleate a wall for a single particle, the total

field. H

=

H, + H,, which is the sum of the applied and demagnetizing fields, must
2K
Ms

exceed the anisotropy field, -. A small applied field is sufficient for nucleation if the
demagnetization field, HD,is large, the spoataneous magnetization, M,, is large ancilor
the anisotropy constant, K, is small. The demagnetizing field, although bounded for ideai
spheroids (Momsh, 1965, p. IO), c m approach infïnity near sharp corners. M, is
detemiined by the magnetic moment and exchange coupting per atom and can change
locally. The local value of the anisotropy constant, K. due to spin orbit coupiing is
changed by imperfections, like small-scale inhomogeneities in the chemicai composition

of the particles. The rnost likely nucleating agents are local variations in the
demagnetizing field. C o n s i d e ~ gsurface imperfections, pits hinder the nucleation

process since their local fields oppose the applied reversing field, whereas a burnp
produces local fields that reinforce the applied field and encourage nucleation (Cullity,

1965, p. 403).

2.7.6 Becker's Model
Experimentdy, the difference between absolute saturation and a magnetization
that is a few tenths of a percent lower c m go unnoticed, so reverse domains occupying a
very small volume fraction of the particle can go undetected. Then, nucleation of a wall is

no longer required, but rather only the unpinning of wails already existing within the
material.

The coercivity of a particle cannot be predicted given the size and material, since
details of the surface topography are essential. Becker (1967) showed that an additionai
factor could determine the measured coercivity of a particle, the magnitude of the
magnetizing field. He noticed that coercivity increases with increasing applied fields in
certain permanent magnets. For an unsaturated sarnple, this result is expected; however,

the fact that the cwrcivity increases with the maximum value of the magnetizing field
afier saturation is very surprising (Figure 2.1 1). These results seem to indicate that the

strength of a pinning site depends on how hard the wall is driven into it d u h g the
magnetizing process, although the mechanism for this is not understood. Furthemore,

Becker has proposed that a single particle can have a number of pinning sites, each
characterized by a field, H,.requîred to nucleate or unpin a domain waii, and that the
particular site that operates depends on the value of the previously applied field.
A hysteresis loop wili exhibit low coercivity if walls are present and free to move.

Figure 2.1 1 . A schematic diagram of the dependence of the coercivity H, on the

maximum magnetizing field HMi(Becker, 1968, as cited by Culliiy. Fig. 11.15a, 1972).
Even afler saturation (point 3) H, continues to increase if lvger magnetizing fields ;ire

applied.

Moreover, if the defect concentration is sufficiently low, there is negligible resistance to
waU motion, so, as shown in Figure 2.12, the loop is very narrow, having coercivity H
,

1

and a slope -, where D is the demagnetizing factor (Cuility, 1972, p. 408). The loop

D

saturates at a field H,. Increasing the rnagnetizing field to HM,walls are pinned so that
nucleating fields are required to reverse wall motion. Depending on the nucleating field,
the character of the loop can change drarnaticdy. For a nucleating field, H,, ,the

magnetization will &op and follow the upper wall branch and the coercive field will be
that of the wdl, H,. For a nucleating field H
,
.

the observed coercive field will also be

H,,. A square hysteresis hop results for a sufficiently large nucleating field H,

.

Revenal nuclei may be material defects, but they may also be any small region of reverse
magnetization enclosed by a locally pinned domain boundary mecker, 1973). By this
definition. the nuclei rnay be obliterated by a sufficiently high HM.If the nucleating fields
indicated in Figure 2.12 were of this type. applying a field HM< HD + (H, - H,,) would
yield a reversing field, determined by the site corresponding to the nucleating field H,,,
while for H, + (H, - H,,)< HM< H, + (HD- H,)

, HM is sufficiently large to remove

this site, and H
, would become the lowest nucleating field for reversal. By contrast,

defects c m o t be removed by field application and so, the strongest defect in the sarnple
determines the reversing field H,,where a strong defect is defined as one at which a

mal1 field can nucleate or unpin a wall. The larger the particle the greater the probability
that it possesses a strong defect, due to the larger surface area.

By comparing the initial magnetization curve of a system with its major hysteresis
loop, two different behaviours wilI be exhibited by hard magnets depending on the

Figure 2.12 .Theoreticai hysteresis loop of a single particle having defect nucleating

fields Hni,based on Becker's mode1 ( 1969, as cited by Cullity, Fig. 1 1.16a, 1972). The

loop saturates at a field H,, H, is the wall coercive field, and HM denotes the

magnetizing field.

1

1

j nucleation

Figure 2.13 .A schematic representation of magnetization curves and hysteresis Ioops in
(a) nucleation and (b) pinning type magnets (from Bertotti, Fig 10.10, 1998).

dominant mode of reversal (Figure 2.13). When reversal nuclei are present in the
material, reverse domains already exist within a saturated region. If the initial
magnetization curve is steep and saturation is reached in a field much Iower than the
saturated loop coercive field then this indicates freely moving walls where pinning effects
are unimportant. Ifpinned walls are present in the material. stronger fields are required to
move the walls and a field on the order of the saturation coercive field will be required to
reach saturation dong the initiai magnetization curve.

2.8 Types of Magnetic Materials
2.8.1 Paramagnetism
In a panmagnetic material, the coupling between magnetic moments of individual
atoms is srnail or zero. Thus, the magnetization of a paramagnet is only affected by the
application of an extemal magnetic field and thermal agitation due to finite temperature.

ui zero extemal field. atornic moments assume random orientations in space because they
are uncoupled and subject only to thermal agitation. and a net magnetization of

zero

results. A nonzero magnetization can be induced by application of an extemal field since
the coupling between magnetic moments iii and an applied field

H energeticdly favours

alignment of magnetic moments dong the field direction according to E = - ZmR.
Assuming classical dipoles, the magnetization exhibited by au ideal paramagnet, as a
hinction of an applied field and temperature, can be expressed in a simple equation
(Langevin, 1905)

1
niH
where coth a - - is cdled the Langevin function, a = -is a dimensionless parameter,

k J

a

where m is the magnetic moment, k, is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature,

and the maximum possible magnetization is Mo.The result of a quantum mechanical
treatment, where only discrete moment orientations are allowed, is
hii(H.'ïj = Mo[

~

(

-4

2J + I
~ 2J
~ i

I
-b 23 coth

m,* and mH
where the square bracketed quantity is the Brillouin function, with a' = -

kBT
represents a component of the net magnetic moment of an atom dong H. The Brillouin
function reduces to the classical Lmgevin result in the limit J

- -, a condition

corresponding to unrestricted orientations of the magnetic moment (Cullity, 1972. p.
105). For quantum spins S = M, there are only two possible orientations. and the

Bnllouin function simplifies to M = M, tanh a

'. Regardless of whether a classicd or a

quantum approach is used, the relationship between magnetization and field is linear at

(-

low fields and high temperatures mH

« 1),

and a panmagnet exhibits no hysteretic

kB=

behaviour.

2.8.2 Ferromagnetism
Ferromagnetism is a label that describes materials with strongly coupled atomic
dipole moments that tend to be aligned panllel to each other. These materials can exhibit

a spontaneous magnetization, M,, even in the absence of a magnetic field. This
spontaneous moment disappears when the material is heated above a certain temperature

c d e d the ferromagnetic Curie temperature, Tc.The maximum possible value of M, is

achieved o d y at absolute zero, but the value of the spontaneous magnetization is only
weakly dependent on temperature below the magnetic ordering temperature, until the
temperature exceeds 0.75 Tc.Then, the spontaneous moment rapidly decreases to zero at

Tc.Above Tc,the material behaves paramagnetically.
Classically, ferromagnetism is trented phenomenologically, where a strong
interaction between atornic dipoles is assumed to be proportional to the magnetization.

This interaction can be considered equivalent to some intemal magnetic field, as in the
theory developed by Weiss (1907). The internai field is refened to as the molecular,
Weiss. or exchange field, and cm be written as Hm = N,M, where N, is the molecular

field constant. For finite ternperatures, the thermal energy of the atoms breaks alignrnent
with this intemal field, and so Tc defines the temperature at which thermal energy is

sufficient to desuoy the spontaneous magnetization. The size of the molecular field is

several orders of magnitude larger than the demagnetizing or dipole-dipole interaction
fields (Momsh, 1965, p. 26 1). Andogously, below Tc,ferromagnetism is given the same
quantum mechanical treatment as paramagnetism (Section 2.8. l),except that the applied
field. H. in the magnetization expression is replaced by the total field, a sum of the

applied and molecular fields, H + N,M ,so that simultaneous equations must be solved
to

find the spontaneous magnetization M F , O).
The shapes of hysteresis loops are affected by many factors including temperature

and measuring technique, that is whether the applied field is paralie1 (square loops) or

perpendicular (nearly linear loops) to the specimen's easy axis (Cullity, 1972, p. 348), as
weiï as the type of magnetism exhibited by the system (Souletie, 1983). As discussed,

paramagnets exhibit no hysteresis, whereas ferromagnets are classic hysteretic systems
(Figure 2.14). The thermal hysteretic behaviour of ferromagnets is characterized by a drop
in both coercivity and saturation moment as temperature increases. These changes are a
consequence of the loss of spontaneous moment with increasing temperature and the
corresponding reduction in the energy barriers to flipping moment orientation, as these
barriers generally depend on magnetization. For exarnple, when the particle's coercivity is
detemiined by shape anisotropy, and thus, by the magnetostatic energy (Section 2.2) of a
spontaneously rnagnetized particle, the anisotropy constant varies as K - M.:

The

equilibrium curve (Section 1.3) shown in Figure 2.14 resembles that of a two level system
with no coercivity, hence switching c m occur with a negligible applied field at dl
temperatures.

2.8.3 Ferrimagnetism
In a ferromagnetic system, al1 atomic moments positioned on a lattice are coupled
and spontaneously align in parallel; however, some magnetic systems have coupling that
cm be described in terms of a sublattice structure. Atoms occupying sites on the same

sublattice possess moments that are coupled to each other and aiigned parailel to one
another. Magnetic moments of atoms on different sublattices lie antiparallel to one
another. Where the magnitude of these moments are identical, the system exhibits
antiferronzugnettrm;however, when the atomic moments residing on different sublattices
are not the same, the mult is a net moment and the system is descnbed asferrimagnetic.

The strict definition has k e n broadened to include more than two subiattices.
Ferrimapets aiso exhibit critical behaviour and the temperature above which the

Figure 2.14 . A schematic representation of a hysteresis hop and its evolution with
temperature (T, > T,) in the case of a ferromagnet (after Souletie. Fig. 9a, 1983). Both

the amplitude and coercivity are reduced by increased temperature. The equilibrium curve
for the system is given by the dashed line.

spontaneous magnetization vanishes is referred to as the Curie or Néel temperature .Like
ferromagnets, this class of materials possesses a spontaneous magnetization that anses
from long-range order, and displays hysteresis simüar to that observed in ferromagnets.

2.8.4 Superparamagnetism
The existence of superparamagnetic particles was fmt predicted by Néel (1949).
Superpanmagnetic particles behave much like paramagnetic particles, but their magnetic
moments are much larger. In a superparamagnetic particle, the entire assembly of spins is
thermally excited to rotate together to overcome the potential barrier due to ruiisotropy.
The coercive force is decreased by thermal excitation and the process requires a time that

is dependent on particle size.

The energy of a single domain particle with uniaxial anisotropy depends on the
angle between the magnetization vector and the particle's easy mis, 8.The energy as a

hinction of angle is given by E = ?hCVsin29.In zero applied magnetic field, the height
of the energy barrier is YXV, where C is the anisotropy constant and V is the particle
volume. This anisotropy can be due to shape, in which case C = (Na- N,)MZ,
where N,
and N, are demagnetizing factors for an ellipsoid. C can also refer to the c r y s t a h e

anisotropy, in which case C

=

2K. If anisotropy is due to strain then C = 3 l p , where

ii,

is the saturation magnetostriction, or the change in length per unit length when the sarnple

is saturated, and a is the applied tension. Obviously, two energy minima exist and so, in
the absence of any perturbation, the magnetization will lie aloag the easy axis at an angle

0 equai to O or z The magnetization can reverse direction if the energy barrier separating
the two States is exceeded. This can be initiated by thermal agitation if the volume of the

particle is small, or the temperature is hi&.

The reversal process is characterized by a relaxation tirne, t, the time for the
magnetization to decrease to l/e or 37% of the initial value. Consider a powder of
uniaxial particles whose easy axes are aligned dong the z-axis. The sample's
magnetization has k e n saturated in the direction of aiignment by a magnetic field applied
dong the 2-axis. In the absence of the field the magnetization will decay from a value Mo
according to

where

-1/2CV

1

- is proportional to the Boltzmann factor e

kT , which gives the probability

t

chat a particle has enough thermal energy to overcome the energy barrier, as required for
1

revenal. The upper limit for the inverse relaxation time, -, is the frequency of
T

precession from the +z to the -z direction (Morrish, 1965. p. 361). This frequency is

TH, where y = 107 and H,=- C = 102 or 103 in real particles (Morrish. p. 267
given by 2x
M
& p. 361). and is the equivalent applied field necessq to produce a magnetization in a

stable particle. Thus,

1

t

-1ncv

= 109e

kT

, assuming coherent reversal. For incoherent

revenal mechanisms, the energy banter is reduced. Furthemore, applied fields also
modify these results, essentiaily reducing the energy barrier (Chikazumi, 1964, p. 3 13).

A cntical size, for which superparamagnetic behaviour is expected, can be
determined using r = 100 S. This value is rather arbitrarily selected and is the
approximate t h e requhed for a remanence measurement (Cuiiity, 1972, p. 413).
Increasing this time parameter by an order of magnitude o d y changes slightly the

predictions of critical dimensions. Above the cntical size the magnetization is stable,

while below the critical dimension, an assembly of particles is always in thermal
equiïbrium and exhibits superparamagnetisrn. A srnall change in particle size drastically
changes the relaxation time constant. In fact, a 30% change in particle diameter changes r

by a factor of IO9.
Moreover, this condition for stability against themally activated transitions can be
used to predict the tempenture at which the thermd energy of the particle is insufficient
to make an overbarrier transition. This temperature is called the bhcking temperature, TB.
1

Substitution of s = LOO s into the expression for - yields %CV = 25kT,and for a given
5

particle shape and volume, the tempenture that satisfies this equality is TB.

For an assembly of superparamagnetic particles possessing no anisotropy, the
classical theory of paramagnetism applies above TBsince the moment of each particle c m
point in any direction, and the Langevin function describes the character of the
magnetization. For a finite anisotropy, where easy axes are aligned with each other and
with the field, the orientations of the moments are severely restricted, so quantum theory
applies and a hyperboiic tangent magnetization curve is expected. In the general case of

nonaligned particles with finite anisotropy, neither equation applies.
Furthemore, neither of these forms of magnetization curves can actuaiiy be
observed since the theories which lead to these equations assume uniform particle size
and moment, but there is usually a distribution of particle sizes and the moment per
particle is not uniform. This resuits is a distniution of blocking tempemtures. Above the
highest blocking temperature. the assembiy behaves paramagneticdy, while below the

lowest blocking temperature the individual moment orientations are fued. However, the
moment of the particle is still free to grow with decreasing temperature by virtue of the
temperature dependence of its spontaneous moment.
For a superparamagneticsample, magnetization curves at different temperatures
always superimpose when the magnetization is plotted against HIT (Cullity, 1972, p.
41 1). There is no hysteresis; the coercivity and remanence are zero. Hysteresis will appear

when particles of a particular size are cooled below a certain temperature (blocking
temperature), or alternatively, when particles of increasing size are investigated at

constant temperature. Because of the distribution of particles sizes and blocking
ternperatures, the hysteresis ioops are somewhat rounded (Figure 2.15). The thermal
character of the superparamagnetic hysteresis Ioop differs greatly from that of a
ferromapet. Although coercivity drops with increasing temperature as a consequence of

the increased thermal energy available for transition, the saturation moment remains
almost the same. In the superpmagnet region the moment is relatively constant if, as is
generally the case, the temperature is well below the cntical temperature of the system.

Temperature strongly affects the equilibrium curves shown in the figure. The steepness of

'

'

m*H
the curve depends inversely on temperature through M = Mota& a where a = -

kBT
(Section 2.8.1) so, for low fields, increasing temperature decreases the slope of the

equilibrium curve.

2.8.5 Spin Glasses
Spin glasses are a dass of magnetic materials whose atomic spins are disordered

in terms of both their location and the interatomic interactions. Spin glasses display a

Figure 2.15 .Schematic shape and evolution with temperature (T, > T,) of the hysteresis
cycle for a superparamapet (after Souletie. Fig. 9b. 1983). Temperature strongly affects

the equilibnurn curves (dashed lines).

coexistence of both femmagnetic and antiferromagnetic couphgs, due to the structural

disorder. An atom of a given spin may not be able to orient itself to satisfy its interaction
with ail the other a t o m in the spin glass, and this is calledfrustration. Physically, a
canonical spin glass is defined as a diiute, random distribution of magnetic impurities in a
nonmagnetic host rnetal.
Consider three spins as s h o w in Figure 2.16, where Spin A interacts
ferromagnetically with Spin B and antiferromagneticallywith Spin C, but the interaction
between Spins B and C is ferromagnetic. E Spin C aligns with Spin A it violates the
ferromagnetic interaction with Spin B. but if it aiigns itself with Spin B it violates the
antiferromagnetic interaction with Spin A. Thus, there is no way to satisfy al1 alignment
requirements simultaneously and the system is said to be frustnted. The result is that a
spin g l a s system can have several low-energy states based on the minimum number of
interaction violations within the system.
There is still controversy over whether a spin glass is a genuine magnetic phase or
simply a paramagnet whose dynamic properties are sufficiently slowed so as to appear to
constitute a static phase, andogous to common glas, which appears to be a solid, but is
really a liquid flowing at an astonishingiy slow rate. Both infinite range and short range
theones of spin glasses have k e n proposed, and they are discussed in detail by Fischer
and Hertz (1991).

The hysteretic properties of spin glasses are somewhat different from those

descnbed for ferromapets and superparamapets (Figure 2.17). The sole effect of
increasing temperature is a narrowing of the loop. The saturation moment remains

Figure 2.16 . A fmstrated three spin systern. If the ferromagnetic interaction between
spins A and B. the ferromagnetic coupling between spins A and C and the
antiferromagnetic couplhg between spins B and C cannot be satisfied simultaneously.

Ferromagnetic couplings are indicated by "+". while antiferromagnetic couplings are
marked "- ."

unchanged with respect to temperature, as expected for systems which exhibit a constant
moment under field cooled conditions (3.7). For this reason, the equilibrium curves
generated for spin glasses are also nearly completely independent of temperature

(Souletie, 1983).

Figure 2.17 .Hysteresis loops for a spin glas system at temperatures T, > T, (&ter

Souletie, Fig.9c, 1983). The equilibrium cuve (dashed line) line does not depend on
temperature.

Chapter 3
Preisach Model: Generalizing the Formalism
Fint regarded as a physical model of magnetic hpteresis when F. Preisach
published his paper in 1935, the Preisach rnodel makes sevenl plausible hypotheses

concerning the physicd mechanisrns of magnetiration, and its fundamentai simplicity is
quite attractive for the study of hysteresis. A better understanding of the general nature of
the model was achieved when Krasnosel'skii separated the model from its physical

meaning and represented it in purely mathematicai form (Krasnosel'skü & Pokrovskii,
1983, as cited by Mayergoyz, 1991). This mathematical description cm be osed to
replicate hysteresis processes of different physicd ongins. The Preisach model as applied
in magnetics (Section 3.1). is often criticized for making unsatisfactory physical
interpretations and the mathematical approach is preferred by some because its treatrnent
of hysteresis, based on hysteresis operators, does not encounter the difficuities inherent in
c o ~ e c t i n gthe rnodel to physicd definitions (Mayergoyz, 1991). Nonetheless, recent

interest in the Preisach model has been spurred by its potential to clarify the interpretation
of Henkel plots (Section 3.4). widely used to characterize interaction effects in a wide
variety of magnetic materials.

3.1 Scalar Preisach Model
The Scdar Preisach Model (SPM)describes macroscopic hysteresis phenornena

by superposing a continuum of elementary asymmetric rectangular hysteresis loops. An
elementary hysteresis loop as depicted in Figure 3. la represents a magnetic
pseudoparticle having moment p, and two possible magnetic States cp = i p ,

corresponding to moment orientations that are up or down. The field at which the particle
flips from -p to +p is the up-switching field, a. Theoretically, this switching field can
assume any value -oo < a < +m.The down-switching field, where the moment flips
from +p to -p ,is given by

P where

< c a , since the down-switching field must

-00

always be less than the up-switching field. To avoid the difficulties inherent in the
physical interpretation of this magnetic form of the Preisach model, the term
"pseudoparticle" has k e n used, nther than explicitly connecting the elementary
hysteresis loops to real magnetic particles. In the Preisach mudel, no reference is made to
the shapes or spatial location of these particles within the system (Mayergoyz, 1991).

An ensemble of these loops can be described by a distribution p(a,p) or

.

altematively, p(h,, h,) called the Preisach distribution where hc = (a - P)12 is the
elementary loop coercive field, which is the haif-width of the loop, while h, = (a + 8)/2 is

an asymmetry field, which measures the shifi of the loop with respect to the origin

Figure 3.1 . (a) An elementaq Preisach hysteresis loop with states m = *p, a shi ft field
h, = -hi ,where the interaction tield is hi > 0 ,and a coercive field hc . (b) The double

well potential corresponding to the hysteresis cycle in (a) when ha = 0 .

(Figure 3.la). For an isolated particle, there is no mechanism that can shift the loop from
its symmetric position about zero field; the shift is a consequence of interactions with
adjacent particles. Consequently, the shifted loop can be described in terms of an
interaction field, hi, where hi = -h, and is the preferred notation to illuminate the physics
of the model. These two loop parameters are generally assumed to be independent of each

other (Basso & Bertotti, 1994), and so the Preisach distribution cm be factored into a
product of two functions, such that p(hc,h,) = f(hc)g(h,).The coercive field is an
intrinsic property. Physically. the distribution of coercive fields f(h,) is a consequence of
fluctuations in the anisotropy constants or in the spontaneous magnetization of a particle.
The shifted loops, invoked in the magnetic Preisach model, are cnticized as king
unphysical for single particies (Mayergoyz, 1991). However, when considered as a
consequence of interactions between particles. which implies that particles feel the sum
of the applied field and a field due to adjacent particles, a distribution of shift fields c m
result from variations in the internai field due to variations in particle size, shapes, or
spacing. The resulting distribution is utilized in calculations despite the absence of an
explicit inclusion of these parameters in the model. Treating the shift field as a measure
of local interactions that are random, g(h,) must be symmetric about h, = O, mhoring the

symrnetry of macroscopic hysteresis loops. Moreover, this symmetry ensures that
p(h, ,h, 1 = p(q, hi because g(hJ = g( -hi) = &hi)
The simplest metastable system is a double weii potential with two possible
c ~ ~ g u r a t i oand
n s two local minima whose energies are a function of some extemal
parameter. Particles represented by an elementary Preisach hysteresis loop c m be

equivaiently represented by such a two level potential energy diagram. Figure 3.1 shows
the equivalence between the particle hysteresis loop and energy weii representations.

Applying a magnetic field effectiveiy alters the barrier height, by changing the depth of

the potentiai wells as shown in Figure 3.2. Thus, the barrier can be ostensibly removed by

applying a suficiently large field.

3.2 Moving Preisach Model
If, in addition to local random interactions, the system also possesses a global
induced interaction field hm = km. then the original local interaction field hi is
supplemented by km to produce a total effective interaction field
1

hi = h i + km

a-ai=a

-km

p-pl=p -km
so the switching of the panicle now takes place at applied fields ha = (af$') instead of
ha = (a$).Alternatively, the new distribution, p '(h:,hJ,

of coercive fields, h:, and total

interaction fields. h,', is

P '@:hii)= pOic ,hi) = p(hc

hi' - km)

so, the new distribution is just the original distxibution shifted by km dong the onginai

hi -axis.Figure 3.3a shows this effect on the Preisach plane.
The Moving Preisach Model (MPM)is a state-dependent geaeraiization of the

Scalar Preisach Model, in which the distribution funetion itself is allowed to evolve in

Figure 3.2 . Applying a magnetic field +hachanges the depth of the potential wells
(dashed Iines), effectively increasing the barrier height for the + to - transition by ph,,
while decreasing the barrier height for the - to + transition by ph,.

Figure 3.3 . (a) In the Moving Preisach Model, the Preisach distribution p(h,, hi) shifts by

km dong the original hi-axis.(b) To first order, this is the same as replacing the appiied
field with an effective field h = h,

+

km.

response to changes in the macroscopic magnetization of the system (Della Torre, 1966).
The moving, or mean field, parameter k reflects a more realistic picfure of interaction

fields, which are expected to be symmetricaily distnbuted around a magnetizationdependent mean (hi,,,) = km. Vajda and Della Torre (1993) showed that to fmt order
shifting the Preisach distribution is equivalent to magnetizing the original Preisach plane
with the SPM,but replacing the applied field with an effective field,
h = h, + km(h)

(3.1)

w here the regenentive contribution k m(h) is necessariiy explicitly dependent on the field
(Figure 3.3b). This allows us to retain the original switching fields of the particle.

If k > 0, the physicd origin of this mean field c m be considered similar to that of
a molecular field, resulting from strong ferromagnetic interactions favouring collective

alignment of the moments dong the sarne direction. The degree of alignment is measured
by the magnetization and to a first approximation. the molecular field c m be written as

Hm = N,M (Section 2.9.2). A rnean field term can also result from the presence of
domain walis (Bertotti, 1998. p. 452). The magnetostatic, or self energy of a body,
associated with dipolar interactions, can also contribute to a mean field effect with k < 0;
its associated demagnetizing field is proportional to the magnetization (Section 2.2). This
means that both interactions and shape effects can combine into a global mean field
described by a single phenomenological mean field parameter, k.

The MPM introduces a skew transformation for the hysteresis loops generated by
the SPM. As shown in Figure 3.4, an oblique line passing through the ongin of the

magnetization versus effective field identifies zero appiied field, and this axis is

Figure 3.4 .Skew transformation. The oblique line having dope

-1 and passing through
k

the origin of the magnetization rn versus the effective field h, identifies the location of
h

zero applied field, which corresponds to a magnetization rn = -.

k

h
equivalent to a rnagnet&ation, m = - .In Preisach calculations, the same hysteresis loop

k

will result regardless of tht mean field parameter if the magnetization is plotted against
the effective field. Generating hysteresis curves as a hnction of the applied field reveals

mean field effects. The characteristics of these loops cm be seen qualitatively from the
skew transformation. For positive values, k > 0, the saturation remanence increases over
its mean field-free value, the initial magnetization process is faster, and the hysteresis

loop is steeper; whereas for negative values of this parameter, the saturation remanence is
reduced and the magnetization varies more slowly with increasing field. The coercivities

are no? affected by the mean field term.

3.3 Preisach Plane
A special diagnmmatic technique, developed by Preisach, constitutes the

mathematical foundation for magnetic calculations using this model. This geometric
interpretation utilizes the Preisach plane (Figure 3.5). The energy level representation of
Preisach particles and their corresponding elementary loops are included in the diagram to

show the siWcance of the three relevant quadrants of the plane. Recall that no particles
can exist above the diagonal a = ; that region of the plane is forbidden for physical
reasons, as particles must have down-switching fields that are less than their up-switching
fields. For quadrants I and III, only one energy minimum exists in zero field. The energy
levels are degenerate dong the coercive field axis since hi = O. In the fourth quadrant, the
energy minima are nondegenerate with an "up" state energeticdy favoured beneath the
h, -axis, and the "dowo" state favoured above it.

Figure 3.5 .The Preisach Plane. The energy level representation and conespondhg

eiementary particie hysteresis loops for selected particles. In Quadrant I and III, particles
possess oniy one energy minimum,corresponding to the "+" state in Quadrant III and the

"-" state in Quadrant 1. Along the coercive field axis, h, the energy levels are degenerate,
corresponding to a centred loop. In Quadrant IV, the energy minima are nondegenerate and

the "+" state is favoured beneath the -axis, while the "-" state is favoured above it.

3.3.1 Using the Preisach Plane
The magnetization induced by applying a positive field, is simulated by sweeping

a vertical line across the plane to a value of field a = +ha(Figure 3.6a). The region
between the p-axis and the vertical line represents the particles that have transition

bamiers that are less than the applied field. h,- hi< ha.The magnetizing remanence is
depicted by sweeping a horizontal line, beginning at the intersection point of the applied
field h e and the hi-axis. down to the a - a i s , representing zero applied field (Figure

3.6b). In general, the demagnetization process, in negative applied fields, involves
sweeping horizontal lines downward to

=

-ha. Calculating the moment at any given

stage is accomplished by integrating over the entire plane. accounting for the state
cp(h,, hi, h) of each particle within the Preisach distribution:

3.3.2 The Demagnetized Plane
When we refer to an initially demagnetized state, it refers to the ongin of the

hysteretic plane M = H = O that also lies on the anhysteretic curve (Section 1.3). This
state is commonly generated by ac demagnetization, dc demagnetization, or thermal
demagnetization. Figure 3.7 depicts the Preisach plane representation of these states. Ac
demagnetization is experimentaily ensured by saturating a specimen with a suficiently
large appiied magnetic field and osciilating the field with ever-decreasing amplitude. The

Preisach plane resulting from the ac demagnetizing procedure (Figure 3.7a) is the lowest
zero-field energy state possible since aii the higher energy metastable states are vacant

69

Figure 3.6 .The Preisach plane is used to calculate the total moment of the system it
represents. (a) The distribution of particle interaction and coercive fields is shown.

Applying a positive fieldh, (dashed h e ) fips the moment of all particles origindy in
the "-" state that have transition barriers less than ha. These particles lie in the shaded

region of the plane. (b) The particles which contribute to the magnetizing remanence

when ha is reduced to zero are included in the shaded area

Figure 3.7 . Preisach planes depicting (a) the ac demagnetized state, (b) a dc

demagnetized state. where H,is the remanent coercive field. and (c) the thermaily
demagnetized state where occupation probabilities of both energy minima are non-zero in
the fourth quadrant. Equal occupation probabilities (% ,%) mean that the plane depicts a
random themaiiy demagnetued state.

and only the lowest energy levels are occupied. The probability (p-, p,) of a

pseudoparticle occupying its two aIlowed states (-p. +p) is therefore expressed as (O, 1)
for particles below the coercive field axis or (1,O) for the particles above it. Dc
demagnetization (Section 1.3) is most simply performed by returning the field to zero
from the remanent coercive field, and its character in the plane is strongly dependent on
the Preisach distribution of pseudoparticles (Figure 3.7b). When thermal energy is

sufficiently large, the two pseudoparticle states are essentially degenerate. since the

thermal energy not only exceeds the energy barriers, but is also much greater than the
difference between the energies of the states. Thus, if the system is cooled in zero field.
from a very high temperature, the particles may be frozen into a random state. This is the
thermally demagnetized state, which defines a Preisach plane where each particle is

equally likely to be found in either of the two local energy minima (Figure 3 . 7 ~ )Both
.
minima only exist in the fourth quadrant of the plane and here the occupation probability

for the two states is expressed as (Va,%). Mitchler, Dahlberg, Engle and Roshko (1995)
linked these random occupation probabilities, important in the analysis of magnetization

properties using Henkel plots (Section 3.4), to the physicaily significant thermal
demagnetization procedure that c m be used to achieve it (Section 3.4.4).

3.4 Henkel Plots
Recently there has k e n a considerable revival of interest in the Preisach mode1
and particulariy in its potentid to improve the interpretation of Henkel plots (Henkel,

1964). Henkel plots are parametric plots of the demagnetizing remanence as a function of

the magnetizing remanence, with the applied field acting as an implicit matchhg

parameter. They are used extensively to characterize interactions in magnetic matenals.
Henkel plots naturally lie between two limits, an upper limit, given by the Wohlfarth
relation id = i, - 2 i, (Wohlfarth, 1958), and a lower limit, given by id = -im,

3.4.l Wohlfarth ReIation Derivation
Following the analysis of Stoner and Wohlfarth (1948), the properties of an
assembly of single domain particles can be determined by treating the collection as a
superposition of single-particle contributions, where interactions between particles are
neglected. A uniaxial particle possesses two energetically equivalent states in zero
applied field. The minima correspond to opposite magnetization states. The axis of
particle magnetization is determined by anisotropy and the field history deterrnines which
direction the magnetization assumes. [n an assembly of particles, there is a distribution of
anisotropy axes as well as a distribution of populations over the energy minima.
Consider an assembly of particles with aligned easy axes that have a distribution
of coercive fields or energy barriers and which have an equal probability of existing in
either orientation in the demagnetized state. Applying a field. dong the common easy
axis to saturate the assembly, results in one half of the particles changing their
orientation, so that a l l moments lie in the same direction. Reducing the field to zero yields
a saturation remanence i,, equal to the saturation magnetization. If a reverse field, -ha,
is applied, then dl particles having coercive fields, hc, less than h, switch, and returning
the field to zero yields the demagnetizing remanence id. The loss of magnetization fiom
the sahiration remanence is simply equal to twice the magnitude of the magnetizing

remanence, i,, found by applying and then removing a field +hato the original
demagnetized state. This is evident since these particles with h, < ha are the sarne
particles activated by the dernagnetizing field and the factor of two arises from the fact
that in the original demagnetized state both miaima are equally populated and only half of
the particles switch. This yields the weU-known Wohifarth relation id = i,

- 2 i,.

The Wohlfarth relation is expected to hold for an assembly of independent, singledomain particles. The particles must be uniaxial as weii as non-interacting because the
symmetry of the loop, assumed in deriving the Wohlfarth relation, is destroyed when an
interaction field contributes to the external field. However, it is not necessary for the axes
to be aligned. Randomly oriented easy axis yield the same result because the particles are

always in pairs with opposite magnetic moments. In the Preisach Model, the Wohifarth
relation holds when elementary loops exhibit no shift dong the field axis
p(h,. hi)

= f(h,)

&hi). This relation also applies to domain walls moving through a fixed

distribution of pinning sites (McCume & Gaunt, 1964). In terms of a graphical relation, a

Henkel plot of the Wohlfarth relation yields a straight line as shown in Figure 3.8.

3.4.2 The Lower Limit
The key to undentanding deviations from the Wohlfarth relation Lies in the initial

population that is active during the magnetizing process. Referring to Figure 3.9, under

random, or thermally demagnetized conditions the "magnetizing" metastable (higher
energy) state is occupied with probability Y%as was implicit in the derivation of the
WohIfarth relation. By contrasf. ac demagnetization leaves the system in its lowest
energy state, so that dI metastable States are initiaily unoccupied. Under these conditions,

Figure 3.8 .The Wohlfarth line and lower limit h e for Henkel plots. The Henkel plot

resulting from an assembly of particles which have equd probability of existhg in either
"i"
or "-" orientation in the demagnetized state (random thermal

demagnetization)is the

Wohlfarth line. The lower limit defines the greatest deviation from the Wohlfarth iine
that cm occur when aU metastable states are unoccupied (ac dernagnetization).

MAGNElïZINQ
METASTABLE
STAE

STABLE
STATE

STABLE
STATE

Figure 3.9 .Energy level representation of a pair of Preisach particles with equal and

opposite interaction fields hi = +ha and hi = -hio.

the "magnetizing" metastable state contributes nothing to the magnetizing remanence,

while the "demagnetizing" metastable state continues to contribute after saturation, so

that the Henkel plot for random interaction fields must curve below the Wohlfarth line.
The lower Mt defmed for a Henkel plot is shown in Figure 3.8. The lower Limit of the
Henkel plot can be understood by considering a Preisach distribution
p(hc,hi) = 6(h, - h$g(hi) where g(hi) = %[&hi - hiJ

+ &hi + hiJ].

The energy Ievel

representation of the Preisach particles is shown in Figure 3.9. Consider the system in its
iowest energy state. If a field smailer than the smallest metastable barrier is applied,
ha< h, - Ih,l, there will be no field induced transition. and the magnetizing remanence

will be zero, i,

= O.

IF a saturating field is applied, the spin-down particle will flip and

remain in this orientation even if a matching reverse field -ha is applied, and so the
demagnetizing remanence attnbuted to this flipped particle is id = p ,yielding a Henkel
point (i,/i,,

idlia) = (O, 1). NOWconsidering a field h i larger than the metastable barrier

but srnailer than the stable barrier h,

- ihiol<ha/ < h,

+

Ihi,l, the field will not induce a

transition and yields no remanence i, = O. The demagnetizing remanence, however, will

also be zero since the reverse field -ha can activate a transition from the demagnetizing
metastable state over the srnaller bamier. This gives the point (O, O) on the Henkel plot.

Finally, applying a sufticiently large field h l to overcome both barriers h: < hc + nii$,
yields a magnetizing remanence i, = p and the matching demagnetizing remanence of
id = -p since the field can flip both particles from the positive saturated state into the

negative saturated state, producing the Henkel point (1, -1). The continuous line segments

shown in Figure 3.8 c m be generated by a continuum of interaction fields, and points on

the lines are related to the hction of particles activated by the applied field. The lower
limit, id = 4, is exhibited by pseudoparticle distributions that have a fned coercivity

p(h,, hi) = 6@,- hJ go,).Basso and Bertotti (1994) provide a mathematical derivation of
this result.

3.4.3 Interpretation of Henkel Plots
Traditionally, the curvature of Henkel plots has been used to infer the types of
interactions present in a magnetic system; whereby, positive curvature, below the
Wohlfarth line, is interpreted as an indication that interactions favour the demagnetizing
process, whereas negative curvature, above the Wohlfarth line, impiies interactions that
favour the rnagnetizing process. For particles that are noninteraciing, g(h,) = 8(hi), the
Henkel plot follows the Wohlfarth line. So, curvature is a natural consequence of intrinsic
disorder. The presence of local interaction fields is indicated by using a function of finite
width to describe the distribution of interaction fields. However, the behaviour of Henkel

plots is more complicated than this simple assertion suggests and the shape of a Henkel
plot is known to be sensitive to the precise method by which the original unmagnetized
state is achieved (Vajda, Della Torre & McMichael, 1994). In particular, calculations that
assume an ac demagnetized initial state predict that demagnetizing-like curvature will
occur for any Preisach distribution that includes shifted ioops, in the absence of mean
field effects. With the exception of a trivial bfunction local interaction field distribution

6(hi),no unique relationship exists between the sign of the mean (or moving) field
parameter k and the curvature of the Henkel plot. Furthemore, the shape of the plot ofien
has complex, oscillatory structure, so that the identincation of mean field interaction

effects is rendered quite problematic. Similar remarks apply to a dc-demagnetized
Preisach plane (Vajda et al., 1994). As we will show, in the following section, many of
these ambiguities are rernoved, and the interpretation of Henkel plots are considerably
simplified if the initial, unmagnetized state is rundom, such as may be achieved by
t h e m l demagnetization (Mitchler, Dahlberg, Engle & Roshko, 1995).

3.4.4 Henkel Plots and the Random Thermally Demagnetized Plane

'

Henkel plots cannot be interpreted without reference to the initial demagnetized
state. For a random thermally dernagnetized initial state, with level occupation
probabilities (Yi, %) ,a system will exhibit a linear Henkel plot in the absence of mean
field effects. The calculation of the rnagnetization of a Preisach system involves
integrating the coercive and interaction field distributions over the entire Preisach plane
corresponding to the system's initial demagnetized state and modified by the application
of the field

Details of the caiculations for the ac-demagnetized plane are given by Basso, Bue, and
Bertotti (1994). The Preisach calculation for a thermdy demagnetized system is similar.
The initial magnetization curve m(h) and the magnetizing remanence, i,(h) are described
by different Preisach integrals than those for ac demagnetization due to the occupation of

metastable States that are vacant in the ac demagnetized state, whiie the saturation

remanence, i, ,the demagnetizing curve, m,(h), and its associated demagnetizing

remanence, i,(h) remain unchanged. In particular, the appropriate Preisach integrals for a
themally demagnetized MPM with mean field parameter k are as follows:

(a) initial magnetization curve (k >< 0)

with h, determined by the skew transformation h = h, + km(h);
(b) magnetizing remanence (k > 0)

i,(h) = m(h) - 2

î da î dp p(a$)

ki,

ki,

with i, determined iteratively;
(c) rnagnetizing remanence (k < 0)
h

a

ki,

Ici,

with i, determined iteratively;
(d) saturation remanence (k >< 0)

with i, determhed iteratively;
(e) demagnetizing cuve

(k >< 0)

h

O

ki,

with ha determined by the skew transformation h = h, + km#) < 0;
( f ) demagnetizing remanence (k

>< 0)

with id determined iteratively.

When k = O (no mean field effects), the shape of the Henkel plot cm be
established analyticaily. In fact, when k is set to zero in Equations 3.3 to 3.8, a number of
the integrals collapse, and direct cornparison shows that
id(-ha) = im - 2 im(+ha).
This means that the WoNfarth relation is obeyed, independent of the specific form of the
Preisach distribution, as long as p(a$) = p(-P, -a).Thus, provided the intrinsic disorder

is symmetnc, producing a symrnetric distribution of local interaction fields about hi = O

the Henkel plot of a thennaily demagnetized system cannot be curved. This result is in

sharp contrat to the behaviour of both ac and dc demagnetized systems (Basso, Lo Bue,
& Bertotti, 1994; Vajda, Della Torre & McMichael, 1994), and the result is independent

of the representation, so the same will apply to calculations in the (h, ,hi) -representation .

Hence, the result is equaiiy applicable to both magnetic particle assemblies and to
materials where domain wall motion is the dominant magnekation mechanism.

Numencal calculations were actually perforrned in the (h, ,hi)-representatioa ,and

the specific form of the Preisach distribution was selected to be the product of two
normalized Gaussian functions where the interaction field distribution is symrnetric about
zero with a width ai and the coercive field distribution is symmetric about some mean
coercive field hc with a width a, :

The numerical integration and iteration of Eqs. 3.3 to 3.8, expressed in the

(h,,hi)-representation and the substitution of parameter values
k = O,

hc = 10.0. a, = 3.0.

and cri = 1.O into Eq. 3.9, indeed confirms that a Iinear Henkel

plot is produced for the thermally demagnetized Preisach plane with no mean field effects
(Figure 3.10).

When k + O, we must rely on a numericd solution and the curved lines in Figure
3.10 show Henkel plots genented for several nonzero values of k. Clearly, the most

striking consequence of the thermal dernagnetization process is the unique relationship
between the curvature and the sign of the mean field parameter: demagnetizing-like
interactions (k < O) always yield a Henkel plot lying below the Wohlfarth line while
magnetizing-lüce interactions (k > O) always cuve above this line. Furthemore, the

complex oscillatory behaviour present in ac and dc demagnetization calculations is
eliminated. The Preisach formaiism predicts that Henkel plots are most effective as a
probe of mean field interaction effects when the system bas k e n themally demagnetized.

This procedure may not be feasible for some physical systems, including many particulate

Figure 3.10 .For a thermally demagnetized initial state, the relationship between the sign
of the mean field panmeter k and the curvature of the Henkel plot is unique. For k > O the

plot always lies above the Wohlfarth Line, while for k < O, it aiways lies below. The plot
for k = O is coincident with the Wohlfarth line, as shown. The numerical calculations
were perform with parameter values hc = 10.0,oc = 3.0,and q = 1.O.

magnetic recording media, where exceeding Tcleads to the physical deterioration of the
material and/or its substrate. Nonetheless, CrO, audio tape (Section 4.3.1) c m be
investigated using the thermal demagnetization procedure as will be shown in Chapter 5

(Mitchler, Roshko, & Dahlberg, 1998; Mitchler, Roshko, Dahlberg & Moskowitz. 1999).

3.4.5 Cornpensated Henkel Plots *
The curvature of the Henkel plots in Figure 3.10 for nonzero values of k originates
from two sources: the remanences i, and id are calculated in zero applied field, and the
remanences are matched to generate the Henkel plot using the magnitude of the applied
field as the irnplicit variable. If, instead, the remanences were defined as the residual
magnetization in zero effective field, h = h,

+ km = O

(corresponding to nonzero applied

fields of h, = -ki,and h, = -ki,), and then matched with respect to the effective field. al1

Henkel plots would be linear for thermally dernagnetized systems. A similar procedure

h a , in fact, been suggested as a possible means of compensating expenmentaliy for
shape demagnetizing effects, which contribute to a t e n h, = -Dm to the local field.

This is like the usual mean field contribution with k

=

-D.For perpendicular recording

media (Section 5.4) this term will dominate the curvature of the Henkel plot and mask

"genuine" interaction effects arising from sources other than dipole-dipole coupling. The
experimental procedure is, however, flawed because it compensates for the
demagnetizing field, h, = -Dm associated with the magnetized state m rather than for

the remanent demagnetizing fields h, = -Di, or h, = -Di,.Of course, such a
compensating field cannot be applied experimentaiiy, since i,and id are not known

beforehand. However, the error incurred by this approximation is particularly easy to

evaluate within a thermaily demagnetized Preisach model because under these conditions,

exact compensation is equivalent to perfect linearity. We have replicated the experimental
compensating procedure outiined by Samwell, Bissel1 and Lodder (1993) numerically
(Mitchler, Dahlbetg, Engle & Roshko, 1995); the system was in a random initial state,
was rnagnetized to a state m in a positive effective field h = ha + km, and then
demagnetized to remanence i, that was calculated iteratively in an effective field
hm= -km

+

ki,, corresponding to an applied field ha = -km. A similar procedure was

followed dong the demagnetization curve (h < O). Figure 3.1 1 shows both the
uncompensated and the (approximately) cornpensated Henkel plots for k = -D= -8, with
dl other parameters as given for Figure 3.10. The linear curve in Figure 3.1 1 indicates

that, with the cunent assumptions regarding the factonzation properties and the shape of
the Preisach distribution, the model predicts no discemible difference between the

approximate and exact compensation techniques, and thus offen convincing support for
the experimental analysis. In practice, the result appears to be very sensitive to small

errors in D (Samwell, Bisseii & Lodder, 1993).

3.5 Thermal and Time Relaxation Effects
3.5.1 The Generalized Preisach Mode1

'

The energy ~quiredto switch magnetic States can be supplied by applying an

extemal magnetic field. Altematively, the energy required to overcome energy barriers W
can be provided themaiiy. The characteristic time for banier activation c m be written as

r = r, exp

( x)
.At
kBT

a given temperature, T, and for a given experimental wait tirne,

Figure 3.1 1 .The uncompensated Henkel plot, using h, for the matching field and the
compensated Henkel plot, where h is the matching field, for k = -8. Preisach

distribution parmeters used in the cdculation were

4= 10.0, oc = 3.0, and oi= 1.0.

ta,, the height of the largest energy barrier that cm be surmounted is W* = kT In
and ail barrien W < W* are themally activated. The parameter 5, is a tirne constant of

order 10' to 1û12seconds, and can be considered the time required to make a transition in
the limit where the barrier height is zero and there is no impediment to motion. On an
atomic scale, the upper limit of

b1is just the Lamior precessional frequency of the

moment in the field (Momsh, 1965, p. 361). Furthemore,

<' is related to the curvature

of the potentid well, where cuntature increases with increasing bmier height (Préjean &
Souletie, 1980).The first overbarrier transitions activated are those from the state of
higher potentiai energy to the lower energy state. Thermal transitions can atso be
expressed in terms of an effective thermal viscosityfieid, h:

.where p

= w*.

Thenilly or temporally activated transitions are depicted in the Preisach plane,

after applying a positive field ha, by simultaneously sweeping a horizontal line downward
from

p = h,

a = ha + h:

to

p = h, - h:

,and a vertical line across the plane, from a = ha to

.as shown in Figure 3.12. The boundary line between these

two processes

is

the dashed diagonal line hi = -ha, parallel to the h,-axis.The intersection of the two

thermal instability lines with this line hi = -ha is the effective thermal viscosity field, hf

In our mode1 calculations, the "equilibrium" or "reversibility limit" is obtained by
letting tap

-

W.

or equivalently

-

00,

and this yields the maximum possible

magnetization for a fixed spontaneous particle moment, which is always latger than the
superparamagnetic moment at the same temperature, since thermal or Boltzmann
populations are not incorporated into the rnodel. There is a square region in the Preisach
plane defmed by (ha c a <

+ ha, h,

-

c < h3, as shown in Figure 3.12. where

.

Figure 3.12 .The magnetized Preisach plane. The thermally activated magnetizing
transitions occur between the two dotted vertical h e s while the demagnetizing
transitions occur between the two dotted horizontal lines. Thermal relaxation wiil be
equaiiy effective for both barriers in the shaded square.

thermal relaxation wili be equally effective for both barriers and will yield paramagnetic

[

(or superparamagnetic) populations exp I'<@&ha)] for a given double well poicntial.

The effect of neglecting this themaiiy demagnetized square can be estimated for typical
experimental temperatures T and experimental wait times ta,. In this superparamagnetic
region of the Preisach plane, the difference between the equilibrium moment of the
r

pseudopartic les jl tanh

1

L

1

P (hi
TB'

+

hJ

1

and the saturation moment rp is negligible except

4

within a narrow strip of width 1 hi + ha1 - k,T@

=

h: ln (ta&,)

- h:/20

on either side

of the diagonal line hi = -ha. Furthemore, the contribution from this region tends to be
smail for small values of the effective thermal parameter, since the Preisach distribution
ensures that only a relatively srnall nurnber of particles exist in this region.

3.5.2 Effects of Relaxation on Hysteresis Loops and on

Henkel Plot Cuwature '
While the geometric constructions in the previous sections that describe the
relaxation process are sirnilar to those employed earlier in the literature by NeCl (1950)
and Souletie (1983),our work represents the first attempt to apply these constructions to

the numencal cdculations of hysteresis loops, remanences, and Henkel plots for an
arbitrary Preisach distribution and over the entire magnetic field range from postive to

oegative saturation.

The upper and lower boundaries for Henkel plots introduced in Sections 3.4.1 and
3.4.2, are expected to hold in the limit of zero temperature, independent of the details of
the initially demagnetized state. Finite temperature or relaxation t h e , introduced in the

generalized, fuiite-temperature version of the Preisach modei, cm have a profound effect

on the shapes of the Henkel plots. Furthemore, varying the relaxation times ta, h m one

branch to another of a given hysteresis cycle can produce spurious mean field-like
curvahire or even violations of the nominal lower boundary id = -i, (Mitchler, Dahlberg,
Wesseling & R!~shko,1996b),as observed in some canonical spin glasses (Section 2.9.5).
To illustrate these violations, the mode1 system was prepared in both ac and
thermally demagnetized initial states as shown in Figures 3.7a and 3 . 7 ~respectively. The
latter assumes an instantaneous quench in zero field from above to below Tc,so that the
two states in the fourth quadrant are characterized by their paramagnetic (T> Tc)

occupation probabilities (%.'/i).
According to Figure 3.7%ac demagnetization is
equivalent to a thermal quench followed by an "infinite" (or thermally equilibrating)
experimental wait time ta,

-

m.

Figure 3.13 shows (a) the magnetization m, (b) the remanences i, and id, and (c)
the Henkel plots for an ac demagnetized system with distribution parameters

-

h, = 10, oc = 3, ui = 1, k = O, with each data set correspondhg to a fixed value of the

"thermal field" parameter h: = w*fP= 0, 5 , 7, 10. 18. Since changes in

may be

interpreted as either changes in temperature T at fixed obsenation time t,

or changes in

observation time ta, at fixed temperature T.the mode1 predicts a systematic loss of
irreversibility with increasing temperature or observation tirne, and an eventual collapse
of hysteresis for

u

hc. which is precisely what is expected to occur experimentaily. In

addition, increases in temperature and observation time also tend to enhance the "naturai"

(kadernagnetizing
)
curvature (Basso, Lo Bue & Bertotti, 1994) of the Henkel plots as
shown in Figure 3.13. and this process appears to converge to a specific curve for

i, vs. h,

"

tl+o

+

h/=7

idvs.

(413

Field (hJ

Figure 3.13 .The effects of relaxation on hysteresis ioops and Henkel plot curvamre. (a)
Magnekation, (b) remanences, and (c) Henkel plots for an initially ac demagnetized

Preisach plane with k = O, distribution parameten

thermal field parameter values

6= 10, a, = 3, and ai= 1, and

= 0, 5, 7, 10, and 18.

$ r 18. Of course, the details of this convergence must ultimately depend on the precise
functional form of the coercive field distribution and, in particular, on its asymptotic
properties, as weil as on the restriction that neither the coercive field nor the interaction
field distributions have been allowed to vary with h:

.In fact, measurements performed

on samples of Cd, audio tape (Mitchler, Roshko & Dahlberg, 1998) indicate the
opposite trend where less demagnetizing curvature is exhibited at higher temperahires.
The andysis of CrO, data (Section 5.5.2) indicates that the collapse of thefiid

-

distributions as T Tc explains the apparent contradiction. Both the coercive and

interaction field distributions rnust eventually collapse into 6-functions centred at
h,

= hi = O

above the ordenng temperature Tc.By contrast with ac demagnetization, the

Henkel plots generated from a thermally demagnetized initial state show no tendency to
favour either the magnetizing or demagnetizing processes in the absence of mean field
effects (k = O), and are coincident with the linear Wohlfarth relation for ail values of h:

.

Figure 3.14 shows a sequence of Henkel plots for an ac demagnetized system with
a nomero positive rnean field parameter k = + 1 . While the curve for h: = O has less
demagnetizing curvature than its counterpart in Figure 3.13, as expected when a
ferromagnetic bias is imposed on the interaction field distribution, the sequence
converges to the same limiting curve as that for k = O, which supports our contention that

this limit is determined by the characteristics of the specific Preisach distribution.
The preceding discussion assumed that ail branches of the hysteresis cycle have a
common thermal field parameter correspondhg to a fixed temperature T and a single time
constant t,,;

however, if a common experimental time constant ta, does not imply a

Figure 3.14 . A sequence of Henkel plots for an ac demagnetized system with k = + L and

distribution pararneten as in Figure 3.13. The Henkel plot has Iess demagnetizing
curvature than for k = O when no relaxation is allowed, but the sequence converges to the
same limit as hT increases.

common relaxation rate for the rnagnetization, then the effective time constant for
relaxation

te,.

may Vary from branch to branch of the cycle, as will

hi,* .Furthemore, the

Henkel plots will exhibit anomalous structure. Field cooled spin glasses are a particularly
good demonstration of this "temporal asymmetry". If a spin glas is cooled from above to

below its ordenng temperature in the presence of a field it attains its equiiibriurn
magnetization essentially instantaneously (Souietie, L983), independent of the actual
measuring time

ta,,

as if the effective time constant te, for relaxation were infinite.

However, al1 subsequent field reversals, such as those required to reach the remanent state
or the demagnetization branch, are governed by a necessarily much shorter time constant
t,

I

close to the actud, finite experimental one

This behaviour was replicated in the

t,.

finite temperature Preisach mode1 by assigning a very Iarge value to the thermal field
parameter

dong the initiai rnagnetization curve, and another smailer value h$ to

the remanence (corresponding to the themoremanent magnetization (TRM), discussed in
Section 3.7), the descending branch of the major loop. and the demagnetizing remanence
(Mitchler, Dalhberg, Wesseling & Roshko, l996a).
Figure 3.15 shows a sequence of Henkel plots generated for a thermally
demagnetized system with a Preisach distribution with parameters

hc = 12, a, = 4, ai = 1,

k = 0. for thermal fields

\:

= 100 and

b*= O, 15, 20, 25, 35.

Al1 Henkel plots show magnetizing-like curvature, which for thermally demagnetized

systems would be unambiguous evidence for positive mean field interactions k > O
(Section 3.2). but this is actudy an artificiai consequence of the variation in tirne
constants related to the experimental prcxedure of field cooling (Section 3.7). In real spin

Figure 3.15 .The effect of two different relaxation rates,:h

>

G ,on Henkel plots for

an initiai themally demagnetized (random) state. The rnagnetizing-like curvature of each
plot is a consequence of the "experimentai"procedure of field cooling, since k = O for
these calculations. The distribution parameters are hc = 12, oc = 4, and ai = 1.

glasses, the situation is further complicated by the existence of a peak in the field

dependence of the TRM, which is mcult

to accommodate within the usual Henkel

analysis, but c m be reproduced using a modified version of the Preisach Mode1 (Section

The inverse configuration of t h e constants yields anornalous structure of a
different kind, and may also be physically relevant to spin glasses. If we assume that the
relaxation time constant is shorter dong the initial magnetization curve than it is for the
rest of the cycle, corresponding io h;

c h n , then, in the absence of mean field effects,

Henkel plots will always show demagnetizing-like curvature, as illustnted in Figure 3.16
for an ac demagnetized system with Preisach distribution panmeters
ai = 1, and k = O and thermal puameters :h
h z

= 5.0.Moreover, if

6 = 10. a, = 3,

= 2.0.2.5,3.0,3.5,4.0,4.5, 5.0and

the difference between the two thermal fields is sufficiently

large, the Henkel plots will actually cross the nominal T = O lower boundary id = -i,, as
observed in canonical spin glus systems like AgMn (Wesseling, 1996) and CuMn
(Jacobs & Schmitt, 1959) at Iow reduced temperatures TmsGvwhen they have k e n zero
field cooled through their glas temperature. As

bT - h,*

this effect becomes weaker

and eventually disappears. This is aiso observed experimentally with increasing
temperature. If theoretical and experimental behaviours are indeed related, then it would
mean that zero field cooling has essentially the opposite effect of field cooling, and

"traps" the system in a region of its complicated configuration space, which requires
relatively long times and high reduced temperatures for "escape."

When T + 0,the effective time in which the magnetization relaxes becomes an

Figure 3.16 .The effect of two different relaxation rates, h$ < h$ , on Henkei plots for
an initiai ac demagnetized state and distribution parameters

-

hc = 10. a, = 3, and ai = 1.The Henkel plot violates the nominal T = O Iower boundary

(dashed line) for

sufficiently larger than

4:.

important factor in shaping Henkel plots, and may lead to anomalous curvature that
imitates rnean field effects, or that violates nominal zero temperature boundaries.

3.6 Reversibility in the Preisach Model
There are a two sources of reversibility built into the modified Preisach Model as

described. The pseudoparticles in ihz 'rst and third quadrants of the Preisach plane,
where a and

are both positive or both negative, contribute to the total moment when

the interaction field distribution is nonzero, ai+ O. These contributions are reversible.
The second source of reversibility is a consequence of the thermal relaxation parameter,
hT ,rnanifested in overbarrier relaxation effects. Ln practice, these two reversibility
mechanisms are not sufficient to replicate either the field dependence of the total moment

or the degree of recoii frorn the magnetized state to the remanent state in real systems.
However, there are physical sources of reversibility that are not accommodated by the

SPM:reversible rotation due to imperfect particle alignment, and field induced growth of
the pseudoparticle moment over the spontaneous value, which results from increased
atomic spin aiignment. Hence, an additional reversibility term is usually required to

supplement the Preisach calculation. Rather sophisticated procedures have k e n proposed
for incorporating revenible nonlinearities directly into elementary Preisach loops, which

effectively decompose each cycle into the superposition of two reversible functions of the
form i(
1-S) exp(rni) [l - exp(r Il131and a vertically shifted rectangular loop with
norsnalized outputs A[-(1 -S)exp(rTni)

+

11, where S is the squareness ratio and

r is a

constant Wajda Bi Deiia Torre, 1992). For computational simplicity, a l e s elaborate

decomposition is implemented in the Preisach analysis of reai systems presented in
Chapter 5. Each rectangular Preisach cycle is supplemented by a single reversible
nonlinearity I[L

- exp(rQ)],

with upper (Iower) signs for ha > O (ha < O), which is

identical for ail pseudoparticles, independent of their individual characteristic parameters

(h,, hi). Moreover, the total response functioa of a pseudoparticle is a weighted
superposition of reversible and Preisach components:
f (nversible response) + ( 1

- f ) (Preisach response), with O 5 f r; 1 . This procedure is

equivalent to replacing the two field-independent outputs of the scalar Preisach cycles

(II) by two nonlinear field-dependent outputs consisting of an upper branch
+(1 - f ) + f [l - exp(r rh,)] and a lower branch -(1 - f ) If [1 - exp(rI3J (Figure
3.17), thus effectively creating Stoner-Wohlfarth-like cycles. However, unlike SW cycles,

which specifically describe rotation processes in uniaxial single domain particles, these
cycles are entirely phenomenological consuucts, aimed at improving the predictive
capabilities of the Preisach mode1 while retaining both the simplicity and physical
transparency of the thermally activated two-energy-level scheme.

3.7 Moving Coercive Field Distribution: The Preisach
Mode1 and Spin Glasses
Magnetizing remanences can be measured in two different ways. One technique
iavolves field cooling (FC); a sample is heated above its ordering temperature, and then
cooled in an applied field. For a spin glass, the resulting magnetization is regarded to be
the equilibriurn one (Souletie, 1983). Upon rernoving the field, the residual

magnetization, or the field cooled remanence, is named the thennoremment

Figure 3.17 .An example of a phenomenological hysteresis loop constmcted by a
weighted superposition of reversible and Preisach components. This procedure replaces

the field-independent outputs of the scalar Preisach cycles by nonlinear field-dependent
outputs, consisting of an upper branch +(1
-(1 - f ) î f [ l - e x p ( ~ ï h J ] .

- f) If [l - exp(rI%J] and a lower branch

magnetization 0.
The other measurement technique is known as zero field c o o h g

(ZFC)where the temperature of a sample is reduced below its ordering temperature in the
absence of an extemal field, and then a field is applied for a time, ,,t

prior to turning off

the field and measuring the remanence. The magnetization is dependent on the field

duration, and consequently, so is the remanence, in this case called the isothemal

remanent magnetization (IRM).
Spin glasses exhibit an unusual remanence structure. While most materials exhibit

a monotonically increasing remanence as a function of increasing applied field. spin dass
remanence curves show a maximum. Data for the spin glass Eu,,Sr,,S,

which exhibits

this structure, is given in Figure 3.18. The TRM is rneasured by cooling in an applied
field, removing the field and waiting for a time, ,,t

before measunng the magnetization.

This TRM shows a peak that moves left, toward Iower applied fields as the expenmental
wait time increases. Figure 3.19 shows data for a AgMn spin glass, indicating that the
isothermal remanence, obtained by ZFC,is smaller than the TRM and peaks at Iarger
fields.

In an attempt to replicate numerically the spin glas behaviour using the scalar
Preisach model, the extended version of the model that treats finite time and temperature
relaxation effects was irnplemeoted. To calculate the IRM, the effective thermal

parameter used in magnetization and remanence calculations is identicai (hg = h z ) ;
however, for the TRM we seek the equilibnum magnetization obtained by field cooling,
and so, the effective thermal parameter is infinite in the magnetization calculation. In a
practicai calculation, an Minite

-

can be replicated by choosing a value of the

Figure 3.18 .Experimental data for the normaiized themoremanent magnetization at 1.32

K for Eu&3r,,S

showing an obvious peak which moves toward lower applied fields with

increasing expenmental wait tirne. (from Fig. 7, Ferré, Rajchenbach & Maletta, 198 1)

Figure 3.19 .The isothermal remanence (x), normalized to the maximum in the TRM for
a Ag-7.8 at. 8 M n spin glass at T= 7 K is smailer than the TRM (O) and peaks at Iarger

fields ( h mFigure 28, Wessehg, 1996).

effective thermal parameter that is several standard deviations larger than the means of

the interaction and coercive field distributions.

Figure 3.12 shows the Preisach plane that results from magnetizing from an
initidy dernagnetized state in a field ha with a finite effective thermal parameter h t .
The diagrammatic representation of the remanence, shown in Figure 3.20, is actualized by
reducing the applied field to zero and sliding dong the coercive field axis to

.The

resulting shaded region is the remanence. For increasing fields, the square gets larger and
the integration in the Preisach model calculations covers more of bath the coercive and
interaction field distributions, thus including a greater proportion of pseudoparticles. The
result is a monotonie increase in the remanence. However, for spin glasses. a peak in the
remanence is observed and the remanence tends to zero for larger values of the applied
field. From the Figures 3.12 and 3.20, relaxation is cornplete and equilibrium, defined by
the maximum magnetization possible and zero remanence, is reached only if h,* exceeds

the maximum coercive (or anisotropy) field of the clusters. However, h r is usually fixed
by the expenmental conditions, T and

ta,.

To generate the peaks observed

experimentaüy in the remanence curves of spin glus samples, the Preisach model must

be modified such that application of a field seemingly changes the value of the effective

thermal viscosity parameter

.

We have used the f ~ t temperature
e
Preisach model to rephcate the peaks

observed in spin g l a s remanence cwes, by making the Preisach distribution dependent
on magoetization, after a suggestion by Préjean and Souletie (1980). The authors
proposed a coercive field distribution that has an upper cutoff h-,

which decreases in

Figure 3.20 . The Preisach plane representation of remanence for a finite value of the
effective thermal panmeter h:

.

proportion to the magnetization m of the system

-

(0)

hUMX-~~-ym

where, h

is the zero field cutoff and y is a positive proportionality constant. These

changes are assumed to be irreversible, so that recoiling to zero field after application a
field has no effect on the distribution established during the magnetization process. Then,
the effective time avaiiable for relaxation toward equiiibrium (zero remanence) will
increase monotonically with m, and the remanence may exhibit a peak as a hnction of the
applied field. The mechanism implies that the intrinsic coercive field of the magnetic
pseudoparticle evotves during the magnetization process. The notion of a "moving"
Preisach distribution was fmt introduced by Della Torre (1966) to address "instability"
associated with randorn fluctuations in local interaction fields during the magnetization

process. Here, we have implemented a similar procedure for the coercive fields, although
for entirely different physical reasons. Since the only essential requirement of the physical
mechanism suggested by Préjean and Souletie is that the coercive field distribution have a
finite width, the Preisach distribution selected for model cdculations (Mitchler, Roshko,
Dahlberg Br Wesseling, 1997) is a product of continuous Gaussian coercive and
interaction field distributions

where the magnetization dependence is incorporated into the rnean value hc and width oc

as follows:

The dispersion o
: has k e n made an arbitrary hxed fraction of

bc, so as to preserve the

normalization as 6, varies. The cutoff parameter is not explicit, but the finite value of a,
guarantees that equilibrium is effectively reached when

2

4 + 3oc since over 99% of

the m a of a Gaussian is included within three standard deviations from the mean. The

magnetization is calculated self-consistently, by Newton's method of repeated
substitution, from the Preisach integral. As the moment increases it pushes the
distribution closer to the origin and integration is performed over less and less of the
distribution. This can generate a peak in the remanence. An evolving coercive field
distribution, shown in Figure 3.2 1, is tantamount to effectively increasing h.:
for a longer time t,at

or waiting

fixed temperature T. Experirnentally, however, the time tex, is

fixed, so the insrinsic properties of the particles m u t change in response to a

magnetization.
Calculating remanences with these ingredients built into the Preisach model, we

find that for increasing

the peak moves toward the left (Figure 3.22) as was shown by

Ferré, Rajchenbach and Maletta (1981). Figure 3.18. The IRM bas the sarne systematics

as the TRM. The maximum in the field dependence of the remanence becomes sharper
and shifts h: toward lower fields with increasing values of the effective thermal
viscosity parameter. This maximum occurs because the reduction in the anisotropy
barriers of the pseudopaaicles a o w s the system to relax toward the zero remanence

equilibnum state as the field and the rnagnetization increase, eventudy overcoming the

4

6

8

Coercive Field h,

Figure 3.2 1 .The evolution of the coercive field distribution between zero applied field

and saturation for h: = 4.5. As h, increases the distribution becomes narrower and more
sharply peaked.

O
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Figure 3.22 . The field dependence of the IRM for several values of the effective thermal
panmeter h: and for Preisach distribution parameters ai = 1. h, = 8, and y = 3.

-

w- = 6.0
TRM

Field (hJ

Figure 3.23 .A cornparison of the TRM, for

b*= 100 on the magnetizing branch and

= 6.0 on the remanence branch. with the IRM, where h;
peak is srnaiier and occurs at higher fields.

= h,* = 6.0 .The IRM

tendency for the remanence to increase with field (Mitchler, Roshko & Dahlberg, 1997).

These calculations also produce themoremanent peaks that are larger and that occur at
lower applied fields, than isothemal remanent peaks for the same remanence
measurement tirne t,

(Figure 3.23) as was found experimentally by the Norblad,

Lundgren and Sandlund (1987) and Wesseling (1996), shown in Figure 3.19. By using the
finite temperature version of the Preisach mode1 with an evolving coercive field
distribution, the anomalous behaviour of spin glass remanences can be nurnerically
replicated.
The physical mechanism for generating remanence maxima, as described, requires
fiat that glassy spin structures with fmstrated interactions can be decornposed into small

localized groups of spins that behave Iike pseudoparticles or "clusters," in order to be
compatible with the Preisach formalism. Second the magnetic "clusters" constituting the
system undergo some form of field-induced "growth"or reconfiguration that lowers their
intrinsic anisotropies. Although a precise definition for the quasi-particles invoked in this
theoretical picnire has not k e n fonnulated (Pr6jea.nand Souletie, 1980), there is good
experimental evidence that frustrated systems like spin glasses, prepared in either
thermaily or ac demagnetized States, have "dynamic" state dependent coercive field

distributions that evolve continuousiy and permanently towards lower values as they are
magnetized to saturation. Specificdy, if a thennally demagnetized spin glass is sanirated
and then dc demagnetized and remagnetized, the magnetizhg curve generated h m the
dc demagnetized state lies above the originaily thermdly demapetized initiai

magnetization cuve and saturates at lower fields (Wesseling, 1996). Thus, the system

becomes magnetically sofer after it has k e n exposed to a saturahg magnetic field.
These changes cannot be attdbuted to differences in the structure of the two
demagnetized States, since this would yield precisely the opposite effect, with the dc
demagnetized initial curve below the thermdly demagnetized virgin curve (Vajda, Delia
Torre & McMichael, 1994). Furthemore, the descending branch in the second and third
quadrants of the major hysteresis loop of a thermally demagnetized spin glass reaches

negative saturation in lower absolute fields than those require to saturate the initial

magnetizing curve, h m the demagnetized state (Wesseiing, 1996 & Jacobs and Schmitt,
1959). This means that the descending brûnch would actually cross the initial

magnetization curve if it were inverted through the origin. Thus,
once the softer coercive field distribution has been established, memory of this
deformation is preserved al1 the way to negative saturation.
There are also theoretical reasons to expect a state-dependent reduction in the
potential energy barrien in a spin glass. Both infinite range mem field models
(Sherrington & Kirkpatrick, 1975) and short range droplet scaling theories (Fisher &
Huse, 1988) predict that the ordered spin glas state is destroyed by the application of a
suficiently large magnetic field so that the system actually becomes paramagnetic if the
field exceeds a certain temperature-dependent "critical" value, given by the de AlmeidaThouless stability line (de Almeida & Thouless, 1980) for infinite range models, or by an
equivalent dynamic freezing fine (Huse Br Fisher, 1987 & Fisher & Huse, 1988) for

droplet theories. In either case, hysteresis vanishes on laboratory time scales above the
instability field, and this implies that the potential banien

q becorne too small to

prevent the system fiom equilibrating. Accordingiy, a statedependent distribution of

coercive fields is a simple and elegant way to incorporate field-induced instability into the

Preisach formalism.

Notes:
1. The discussion in Section 3.4.4 appears modified in Mitchier, Dahlberg, Engle &
R o s ~ ~ 1995
o , p. 2500-250 1.

2. The discussion in Section 3.4.5 appears modified in Mitchier, Dahlberg, Engle &
R o s ~ ~ 1995
o , p. 2502-2503.
3. Some portions of the discussion in Section 3.5.1 appear in Mitchler, Roshko,Dahlberg
& Moskowitz. 1999, p. 2032.
4. Portions of the discussion in Section 3.5.2 appear in Mitchier. Dahlberg, Wesseling &
Roshko, 1996a, p. 5760 & 1996b.p. 3 188-3 192.

5. Portions of the discussion in Section 3.6 appear in Mitchler. Roshko. Dahlberg &
Moskowitz, 1999. p. 2032-2033.
6. Some portions of the discussion in Section 3.7 appear in Mitchler, Roshko. Dahlberg &
Wesseling, 1997, p. 5883-5885.

Chapter 4
Equipment, Experimental Protocols, and
Magnetic Systems
4.1 Magnetic Measurement Equipment
4.1.1 SQUTD Magnetometer
The Quantum Design SQUID-based magnetometer (Mode1 MPMS 5s) was one of
two magnetometers used to measure the propenies of the magnetic systems investigated

in this thesis (Figure 4.1). A SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device)
magnetometer is the most sensitive of al1 commercially available magnetometers,

including the Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (Section 4.1.2). The operating principle of
a SQUID magnetometer is based on the detection of magnetic flux originating from a

sample. The SQUID does not directiy measure the magnetic moment of the sample, rather
the sample moves through a system of superconductingcoiis that are connected to the

SQUID with superconducting wires. When a sample is passing through these sensing
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Figure 4.1 .Quantum Design MPMS System Components (after Quantum Design MPMS:
Hardware Reference Manual, Fig. 1- 1, 1996).

coils, a change in the magnetic flux produces a change in the current in the coil by an
amount proportional to the change in flux. This change is inversely proportional to the
inductance of the SQUID and is detected by an dcircuit, which is inductively coupled to
the superconducting ring comprising the SQUID.The voltage of the d signal is amplified
and converted to units of magnetic moment afker calibration. The SQUID is essentidiy a
Josephson junction, a strongly coupled superconducting ring device. The current in the
superconducting ring is modulated by the amount of flux passing through the ring with a
period equd to one flux quantum. The sensing or detection coil is actudly a single piece
of superconducting wire wound into a three coil configuration called a second-order
gradiometer. In this configuration, the upper coi1 is a single tum wound clockwise, the
centre coil comprises two turns wound counterclockwise and the bottom coil is a single
tum wound clockwise. The coils are positioned outside the sarnple chamber and at the
centre of the superconducting magnet, such that the magnetization frorn the sample
couples inductively to the coils as the sample is moved through them. This gndiometer
configuration is used to reduce noise in the detection circuit caused by fluctuations in the
large magnetic field of the superconducting magnet. Figure 4.2 schematically locates the
detector assernbly within the SQUID system.

The currents induced in the detection coi1 are associated with the movement of a
point soirce magnetic dipole through the gradiometer (see Figure 4.3). Observing this

type of signal requires the sample to be much srnalier than the detection coil and it must
be uniformly magnetized. A very long sample, extending beyond the memurement coils
will produce no change in flux in the detection coi1 as it moves, whereas the current in the

Extemal
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Isolation
Transfomer

SecondDerivative
Detector
Array

Figure 4.2 . SQUID System showing the second derivative detector anay (second-order
gradiometer) from Quantum Design MPMS: Hardware Reference Manual, Fig. 8- 1, 1996.
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Figure 4.3 .Quantum Design MPMS rnag.net and sample chamber (after Quantum Design

MPMS: Hardware Reference Manual, Fig. 1-3, 1996).

detection coi1 will change with sample position for a short sample.
For the SQUID rnagnztometer to operate, the Nb$n superconducting h g must be
cooled below its superconducting transition temperature Tc= 12 K, therefore requiring
the use of liquid heliurn. The liquid He also cools the superconducting magne!, which has

a magnetic field of 150 kOe (QuantumDesign, 1992). The standard field resolution is
1.O Oe in a i10 kOe field. The Quantum Design MPMS ernploys high resolution control

for accurate manual compensation of the remanent field, allowing zero field setting to a
resolution of O. L Oe at 15 kOe. Unifom6ty of the field within the measunng coils is
0.03%. Although the magnet c m operate in an oscillating mode, only the no overshoot
mode was used in the experiments since hysteresis measurements are affected by field

history.
The liquid He dso serves to regulate the temperature of the sample between 1.9 K
and 400 K with the use of a heater and a feedback temperature controller. The

temperature cdibntion at the sample space is typically î 0.5%. The stability of the
temperature is less than 0.05 K at 300 K and l e s than 0.01 K at 5 K. The spatial variation
of temperature within the sample chamber is

* 0.1 K over 8 cm and I1.O K over 15

cm. The temperature slew rate between 5 K and 3 0 K is 30 minutes.

The minimum detectable moment on the magnetometer is

fields of 10 kOe and

I5

in magnetic moment is

I

IO-' emu up to

x IO-' emu for higher fields. The minimum resolvable change

I1 0 - ~ ernu

for fields up to 10 kOe while for higher fields this

differentiai sensitivity drops to i 5 x 10-~emu .

Calibration is performed using a palladium (Pd) sample. Pd is paramagnetic. Due

to the remanence in the superconducting magnets and the absence of a Hall probe in the

system, zero field must be found in an alternative fashion. The sample is removed from
the chamber and the Pd standard is substituted into the holder. Because Pd is
superparamagnetic, the plot of the moment agaiost the applied field should be linear for
s m d fields, and in a tnie zero field condition, the moment is also expected to be zero,
that is, the line passes through the origin. if the field is not exactiy zero, the intersection

with the applied field a i s , hc,

defines the value to which the field must be set in order

to obtain the tme zero field, h,

via hm =

-hem. Hence, zero field cooling is done in û

field hm. The values of the applied field are set relative to this field.

The samples are contained in gelatin capsules, packed with asbestos wool to
maintain verticality of the sample, and thus, to ensure alignment with the applied field.
The sample is mounted by pushing the capsule into a plastic drinking straw of 6 mm
diameter.

4.1.2 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM)
Many of the experimentai magnetic measurements were made using a Princeton
Measurernents Corporation Muciel3900 MicroMagTMVibrating Sample Magnetometer
(Princeton Measurernents Corporation, 1995), which is a highiy sensitive cornputerconaolled magnetic measurement system, capable of rneasuring magnetic properties of a
wide range of sample materials. Since the field around a magnetized body varies as a

function of position, the field existing at any particular point in space can be changed by
rnoving the magnetized body. The magnetometer works by vibrating a sample verticaiïy
at the midpoint of the field produced by a rnagnet. When a magnetized sample is vibrated,

an electric current, proportional to the magnetic moment is induced in the pickup coiis
placed near the vibrating sample. The induced current has the same frequency as the
vibration frequency of the sample. Thus, the flux change caused by the moving magnetic
sample, q(t) induces a the-varying voltage across the tednals of the pickup coils that
d<p(t)wherecp(t) is proportional to the field exerted by the sarnple. Special
is V(t) a dt
signal processing techniques ensure that the resulting measurement will only depend on
the amplitude of the moment and will be independent of the drive amplitude. A

calibration of the absolute moment and the sensitivity of the pickup coils cm be made

using a sample of known magnetization.

The mechanical transducer assembly. which in the ~ i c r o m a VSM
g ~ vibrates the
sample at a frequency of 83.0 Hz, also pennits precision three dimensional translation, as
well as vibration isolation and continuous rotation about a vertical axis via cornputer
control. Figure 4.4 shows a schematic diagrarn of the VSM.

The magnetometer has a sensitivity of 5 pernu, defined as the standard deviation
at room temperature operation at 1 second averaging time per point. The range of

magnetic moments that cm be measured on this system is between 50 pemu and 10 emu.
The accuracy of the moments measured is specified to be 2% as compared to calibration
with a pure nickel standard. As the measured magnetic quantity is the total moment of the
sample (Section 2.1) and not the magnetization, the volume of the sample becornes
important in comparing absolute values of the measurernents. Furthermore the shape of

the sample detemiines the degree of demagnetization effects. Thus, calibration with a
standard is only informative in comparing absolute measurements when the sample is the

m
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Figure 4.4 .Vibrating sample magnetometer: front view of the translation stage (from
Princeton Measurements Corporation, Fig. 2 4 , 1995).

same shape and volume as the standard. In these experiments, the absolute values of the
measured moments are not critical to interpretation or cornparison of data and are merely
considered as scaling factors. Although the values are somewhat irrelevant on an absolute
scale, the relative values of the measured moments are expected to be highly accunte,

based on the sensitivity of the VSM. Nonetheless, the data processing capabilities of this
VSM include some correction for the demagnetizing factor and normalization for sample
mass or volume.

The field applied to the sample is generated by hi&-performance laboratory

electromagnets with a 4 inch pole face diameter with pole caps tapenng to 2 inches. The

maximum field range for this system is 118 kOe. The applied field is continuously
monitored with a built-in hall-effect gaussmeter and is accurate to within 2% *1 Oe.

This feature ensures an accunte detemination of a nul1 field in the sample chamber. The
rnagnet power supply is a bipolar, wideband pulse-width modulated power amplifier that
regulates the field by a feedback signal, allowing precise servo control under field
sweeping or static conditions. The maximum magnet slew rate is 20 kOe/s with an

optional pause to achieve magnetic field stability More beginning a measurement. The
electrornagnet allows for quick setting of the field. making it an ideal instrument for
hysteresis measurements.

The pick up coils are rnounted on the ends of the pole pieces and the sample is
mounted at the end of a glas rod. which is suspended in the electrornagnet gap. The
sampie chamber is fused silica and the sample holder is made fkom high purity boron
nitnde, which can withstand high temperatures. The sample holder used in these

experiments diowed vertical mounting of the sample in the chamber, as shown in Figure
4.5.

This VSM system also includes a high-temperature oven (see Figure 4.6) that uses
a continuous flow of He gas, employed for its superior heat-&ansfer charactenstics, at a
rate of 2 to 4 litres per minute to stabilize at temperatures above the ambient temperature,
up to 750 OC to an accuracy of 0.75%

2.2 K. The flow rate is monitored and set. A

thermocouple of designation type K,which is a chromeUalumel construction that is
reliable from -200 OC to 1250O C (Dunlap, 1988) is mounted about '/4 inch above the
heater to monitor and control the temperature. The sample zone is directly above the
thermocouple. Hot exhaust gas is removed via an extraction pump. A vacuum jacket
offers the oven assembly additional thermal isolation and is pumped continuously during
opention. The temperature controlier is fully integrated into the system and the full range
temperature change c m be accomplished in 8 to 10 minutes.
The applications software package includes numerous automatic procedures to
assist in positioning, demagnetizing and determining various sample chancteristics. The
measured sample parameters of interest in these experiments are magnetization curves,
magnetization versus the, and isothemd remanence. The system also ailows for
measurernent of minor loops and several other magnetic parameters. The saturation
magnetization and remanence. coercivity, and remanence coercivity can also be extracted
from raw data The menu dnven software is written in BASIC and is simple to use.
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Figure 4.5 .The sample rod assembly and sample holders for the VSM (from Princeton

Measurements Corporation, Fig. 3-4, 1995). Samples were mounted on the vertical holder
(top right).
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Figure 4.6 .The oven assembly that extends the operating range of the VSM to as high as
750 OC ( h m Princeton Measurements Corporation, Fig. A-2, 1995).

4.2 Experimental Protocols
4.2.1 Generating Magnetization Curves as a Function of Temperature
To obtain the magnetization cuve as a function of temperature two techniques

cm be used: zero field cooling and field cooling. Zero field cooling (ZFC) entails cooling
the sample in zero applied field from a reference temperature above either the ordering
temperature Tc, or the highest blocking temperature TB,-* to the lowest rneasuring
temperature required. Then, a smdl dc field ho is applied, and the moment is measured
upon wamiing. To acquire the corresponding field cooled (FC) curve, the sample is
cooled from the reference temperature to below the ordenng temperature in the same dc
field ho as that applied in the ZFC procedure and the moment is once again rneasured
upon warming. To get the points on the curve, it is necessary to increment and stabilize
the temperature at each desired measurement tempenture until the highest temperature
required is reached.
Measurement of the field cooled and zero field cooled moments are typically

characterized by a bifurcation temperature above which the two sets are identical and
below which they are different, with the FC moment always lying above the ZFC curve,
as WUbe seen in Chapter 5. When the appiied field ho is much less than the zero

temperature coercive field, this bifurcation point indicates the onset of irreversibility and
hysteresis.

The length of tirne required to cool to the desired measuring temperature depends

greatly on whether measurements were performed using the VSM or the QD system. The
cooling rate of the VSM is very fast, on the order of 1 Ws and stabiiity at each
temperature is achieved in 15-20 seconds, whereas cooling is a very slow process for the
QD magnetometer and 1-2 hours are required to cool and stabilize at the desired

temperature, depending upon the difference between the reference tcmperature and the
lowest desired rneasuring temperature. The range of temperatures and the number of
measurements made depend on the particular magnetic system under investigation. When
the VSM was used to acquire FC and ZFC data, the wait tirne for the moment to become
zero at the reference temperature was about 15-20 seconds. and the moment could be
monitored continuously, whereas for measurements performed on the QD magnetometer.
a wait time on the order of minutes. which is essentially the tirne required to achieve
thermal stability at the reference temperature, was implemented.

4.2.2 Demagnetization
Ac demagnetization on the VSM was performed in situ by dc cyclic erasure

starting from a field sufficientiy large to saturate the material and decrementing the upper

limit of each successive cycle by 1% of its previous value. This was the srnallest relative
change in field between cycles available on the equipment. The typical time for this
procedure was 5-10 minutes depending upon the required saturation field. The VSM's
efectromagnet enables very quick field reversais. By contrast, field changes on the QD
SQUID based system c m only be achieved very slowly, and it is impossible to perform
the ac demagnetization procedure in situ. Thus, ac demagnetization was realized by

employing a handheld Radio Shack Bulk Tape Eraser. The tape eraser, which produces a

60 Hz oscillating magnetic field, is similar in appearance to a small household iron. It
was held very closely over the sarnple and then moved slowly away fkom the sample,
essentially providing the necessary oscillating field of evzr-decreasing amplitude, as the

magnetic field falis off with distance.
Themal demagnetization could be perfomed in situ in both the VSM and the QD

magnetometer. Since the VSM has an intemal furnace, thermal demagnetization was
achieved by heating a sample above its magnetic ordering temperature for approximately

15 seconds and then cooling in zero field to the measurement temperature. The QD
magnetometer c m o d y measure the properties of magnetic systems whose ordering
temperatures are below room temperature. However, for magnetic systems whose
ordering temperatures are above 400 K,but whose range of investigation involved
temperatures below 300 K, it was necessary to thermally demagnetize the sarnples in zero
field, outside the QD magnetometer in an extemal fumace built especially for this
purpose.

4.2.3 Magnetization and Remanence Measurements: Generating a

Henkel Plot
The procedure for initial moment and remanence measurements and
demagnetization and demagnetizing remanence curves is similar for both the VSM and
the SQUID magnetometer, except for the time required to obtain a single isotherm. On

the VSM, acquisition only requires 1-2 hours since oniy about 20 seconds are needed to
stabilize the magnetic field between value adjustments; whereas on the SQUID system
the field changes are much slower and 5-10 minutes may be required to stabilue the fieid,
127

so acquisition of magnetizing and demagnetiuig characteristics may take about 10 hours.
Waiting between field changes is necessary so that transients can be eliminated. Although

eddy currents generated by these changes diminish rapidly, relaxation effects associated

with thermal activation processes within the sample must aiso be considered.
Measurements are made only after the moment has reached a temporal plateau. In

generai, a field h, is applied and before a moment measurement m(hJ is made, the
system is allowed to stabilize, then the field is reduced to zero in order to acquire the
conesponding remanence i,(h,)

after an equivalent wait time. This procedure is repeated

for increasing values of h, until saturation is reached. Similarly, data for the
demagnetizing curve is accumulated by measuring the moment m,(-h,) and retuming the
field to zero to find the demagnetizing remanence id(-h,). In order to generate a Henkel
plot (Section 3.3) from the data. measurements of the demagnetizing remanences must be
taken with reverse applied fields of the same magnitude as those applied to obtain the
magnetizing remanence data, that is, the points plotted on the Henkel plot are

id (-ha) versus i,(+h,)

.

4.2.4 Magnetization as a Function of Time
To determine how the moment of a sample changes when a field is applied, a time
dependent measurement must be made. The sample was zero field cooled fiom a

reference temperature TE,larger than its Curie temperature Tcor its highest blocking

B
,
temperature T

to a temperature T < Tc or

TB-- A step function field excitation

was appïied and the moment was observed. The moment was measured fkequently to plot
the magnetization characteristic as a function of tirne. The sarnpling rate and the time

period, over which measurements were made, were determined by the time required to
ramp the field fiom zero to ha, and by the dynarnics of the magnetic system. The purpose

of these measurements was to determine the relative importance of the thermal viscosity

paraineter b*,since the peak in the temperature dependence of the ZFC moment has
contributions fiom two sources: thermally activated overbmier relaxation and the

-

collapse of the coercive field distribution which is expected to occur as T Tc from
below.

4.3 Magnetic Systems
Experirnents were conducted to investigate the nature of magnetization and the
hysteretic properties of severai magnetic systems of both technological and fundamental
interest. as weil as to determine the suitability of the Preisach mode1 to describe and gain
insight into the magnetic processes involved in these systems. Measurements were
perfonned on chromium dioxide audio tape (Section 4.3. I), magnetofemtin. which is a
contrast agent used for magnetic resonance imaging (Section 4.3.2), a neodymium iron
boron permanent magnet (Section 4.3.3), tloppy disk (Section 4.3.4). and cobalt
chromium hard disk in both longitudinal (Section 4.3.5) and perpendicular (Section 4.3.6)
magnetic particle configurations.

4.3.1 Chromium Dioxide Audio Tape
Chromium dioxide audio tape, a particulate magnetic medium. approximates an

ideal scdar Preisach system, due to the regularity of particle size and shape and their
weil-aligned uniaxial anisotropy axes. CrO, is a ferromagnetic oxide. It has a tetragond

structure with lattice constants a = 4.423 A and c = 2.917 A and Cr ions are found at the
corners and body centre, for a total of two Cr ions per tetragonal unit cell. CrO, is not a

naturally occumng cornpound. For magnetic recording applications, additives are added
to reduce heat and pressure required in its preparation from chromyl chionde CrO,CI, and

CrO,.and to provide nucleation sites on which particles can grow. Furthemore, additives
are used to mociiQ magnetic or physical properties such as the Curie temperature,

coercivity and abrasiveness. Comrnonly used additives are Sb, Te and Fe. One advantage
of CrO, is the hi& recording density afforded by its smail-sized acicular particles, which

are about 0.4 pm x 0.05 Pm.These particles are small enough to be single dornain as
determined by Darne11 (1961. as cited in Bate, 1980, p. 472). Considenng magnetostatic
energy and wdl energy, his calculations showed that for diameters less than 0.4 Pm
single domain particles are expected, while his experimental study showed that particles
having length to diameter ratio of 5 and diameten less than 0.2 Pm exhibited single
domain behaviour. The crystailine anisotropy constant of Crû, is K,= 2.5 x ld

ergs/cm3. For the particles used in recording media, the principle source of anisotropy is
particle shape, and these elongated particles possess an easy axis coincident with their
long axes. The particle rnagnetization is about 500 emu/cm3.The Cuxie temperature of

Crû, is quite low, Tc= 127 O C , which rnakes it more temperature sensitive than iron
oxide tapes.

Crû, audio tape is prepared by coating a flexible non-magnetic plastic substrate
with a solution of fme magnetic particles. The particles are aligned by applying a

magnetic field dong the length of the tape before the solution evaporates. The tape is then

heated and rolied, increasing the density of particles. The result is a paaiculate medium,
consisting of magnetic particles with weU-aligned easy axes.

The sample measured here consisted of two layers of CrO, audio tape (BASF
Chrome Maxima II) cut to the tape width, yielding a 4 mm square sample. The two
thicknesses, used to ensure a sufficiently strong signai, were stacked, while preserving the
orientation of the particle alignment direction. The tape was placed on a Stycast 1266
epoxy base and sealed with the same.

The sample was prepared in two different demagnetized States using thermal and

ac demagnetizing procedures. Two temperature ranges were considered
10 K s T s 300 K and 25 OC s T s 120 OC. The low temperature data was acquired on

the Quantum Design SQüID-based magnetic property measurement system (MPMS),
while the VSM was used for high temperature range data acquisition. A range of fields -

3000 Oe s h, r + 3 0 Oe was used to achieve saturation for low temperature data while
the fields required at the highest temperatures were such that -500 Oe s ha ?; +500 Oe. At
each temperature of interest, the following measurements were performed: the initial

rnagnetizing curve and the magnetizing remanence to positive saturation, and the
demagnetizing curve and demagnetizing remanence to negative saturation.
The prepared sample was fmt subjected to a sequence of measurernents under ac
demagnetized initial conditions in the VSM at a number of temperatures between 25 O
and 120°C, during which the sample was never heated above itsferromagnetic Curie
temperatzue, Tc 127°C. This was a crucial precaution since it was subsequently

discovered that themal annealing at 150°C produced a mewurable irrevenible ioss of

C

magnetic moment, presumably due to chemicai alterations within the CrO, particles
themselves. Since Crû, is not a naturdy occurring compound, the particles tend to react
chemically with the atmosphere or binder resins (Bate, 1980). In Our measurements, these
changes took the f o m of a reduction in the amplitude of the hysteresis loop, with
essentially no change in the shape or coercive field. Cornparisons between ac and
thermally demagnetized data at a particular temperature were performed by first thermally
demagnetizing the sample at 150°C, quenching to the measurernent temperature,
completing a hysteresis cycle, then ac demagnetizing the sarnple without altering the
temperature and repeating the cycle, so that the system was chemically identical under
both sets of initial conditions.

The FC data were obtained using the VSM by cooling the sample in 100 Oe from
a reference temperature Tm,= 150°C in the paramagnetic region, through the Curie

temperature to 2S°C, and then measunng the moment on warming, while ZFC data were
obtained by cooling in zero field from 150°C to 25°C then applying 100 Oe at 25°C and
warming. The moment was measured as a function of temperature in one degree intervais
up to 150OC.The time dependence of the moment was measured for O s t r 20 s after
zero field cooling from 150O C to 120OC and applying a step field excitation

h,

=

100 Oe. The ramping time for the field is about 0.5 S.

4.3.2 Magnetoferritin
Magnetoferritin is a biosynthetic material which coasists of nanodimensional
particles of maghemite, a ferrimagnetic iron oxide ( y-F+o3) encaged in a roughly
sphencal protein sheli, and denved fÎom the biologicaiiy ubiquitous protein, femtin.

Femtin serves to stabilize and store colIoidal iron oxide as femhydnte (5F%o, 9H20).
The protein's constituent units assemble into a rather symmetrical sheU, 120 A in

diameter, enclosing a central cavity about 80 A in diameter and intersected by ion
transport channels (Douglas, et al., 1994). Synthesis of magnetofemtin requires removal
of the native hydrated minerd core by dialysis, leaving the shell intact, and

remineralization of the central cavity with ferrimagnetic maghemite. Although the
maghemite core exists in the face centred cubic (FCC) mineral phase (a = 8.4 A) and the
shell is roughiy spherical, the particle possesses shape or possibly stress induced uniaxial
anisotropy, K = 10' ergs/cm3(Moskowitz, et ai., 1997). This uniaxial anisotropy can
deveIop as a consequence of irregularities in shape as shown by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) or residud stresses from cation vacancy disorder in maghemite. In
addition. surface anisotropy due to the high fraction of surface atoms and heterogeneity of
Fe sites at the core-shell interface c m lower the syrnmetry of the intrinsic cubic
anisotropy of the core.
A transmission electron micrograph of a magnetofemtin simple shows both

discrete mineral cores and small aggregates of nanoparticles (Figure 4.7a). The discrete
cores are 6 nm in diameter (a= 1 nm),and particles in aggregated clusters, which possess
p a t e r variability in size and shape, are about 10 rn (CF
= 2.6 nm). Being larger than the
protein shell, these aggregate member particles probably outgrow the shell through the

iron transport channels or through sites of shell damage, procwed during synthesis. The
precipitation of maghemite into particles of this size is unlikely, since control
experiments without femtin yield much larger, micrometre sized crystais. The particle

Aggregate Particles

Figure 4.7 . (a) A transmission electron micrograph of unstained magnetofemtin showing
discrete nanoparticles and larger aggregates. The scale bar represents 100 nm. (b) The
particle sue distribution plotted as a histogram showing core sizes for both the discrete
cores and particles associated with the aggregated clustea. (Moskowitz, Frenkel, Waiton,

Dickson, Wong, Douglas, et al., Fig. 1, 1997)

size distribution histogram shows a broad asymmetric distribution of core diameters

(Figure 4 3 ) .
Magnetofemtin behaves siiperpararnagneticaiiy, having a mean magnetic moment
of about 22 000 Bohr magnetons per magnetofemtin molecule at 300 K (Moskowitz, et

al., 1997). The mean blocking temperature, defined as the temperature at which one half
the saturation remanence present at 5 K is lost, is 18 K (Moskowitz,et al).
The sample used in our measurements was a 30 pP aqueous suspension of
rnagnetoferritin particles, containhg 0.16% magnetoferritin by volume. The sample was
contained in an epoxy cylinder that was held in a gelatin capsule, which allowed easy
mounting of the sarnple in a cylindricd holder. n i e low blocking temperature of
magnetofemtin required use of the Quantum Design SQUID system to perform
measurements at temperatures where the sample ceases to be superparamagnetic. The
magnetofemtin sarnple was subjected only to thermal demagnetization, since ac
demagnetization cannot be performed in situ on the QD magnetometer. (Since the ac
demagnetization procedure is accomplished at room temperature for samples measured
on this equipment, the magnetofemtin would remain themaDy demagnetized despite
k i n g exposed to an oscillating field of ever-decreasing magnitude.) For T = 5 , 6 , 8 , 10
and 50 K , major hysteresis loops were measured for magnetofemtin, as were the
magnetizing and demagnetizing remanences. The field range employed in this acquisition
was from -3000 Oe to +3000 Oe. The reference temperature for thermal

demagnetization of magnetofemtin was chosen to be ,
T

= 200

K,which is below the

solidification temperature of the aqueous suspension, but weU above its mean blocking

temperature. The FC and ZFC cuves were obtained for magnetofemtin, by cooling ftom
200 K and by applying a dc field ha = 15 Oe. The moment was measured every five

degrees over a range of temperatures 10 K s T r 150 K. The time dependence of the
moment was measured for O s t s 100 s after zero field cooling from 200 K to 50 K and

applying a "step function" field excitation h, = 20 Oe. The time taken to ramp the field
to this value was approximately 10 S.

4.3.3 Neodymium Iron Boron: A Permanent Magnet
Neodymium iron boron rnagnets comprise the strongest permanent magnets to
date. WhiIe they possess the charactenstic high remanent magnetization, high coercivities
and a high magnetic energy product, their commercial advantage lies in their ease of
production and a high performance-cost ratio. NdFeB magnets are widely implemented
where space and weight are limited (Xinhuan Company,Iiterature).

The permanent magnet was prepared by the Xinhuan Company (part of the
Chinese Academy of Science) in Beijing, China. The sample of N&Fe,,B, was produced
by fxst melting the nominal composition of neodymium, iron, and boron together under

an argon gas atrnosphere to form an ingot. The ingots were crushed to - 1 mm by a jaw

crusher, to - 100 pm using a disk mill. and finally, pulvenzed to -3 pm by a b d mill.

The microparticles were aligned in an applied field. pressed perpendicular to the field
direction under high pressure, and then sintered at hi& temperature ( - 1400 K) for an
hou. Following sintering the NdFeB compacts are rapidly cooled, heat treated and
quenched (Sagawa, Fujimura, Togawa, Yamamoto & Matsuura, 1984).
The main phase of N%Fe,,%is tetragonal a = 0.88 nm and c = 1.22 nm. Minor

phases present at grain boundaries and corners are tetragonal N&Fe,BB,and FCC Nd nch
(95 at. %) (Sagawa, et ai, 1984, as cited in Li & Strnat, 1985). The magnet has uniaxial

anisotropy paralle1 to the c axis, K,= 3.5 x 10' ergs/cm3and its Curie temperature is
about 3 12 O C (Xinhuan Company.specifications).
The sample used was cut with a diamond saw to be 3 mm long, 1 mm wide and to
a thickness of less than 0.5 mm with the long dimension dong the direction of easy axis

alignment. The sample was mounted on the holder with cernent to withstand the high
temperatures required for thermal demagnetization. Only thermal demagnetization was
used to produce the initiai demagnetized state. since insufficient fields were available on
the VSM to saturate the permanent magnet. as required for an ac demagnetization
procedure. Al1 measurements were acquired with the VSM. Prior to each magnetization
sequence, the sample was thermally demagnetized at T = 4û0°C and cooled in zero
applied field to the measurement temperature. Measurements including the initial
rnagnetization, magnetizing remanence, demagnetization, and demagnetizing remanence
curves were performed on the sample of sintered digned Nd,Fe,,B, over an applied field

range -12 kOe r h, r +12 kOe and at eight temperatures in the range 25 O C s T s 220

OC,selected to illustrate the thermal characteristics of the magnet. The magnetic field was
applied parallel to the alignment direction, which being the longer dimension, also

corresponds to the minimum demagnetizing factor.
The FC and ZFC cuntes were obtained using a reference temperature

TE,= 400 O C and a dc field h,

= 100 Oe. The moment was measured every degree in the

range 25 OC i T r 380 O C . Measurements of the time dependence of the moment after

zero field cooling fiom 400 O

C

to 25 O

C were made for O s t s 75 s after the application

of a "step fùnction" excitation ha = 100 Oe for which the ramping time was about 0.5 S.

4.3.4 Commercial FIoppy Disk
Floppy disks made for commercial use are prepared similarly to audio tape.
Particulate coatings of magnetic particles are held in a polymer binder on a substrate of
polyethylene terephthalate (PET)(Yaskawa & Heath, 1990, p. 796). The most widely
used magnetic particle is gamma ferric oxide, y-FqO,. The acicular particles are oriented
randomly in the plane of the disk. For high density media, like the common 3.5 inch, 2

megabyte floppy disks, the magnetic coating is a cobalt rnodified y--0,

0.9 Pm.Introducing cobalt ions into y--0,

of thickness

increases the coercivity and this

modification changes the coercivity of this medium from 300 Oe to about 630 Oe
(Yaskawa & Heath, p. 795). The Curie temperature of the magnetic layer of floppy disks
is about 675 O C (Sugaya & Yokoyama, 1990, p. 951).

The sample was taken from a standard commercial high density fioppy disk
removed from its plastic encasernent. It was cut with scisson into a rectangie 4 mm by 1

mm. Only a single thickness of the floppy disk was required since the Quantum Design
magnetometer was sufficiently sensitive. Measurements of magnetization and remanence
were only performed at r o m temperature (300 K). Only the ac demagnekation
procedure was used to produce the original demagnetized state. A themai procedure was
not used since very high temperatures are required to exceed the Curie temperature of yFqO, and the plastic binder detenorates before the magnetic material can be
demagnetized Magnetization and remanence data for the initial c w e as weii as the

demagnetization and the correspunding demagnetization remanence data were acquired to
generate a Henkel plot. The fields applied to the sample ranged between -3000 Oe and
+ 3 0 Oe.

4.3.5 Commercial Hard Disk: Cobalt Chrornium Based
The memory storage unit most common in cornputers is the hard disk. It consists
of an aluminum-magnesium substrate coated with several layers: a paramagnetic layer of
nickel-phosphocus, a thin layer of magnetic recording medium, such as cobalt-nickel-

chromium or cobaltchromium-tantalum, and a nonmagnetic overlayer of carbon. A layer
of Cr may be grown between the paramagnetic and magnetic layers. The Cr grows as
colum~sand the sputtered Co-alloy will nucleate on the "domes" of these colurnns, which
determine the magnetic grain size (Koster & Arnoldussen. p. 2 18). Gnins are randomly
onented and their magnetic moments lie in the plane of the layer.

typical coercivity

characteristics of hard disks range between 750 and 1250 Oe with a saturation
rnagnetization of about 1ûûû emu/cm3.
The hard disk sample was acquired from the IBM Corporation (by D. Dahiberg,
University of Minnesota) and consists of a cobalt chromium based magnetic alloy with

some additives to improve recording characteristics. (The details of the composition are a
trade secret and were unavailable to this author.) The disk was double-sided, rneaning that

both sides of the disk were coated with magnetic layers.

The disk was scored in concentric circles to assist with tracking of the read/write
head. The sample was cut parallel to these striations, into 4 mm by 1 mm rectangle with a
diamond saw, and was the thickness of the hard disk, =2 mm (although the actual film

thickness was only a few microns). When measunrnents were made along these directions,
there was evidence of chain-like refaxation dong these striations as observed using
magnetic force microscopy. Observations of the relaxation behaviour of a saturated sample
subjected to a reversing field shows that there is coupling in chains parailel to striations, but
no coupling between these chains (private communication, Dan Dalhberg, 1997).
The sample was prepared in an ac demagnetized initial state. Thermal
demagnetization was not possible. In fact. attempts to measure the Cune temperature of the

sample failed because the subsate melted before the magnetic moment disappeared. The
measurements of the initial magnetizing curve and remanence as well as the demagnetizing
curve and its corresponding remanence were obtained on the QD magnetometer at 300 K.
The field - 1500 Oe s h, s + 1500 Oe was applied along the direction of the striations.

4.3.6 Perpendicular Hard Disk: Cobalt Chromium
Most commerciaUy available recording media are longitudinal. that is, the easy
axes of their constituent magnetic particles Iie in the plane of the medium.This is tnie for

audio and video tapes, as well as for flexible and hard disks. Perpendicular magnetic

film are of interest as magnetic recording media due to the higher recording density
offered by the perpendicular orientation of particles. Perpendicular films exploit the long
axis alignment of rod-shaped grains normal to the plane.

The Cu&! temperature of these films is not well documented. In aiîoys, the
addition of nonmagnetic constituents, like Cr in Co, actuaiiy reduces the ordering
temperature. Bu& Co-Crd o y s containing 20% Cr have Tc= 150 O C (Bozorth, 195 1, as
cited by Koster & Amoldussen, 1990, p. 236); however, the propeaies of the Wms differ

greatly from those of the bulk material. For example, Co,Cr,, has Tc= 700 OC as a
deposited film while in the b d k alloy, the Curie temperature is only 355 O C (Ishizuka et

al, 1983, as cited by Koster & Amoldussen, p. 236).

The perpendicular film used in this experiment is a sputtered Co-Crfilm with the
particles' easy magnetization axes perpendicular to the film plane. The structure of the
Co-Cr grains is hexagonal closed packed with the c (or long) axis nomai to the plane.
The sample, obtained from the School of Physics and Astronomy. University of
Minnesota, was prepared by rf sputtering films of the alloy Co&,

ont0 an aluminurn

alloy substrate. The film thickness is between about 0.5 and 1.5 pm (Lottis, Dahlberg,
Christner. Lee, Petenon & White, 1988). Grain volumes are measured microscopicaily to
be on the order of 10-l5 cm3 (Khan et al, 1988. as cited by Lottis, White & Dahlberg,

IWO).
The sample. punched out of the magnetic film,was a thin circular disk about 4

mm in diameter. This "foil" was mounted on a solid cylindrical epoxy base and coated
with Stycast 1266 epoxy. Measurernents were performed using the VSM magnetometer at

300 K and the sample was only prepared in the ac demagnetized state. Thermal
demagnetization was not attempted since the sample base, the epoxy disk, would not
withstand the high temperatures required. The sample was mounted such that a magnetic
field - 15 kOe s h, s

+

15 kOe could be applied normal to its surface, that is dong the

easy direction. The initial magnetization curve and corresponding remanence as well as

the demagnetizing curve of the major hysteresis bop and its associated remanence were
measured.

Chapter 5

A Preisach-based Analysis and Discussion
of the Hysteretic Properties of Magnetic
Systems
5.1 Parameter Selection and Fitting
Generally, al1 of the calculations with the Preisach mode1 presented here required
specification of the following eight fitting parameters: the mean field parameter k, the
mean (or most probable) or median coercive field h,, the saturation magnetization h,

the effective thermal viscosity parameter, h& the width of the interaction field
distribution ai,the width of the coercive field distribution a,, the fraction of the moment
due to reversible processes f, and the reversibility parameter I'. Some of these parameters

may be frxed by physicd constraints Unposed by the microstructure of the system or by
142

the experimental conditions. Initial values for many of the parameters were selected usuig
information extracted from the magnetization and remanence measurements, as well as
fiom Henkel plots of the remanence data. Analysis of N$Fe,,B data required
modification of the Preisach fomalism introduced in Chapter 3 and is discussed
separately in Section 5.7.

5.1.1 Initial Parameter Values
For many of the magnetic systems investigated. the particles, or pseudoparticles,
are assumed to have no long range interactions, thus fixing the parameter k at k = O for
these systems. A positive value of k is selected where Henkel plots lie above the
WohIfarth line, while a negative value is employed where Henkel plots for thennally
demagnetized samples lie below this line, or where strong curvature exists in the HenkeI

plot of ac demagnetized samples. Figure 5.1 shows the effect of the sign of k on Henkel
plots for both ac and thermally demagnetized Preisach planes, and on the magnetization

curves for these two initial States. The default values for parameters used in the following
caiculations are k =O,

= 1000, a, = O S ,

q

=0.25,

=O, m, = 1.0, f = 0 , and

r = 0.5 unless othewise indicated.
Since a positive slope is present in the magnetization curves even at high fields,
the initial value for the saturation moment, m, is estimated to be slightly higher than the
moment measured at the highest field applied to the sarnple. For the purposes of
calculation, m, is treated simply as a temperature-dependent scaling factor. The effect of
the saturation moment on the magnetizing cume is presented in Figure 5.2. Nahirally, the
saturation moment has no effect on nonnalized Henkel plots.

thermal demagnetkaüon

Figure 5.1 . The effect of the mean field parameter k on the initial magnetization curve,
and the descending branch of the major loop, and on Henkel plots for both ac

demagnetized ((a) and (b)) and thermaily demagnetized ((c) and (d)) initial states. The
rate of rnagnetization with respect to field increases with increasing k ((a) and (c)), and
the curvahire of the Henkel plot changes from negative (or zero) to positive with

increasing k ((ô) and (d)). Henkel plot curvature is unambiguously defined by the sign of
the mean field parameter for thermally demagnetized initial states (d).

Figure 5.2 .The panmeter m, is simply a scaling factor.
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Figure 5.3 .(a) A finite thermal viscosity parameter &* increases the reversibility of the
magnetic response and (b) slightly increases the curvature of the ac demagnetized Henkel
plot. h,* has no effect on Henkel plots generated for thermaily demagnetized initial
States with k = O. The bold lines in (a) indicate the magnetization curves while the fîner

lines represent remanence curves.

The effective thermal field parameter, q ,is esiimated to be zero at temperatures

far below the ordering temperature, and is increased with increasing temperature, as
necessary, to account for the thermal dynamics of a system. Higher values of

h t increase

the initial slope of the magnetization curve and reduce b o t .the saturation remanence and
coerciviq (Figure 5.3a). Furthemore, larger values of hT increase the negative curvature
of the Henkel plot for ac demagnetized systems with k = O (Figure 5.3b), assuming the
distributions themselves are independent of temperature, which is only me far below the
below the critical ordering temperature Tc of the material.

5.1.2 The Preisach Distribution
The Preisach distribution can be written as the product of coercive and local
interaction field distributions p(h, ,hi) = f(h, ) g(h,) ,as descnbed is Section 3.1. The
Preisach distribution was selected based on macroscopic symmetry properties of the data.
Since hysteresis Ioops are symmetnc,the interaction field distribution must reflect that
symmetry. All calculations performed in the analysis of experimental data throughout this
chapter, have employed an interaction distribution that is a Gaussian centred at zero,

where hi and the dispersion q are dimensionless. The scaiing factor for these parameters
is the mean coercive field, hc. The actuai centre of the interaction distribution is

hi = km,

but as discussed in Section 3.2 ,mean field effects can be treated by employing an

effective field h = ha + km rather than shifting the interaction distribution itself. The

width of the Gaussian interaction field distribution, ci was selected with reference to the
rate of magnetization with respect to the field. A slower magnetization corresponds to a
larger width parameter (Figure 5.4a). The effect of larger values of ai on the Henkel plot
of an ac dernagnetized Preisach plane with k s O, is to increase its curvature, moving it

further from the Wohlfarth line (Figure 5.4b). The width of the interaction distribution
has no effect on the Henkel plots for thermally demagnetized (random) initial States.
The coercive field distribution was chosen such that it reflected the syrnmetry of
the initial magnetizing curve. Two different functional forms were used to describe the
distribution of coercive fields. If the curvature of the magnetization as the specimen
begins to exhibit a moment is equal but opposite to that of the curvature as the
magnetization flattens in its appmach to saturation, then the distribution of coercive fields
that best reflects the pseudoparticle distribution is a symmetric distribution that was
chosen to be a Gaussian. The Gaussian distribution was used for analyzing data from
Crû, audio tape, N$Fe,,B, fïoppy disk, and longitudinal hard disk media. Calculations
were performed in reduced variables, with the mean value of the coercive field

normalized to unity in the cdculations ,but the quoted value of hc represents the ûue

mean value of the coercive field, that was used as a scaling factor. A preliminary estimate
for the scaling factor g, is determined fiom the intersection of the demagnetization curve
with the applied field axis. However, this is strictiy the real value of h, only at zero

temperature. For the Gaussian coercive field distribution
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Figure 5.4 .(a) A larger interaction width parameter oistretches out the hysteresis Ioop,
yieldhg a decreased saturation remanence while the coercive field remains fixed. (b)The

Henkel plot moves further fkom the Wohlfarth line as oiincreases. Calculations were for

k = 0,

the width parameter oc is also dimensionless, and quoted values of both interaction field
and coercive field distribution widths have been scaled by 6,. The width of the coercive

field distribution affects the steepness of the rnagnetization curve. Smaller values of oc
delay the onset of rnagnetization and increase the maximum dope of the curve (Figure
5.5a). The effect of larger values of oc on the Henkel plot, for an ac demagnetized

Preisach plane with k s O, is to decrease the curvature, moving it closer to the Wohlfarth

line (Figure 5.5b). The width pararneter has no effect on the Henkel plots of thermally
demagnetized systems.
If the curvature is weaker at the approach to saturation than the low field
curvature, then a log-normal distribution was used to represent the pseudoparticle
coercive field distribution. This coercive field distribution function was used in the
analysis of magnetofemtin, floppy disk, and perpendicular hard disk media. The
functional form of this distribution is aven by:

I

f(h,) dh, =

hc

where h,

= H$=

(ln hJ2

,/s

dh.

20,

is dimensionless and the tnie field H, is found by scaling this reduced

field by the median value

fic.For the log-normaldistribution, the parameter n, is

typically close to the measured T = O coercivity of a magnetic sample. but is not exactly
equal. The width parameter oc in the log-normal distribution, is a measure of the

dispersion in ln H,,which is easily seen by rewriting the distribution as a function of

In Hc

Figure 5.5 . (a) The initial magnetization begins more slowly but rises more steeply with
an increasing coercive field distribution width parameter q ,while the coercive field and
the saturation remanence show slight decreases. The Henkel plot moves toward the

Wohlfarth line as oc increases, in direct contrast to the behaviour of the Henkel plot with
increashg ai.Calculations were for k = 0.

f(hc) dh,

= f '(ln

L
H,)d(ln H,) = -

(in H, - In Q2

,/%

This Gaussian in In H, drops to 0.6 of its maximum value when a, = In H, - ln Hg.
U

Rewriting this as e" - 1 = H c Hc
~ and expanding the exponential for cc« I ,we abtain
H, - R,
, so the width parameter roughiy measures the relative spread in H, about
oc =

*,

Rc

Gc.Figure 5.6 compares the Gaussian and log-normaldistributions for q = 0.45. The
initial values for al1 the coercive field distribution widths were chosen using the
information provided by Figures 5.5a and 5.5b and were adjusted to replicate the
character of the data.

5.1.3 The Reversible Component
The parameters of the phenomenological reversible component of the mode1 that

treats elastic distortions of domain walls, large populations of small energy barrien which
behave quasi-reversibiy, misalignrnent of the particles' easy axes with respect to the

applied field, and field-induced moment growth are f, the reversible fraction, and T.The

fraction f is estimated from high field (ha values of the moment and remanence,
f=: 1

--Ihf

and adjusted as required. Figure 5.7 shows the effect o f f on rnagnetization

mhf

and remanence curves. The value for the reversibility parameter r is estimated. L-uwer

values of

r correspond to srnalier slopes of the magnetization curve at high fields (Figure

5.8) and weaker curvature.

Figure 5.6 . A cornparison of two coercive field distributions fûnctions, showing the
syrnrnetry of the Gaussian (6, = 1.5) and the inherent asymmetry of the log-normal

function, which approaches a Gaussian for sufficiently narrow widths.

Figure 5.7 .The magnetic response becomes more reversible when a finite reversible
contribution, a finite value of fis incorporated. The relative increase in revenibility is
easily seen by comparing the bold (magnetization) and fine (remanence) curves.

Figure 5.8 .The parameter ï in the phenomenoIogical reversibility expression controls
the dope and curvature of the rnagnetization curves.

5.1.4 The YFitting" Procedure
Once the starting values for the parameters were selected, the first Preisach
caiculations were made and the resulting magnetization and remanence curves and the
Henkel plots were compared with the data. From the known trends, occurring with
variation of a particular parameter, as discussed above, one parameter was changed at a
time to improve agreement between the calculated curves and the experimentai data For
much of the analysis of this expenrnental data, once the best possible fit, as judged by
eye, was obiained, a rough numencal determination of the agreement was found by
caiculating a sum of the squares of the deviations at each data point (divided by the
number of data points minus the number of fitting parameters) for each of three different
curves: the magnetic moment as a function of applied field, the remanence as a function
of field, and the Henkel plot. Then, each unfixed panmeter was varied about its value to
refine the agreement. Ofien a compromise was required to fit al1 three curves

simultaneously. A set of parameters, which provides seerningly excellent agreement with
the moment and remanence data, may yield a Henkel curve with littie resemblance to that
obtained experimentally. Small deviations from the data of the i, (hJ and id (h3 curves
can result in very large departures of the calculated Henkel plot from the measured data

points, indicating the sensitivity of the Henkel plot. Likewise, a set of parameters which
yields good agreement with Henkel data, may not provide a good description of the
magnetization and remanence curves. Furthemore, parameters that mimic the shape of
the magnetization curve may not follow the remanence data To achieve the best possible
compromise, the sum of the squares of the deviations of the calculated curves fiom the

data for al1 three curves were added to generate a total that represents the "overall

goodness of fit."
No fonnal numerical procedures were employed to optimize the individual fits or
to characterize the quality of the agreement. Instead, the priority was to identify and

replicate systematic trendi that were associated with changes in temperature and, if
possible, to correlate individuai trends with specific model parameters so as to isolate the
dominant physical mechanism responsible for each. Accordingly, uncertainties associated
with particular model parameters are not stated. Figures 5.1 to 5.8 serve as a guide to
understanding the effects of model parameters, demonstrating how the variation of a
parameter can change magnetization, remanence, and Henkel curves. Moreover, the
numerical results from these rough fitting procedures are not quoted in this discussion,

although some references are made to the relative agreement between different parameter
sets used to descnbe experimental data.

However. to quantifi the effects of varying parameter values in an attempt to fit a
typicai data set. Table 5.1 provides a summary of the fitting parameters with their
associated estimated uncertainties for magnetization, remanence, and Henkel plot data
obtained £rom a commercial sample of CoCr-based hard disk (Section 5.3). The
uncertainties represent the fmest determination of the parameter, i.e. the smallest change
from the "best" parameter values actuaüy utilized in the Preisach cdculations, and which
resulted in an increase of the sum of the squares of deviations from the experimental data.

The resulting changes in the agreement between the caiculated curves and experirnental
data cannot be discriminated by eye. The agreement between caiculated curves and

Table 5.1 .An example of unceriainties in the fitting parameters for Preisach calculations
used for data analysis.

I
Parameter

(10" emu)

lflr

experimental data is more sensitive to change in some parameters than in others. h
particular, scaling parameters like

he and m, can be very weli defined, as can the

reversible fiaction, f.
Sections 5.2 through 5.4, which treat computer memory media at room

temperature give p a t e r insight into how parameters and Preisach distributions are
selected, while the remaining sections of this chapter provide a detailed analysis of CrO,audio tape, magnetofemtin and a Nd-Fe-Bpermanent magnet, and explore the power and
limitations of the Preisach andysis as it relates to reproducing systematic temperature
effects and investigating magnetization mechanisms.

5.2 Commercial Floppy Disk
Floppy or flexible disk is a particulate medium that consists of femmagnetic Comodified y -Fe,O,,
- whose easy axes are randomly oriented in the plane of the disk. The
initial values for the Preisach mode1 parameters selected to describe the data for this

sample were based on observed characteristics of magnetization and remanence curves as
well as the Henkel plot. The value of the mean field parameter was chosen to be k = 0,

since the Henkel plot, although exhibiting a slight curvature beneath the Wohlfarth line,

as expected for an ac demagnetized sarnple, showed no strong demagnetizing character.
The value of the coercive field was selected as the modulus of the intersection of the

demagnekation c w e and the field axis at room temperature. The interaction field
distribution was taken to be a Gaussian. Two different coercive field distributions,
Gaussian and log-normal. were selected and compared in this Preisach analysis.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the calculated magnetization and remanence curves for
Gaussian and log-normal coercive distributions respectively. The corresponding Henkel
plots are shown in Figure 5.1 1. The results fiom the fitting procedure indicate excellent
agreement with the Henkel plots regardless of which functional form is chosen to
represent the coercive field distribution. The differences in the effect of the coercive field
distribution's functional form were more evident in the magnetization and remanence
curves. Although the calculated magnetization and demagnetization curves that best
correspond to the magnetization data were generated with a Gaussian distribution, the
agreement with the magnetizing and demagnetizing remanences was not particularly
close. The disagreement is especially noticeable for the dernagnetizing remanence, where
the calculated curve does not follow the data points except near the remanent coercive
field. The lognormal coercive field distribution allowed a better fit to the remanence
data, but did not describe the magnetic moment data as well, particularly at low fields on
both magnetization and demagnetization Cumes. The quality of these fits may seem
difficult to judge by simply looking at the curves; however, very little additional
information is gleaned from a more in-depth analysis of the "goodness of fit." The
procedure used to compare these data sets was to evaluate the surn of the squares of the
deviations of the calculated curves and the measured data points after the best parameter
values for each data set were separately detennined. The result of this cornparison showed
that the agreement between the two calculated Henkel curves and the experirnental plots

were within 5% of each other, with the log-normal curve having a slight advantage.
However, the magnetization c w e generated with the Gaussian distriiution was 13 times

flo
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Figure 5.9 . Magnetization (solid dots) and remanence (open dots) data for a sample of
commercial floppy disk shown with calculated rnagnetization and remanence cuves
(solid lines) using a Gaussian cwrcive field distribution.
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Figure 5.10 . Magnetization (solid dots) and remanence (open dots) data for a sample of
commercial floppy disk shown with calculated magnetization and remanence curves

(solid lines) using a log-normal coercive field distribution.

data

0)
Figure 5.1 1 .The Henkel data for commercial floppy disk and the calculated Henkel
curves for (a) a Gaussian and (b) a log-normal coercive field distribution.

better, while the remanence c w e s calculated using this distribution were nearly twice as
bad as those of the remanence produced with a log-normal distribution. The total sum of
the squares of the deviations for the three plots, magnetization, remanence, and the

Henkel plots differ very slightly. Overall, the log-normal coercive field distribution seems
to describe the data better by only 4%. Thus, choosing which of these two hinctiond
foms is a better description of the real distribution of the coercive fields of the particles

is a difficult t.ask. Nonetheless, this examination shows that visual judgements as to the
goodness of fit are quite reliable when performing a Preisach analysis.
However, the Preisach calculations performed are expected to be somewhat more
accunte for the remanence curves, as the reversible term employed to describe physical
sources of revesibility not included in the Preisach mode1 affects the magnetization
curves and is merely phenomenological. As such, the log-normal distribution may be the
more justifiable choice for the coercive field distribution, since it describes the remanence
data better than the Gaussian distribution. Changing the functional form of this revenible
contribution in calculations that implement the log-normal distribution may generate
theoreticai magnetization curves that better describe the rnagnetization data. Nevertheless.
it is noteworthy that the rnagnetization curves calculated with the Gaussian coercive field

distribution are 20 tirnes better in agreement relative to the remanences generated by the
log-normal tùnction.
A cornparison of the final parameter values selected for both of the hinctiond

forms are presented in Table 5.2. Both sets of parameters were equd. Since the specimen

was ac demagnetized, the ac demagnetized Preisach plane was used in the calculations.

Table 5.2 . Best fit parameters for a sample of commercial floppy disk.

(

Distribution

6, (Oe)

a,

ai(0')

Gaussian

900

0.33

67.5

0.0129

49.5

Log-normal

900

0.33

67.5

0.0129

49.5

cemu) h,'

(a)

The mean field panmeter was k = O for these calculations, performed on an

initially ac demagnetized plane. The reversible component is descnbed by
f = 0.465 and r = 0.4.

The mean field parameter which best descnbed the data was k = O, which is expected for
an ac demagnetized sample whose Henkel plot does not show strong curvature. Since k =
O, there appean to be no long-range interactions between particles. The mean coercive
field value for the Gaussian distribution and the median coercive field value for the lognormal distribution were both hc = 900 Oe, in agreement with the relatively high values
of coercivity required for magnetic memory media. Of course, the coercive field width
parameter has a different rneaning for the two distributions as explained in Section 5.1.2,
and the log-normal distribution width is always dimensionless. The coercive distribution
was a significant fraction of

1ëc.cc = 300 (Oe) = -hc.

The interaction field distribution
3
was Gaussian and the width for both calculations was quite nmow, only ai = 67.5 Oe.

The effective thermal viscosity parameter hT = 49.5 Oe is only 5% of the mean
coercivity of the fioppy disk. This is a reflection of the fact that the measurement was
performed at room temperature. far below the Curie temperature of the floppy disk
material

Tc= 675 OC.The reversible fraction of the moment is 46%. This is not

unexpected given the degree of randomness in the aiignment of the easy axes of the
magnetic particles fixed during fabrication (Section 4.3.4). Such randomness also may
indicate that the log-normal distribution is a better choice of function to describe the
coercive field distribution, for reasons which will be discussed in Section 5.6.

5.3 Commercial Cobalt-Chrornium-BasedHard Disk
This hard disk material is comprised of Co-rich ferromagnetic grains whose easy
axes are aligned dong striations in the plane of the disk. The measurements of the

magnetization and remanence characteristics of the cobalt-chromium-based hard disk,
performed at 300 K on the QD magnetometer are s h o w in Figure 5.12. The most
interesthg feature of this CoCr-based longitudinal hard disk medium was the positive
curvature of its Henkel plot above the Wohlfarth iine (Figure 5.13). This positive

curvature suggests the presence of magnetizing-like interactions within the material.
Hence, the Preisach analysis was begun using a positive initial value for the mean field
parameter, k > O. The coercive field distribution that best descnbed the data was a
Gaussian, centred at hc = 1080 Oe with a width of a, = 160 Oe. The interaction field
distribution was also chosen as a Gaussian with a very narrow width pararneter
oi = 16 Oe, so that the distribution resembles a delta function. As discussed in Section

3.4.1, the Wohlfarth relation hoIds for a 6-function distribution of local interaction fields.
and a unique relationship exists between the sign of the rnean field parameter k, and the

curvature of the Henkel plot. As mentioned in Section 4.3.5. evidence for ferromagnetic
interactions, in the propagation of magnetization reversai dong chains of particles, has
been observed with magnetic force microscopy and the character of the Henkel plot is
consistent with this observation. The Preisach analysis also yields k > O, supporting the
notion that magnetizing-like interactions are present within this material. In this case, the
positive cwature of the Henkel plot is linked to a srnail positive rnean field pararneter
k = 0.11. The thermal parameter,

was about 170 Oe, which is only about 16% of the

coercivity of the matenal. This is consistent with expected values for measurements taken
at rmm temperature far below the medium's Curie temperature, which is expected to be
quite high as it is Co-based. The reversible hction was 25%' which may reflect the more

m fit
i
i fit

Figure 5.12 .Magnetization (solid dots) and remanence (open dots) data for cobdt-

chromium-based hard disk and the corresponding caiculated curves (solid lines)
generated using a Gaussian coercive field distribution, with

4= 1380 Oe and

oc= 160 Oe, k=0.11,oi = 16 Oe, l$ = 170 Oe, m, = 0 . W emu, f=0.253, and

ï = 0.52.

CoCr //
T=3OO K

Figure 5.13 . Henkel data (solid dots) for cobalt-chrornium-based bard disk and the
cdculated Henkel curve (solid line) generated using a positive value of the mean field
parameter, k = 0.11.

ordered structure of this hard disk material, since particles are apparently aligned dong
striations in the material (Section 4.3.5).

5.4 Perpendicular Co,,Cr,, Hard Disk
Columnar grains of Co,Cr,,

whose easy axes are aligned perpendicular to the

plane of the disk, comprise the magnetic system of this hard disk medium. nie

magnetization and remanence curves for Co&,,

,measured at T = 300 K with the

VSM,are shown in Figure 5.14. The hysteresis loop for this perpendicular recording film
is strongly sheared. as seen from the finite dope of the demagnetizing curve. due to the
orientation of the fieid perpendicular to the film plane, and very large fields of

&

10 kOe

are required to saturate the ac demagnetized sample. The saturation remanence is only
20% of the saturation moment;however, for recording purposes. the medium needs only

to possess a high absolute remanence, rendering its relative value unimportant. This

reversibility is due to the large demagnetization field for this perpendicular specimen,
which increases as the rnagnetization increases. For the Co,,Cr2, sample. the expected

demagnetization field is HD= -4%

since it is a very thin disk (Cullity. 1975. p. 57).

The Henkel plot of the remanence data displays strong negative curvature, and

points to negative mean field effects (Figure 5.15). However, diis effect cannot be
decoupled from the curvature inherent in the ac demagnetization procedure, as was

possible in the analysis of the longitudinal hard disk medium,where the interaction field
distribution was so narrow as to be considered a delta function. In fact, the width of the

Gaussian interaction field distribution required to fit the CO,~C~,,
data was of the same

m

-rn"if
0

i

Figure 5.14 . Magnetization (solid dots) and remanence (open dots) data for Co&,.

.

The shear hysteresis loop of this perpendicular medium is indicated by the
demagnetization curve comsponding to the demagnetizing branch of the major hysteresis
loop. The cdculated curves (solid lines) were generated using a log-normal cwrcive field

distribution, with

H,

= 15 12 Oe

m, = 0.0044 emu, and f = 0.

and a, = 0.29, k = -3.05.ai = 1482 ûe, $l

= O Oe,

Figure 5.15 . Henkel data (solid dots) for cobalt-chromiurn-based hard disk, which shows

strong demagnetizing-likecurvature and the calculated Henkel curve (solid line)
generated using a negative value of the mean field parameter, k = -3.05.

order as the coercive field. Furthemore, because the sample could not be thermally
demagnetized (Section 4.3.6), this technique could not be used to separate mean field
effects from the curvature in the HenkeI plot of the ac dernagnetized sample due to
disorder, which is reflected in the finite width of the local interaction distribution (Section
3.4.4). Within the Preisach analysis, real demagnetuing interactions within the material

cannot be discriminated from the demagnetizing factor, as both are simultaneously treated

by the pararneter k (Section 3.2). To genente cdculated curves that describe the data, a
negative value of k is required, in conjunction with the ac demagnetized Preisach plane.

The value k = -3 was used in the calculated curves shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. This
is physically justifiable since a sizeable dernagnetization factor is expected due to the
perpendicular orientation of the particles.

An estimate of the contribution of the demagnetization factor to the mean field
pararneter c m be made directly from the data and the sample volume V. The

D

demagnetizing field can be rewritten as HD = -DM,= -am,, where a = -, and m, is

v

the spontaneous moment. The sarnple volume is simply the volume of a cylinder, and
using a thickness t = 1.5 ym,which is the upper limit given in the specifications for this
thin film (Section 4.3.6), and a radius r = 1.5 mm, it is V = 1.1 x

cm

.An estimate

of the demagnetizing factor corresponding to the Preisach fit can be made by including
mean field effects within the interaction distribution itself (Section 3.2), such that

where a represents a mean field parameter, and where hi, M, and oi are in real units.

Rewriting this Gaussian in terms of the reduced parametes that are used in the fits, the
m,
dimensionless mean field parameter k can be expressed as k = a-=-. Using k = -3.05

H,
yields a = 1.O x 106cm -3, which yields D = 1 1.3. The demagnetizing factor is very

sensitive to the volume, and the thickness was only estimated. Nevertheless, the value of
k given by the Preisach analysis is very reasonable, since physically, the largest

demagnetizing factor possible, D = 4x = 13, corresponds to an infinite disk, and the
Co,,Cr,,

sample approximates this shape. So, shape demagnetization effects dominate in

this perpendicular medium and this suggests that particles do not expenence long-range
interactions, but only local interaction effects.

The shape of the hysteresis loop can also provide insight into the microscopic
nature of perpendiculiir media. The shearing effect, evident in the sloping pxaileiogram
loop shape, rather than a rectangular hysteresis loop, is directly related to the microscopic
structure. In the absence of demagnetization, a perpendicular film has a uniaxiai
anisotropy constant K,and a magnetocrystdlineenergy of the form ICsin20 (Section

2K .Such coercivity caiculations for CoCr
2.7.1). The coercivity is described by H, = Ms
films yield very large values of H, and perfectly square hysteresis loops. Some rounding
of the Ioop can be induced if grain variations are treated using a finite width coemive or
switching-field distribution. If demagnetivng effects are considered, the coercivity is
lowered by -4xM,, the demagnetizing field of a disk of infinite area Again, the
hysteresis loop would be square, except for rounding due to distribution effects. These

coercive fields, calculated under the assumption of uaiform rotation are SUnearly

always higher than measured values. Consequentiy, a mode of reversa1 other than
coherent rotation is expected to be the tme mechanism. Calculations with models
employing different reversal modes also yield square hysteresis loops, when intrinsic
coercivities exceed demagnetizing effects, or no remanence at dl,when dernagnetizing
fields dominate. These caiculations assume that during switching a grain oniy sees its

local self-demagnetizing field and not demagnetizing fields from neighbouring grains.
Shearing of the type indicated by the demagnetizing curve in Figure 5.14 can be
explained by a "variabie aggregate demagnetization field" (Koster & Arnoldussen, 1970,

p. 202). An aggregate dernagnetization field is treated under the assumption that a single
particle in the film, containing many small, semi-independent p d c l e s , may be influenced
by demagnetization fields due to near neighbours, in addition to its own self-

demagnetization field. At saturation, al1 particles have their magnetization aligned in the
direction of the applied field. The aggregate magnetization is therefore M,, and the
demagnetizing field is -4xM,. If the applied field is lowered sufficiently the particles
with the lowest coercive fields reverse, which in tum lowers the average magnetization

and the aggregate magnetization by AM, and the demagnetizing field falls by 4xA.M.
Thus, the extemai field required to maintain this state is changed by +47cAM. As the

applied field is further reduced, what would be a nearly vertical side of a hysteresis loop
without aggregate variable demagnetization, is rnapped ont0 a sloped side with

---dM ma

4?r

- 0.08.To compare this theoretical value with that of the demagnetization

moment data in Figure 5.14, the dope of the curve must be divided by the volume of the

sample, a-'N = 7.3 x IO-' cm3I 1.1 x 10" cm3 = 0.07. Considering the uncertainty in
the volume of the sample, this coincides with the value predicted by the aggregate

demagnetization field. This model implies that the particles or columnar grains
comprishg a perpendicular recording medium must be either non-interacting or weakly
interacting, with diameters sufficientiy small that an aggregate demagnetization field
from sunoundhg grains dominates an individual grain's self-dernagnetization field.
Preisach calculations suggest that local interaction fields are quite high with
oi= 1500 (Oe), but interactions are confined to short-ranges. since the mean field

parameter is seerningly dominated by shape demagnetization effects.
The Preisach distribution used in this analysis was the product of a Gaussian

interaction distribution and a log-normal coercive field distribution, with a width
parameter oc = 0.3. Due to its symmetry about the mean, a Gaussian distribution of

coercive fields was unable to follow both the curvature of the p n m q magnetization
cume as saturation was approached and the sornewhat steeper curvature at low fields.
Since the log-normal hinction possesses a similar asymmetry in its structure, it was better
able to describe the data.
No thermal relaxation effects were found at the measurement temperature. T = 300

K, as indicated by the value of the effective thermal viscosity parameter, @ = O. As for
the other cornputer disk media, the Curie temperature is very high (Section 4.3.6), and the

thermal effects are expected to be very small at ambient temperatures.
The phenomenological reversibility term, invoduced in Section 3.6 as a
modification to the Preisach model to account for physical sources of reversibiiity such as

field induced moment growth and reversible rotation, was not employed in the analysis of
the CoCr sample data. In fact, the magnetization data showed evidence of a diamagnetic
contribution, most iikely from the sample holder, in the negative slope of the
rnagnetization at high fields. To treat this data in the usud way. linear regression was
used to fit a h e through these points and the diamagnetic contribution was subtracted
from the data,

5.5 Chromium Dioxide Audio Tape
5.5.1 General Features of the Magnetic Response'

-

Crû, audio tape consists of a collection of single domain. elongated,

ferromagnetic particles whose long axes are roughly digned with the direction of motion
of the tape. Figure 5.16 shows the temperature dependence of the field cooled (FC) and
zero field cooled (ZFC)moment of Crû, audio tape measured in an applied field h, =

100 Oe. The FC and ZFC moments are identical above Tc = 127 O C , but below Tc the
two sets of data bifurcate and the FC moment is greater than the ZFC value.
Measurernents of the time dependence of the E C moment following a step function field
excitation show that the evolution of the moment from the thermally demagnetized initial
state towards its equilibriurn value in 100 Oe proceeds in two stages, an essentially
instantaneous initial response that follows the field change and is due to pseudoparticles
with critical switching fields a less than 100 Oe plus contributions from any reversible
mechanisms, followed by a much slower viscous component likely due to thermdy
activated overbarrier relaxation of pseudoparticles with critical fields between 100 Oe s a

Figure 5.16 .The temperature dependence of the field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled

(ZFC)moment of CrO, audio tape measured in an applied field 25 OC between 25 "C
and 150 OC. The inset shows the time dependence of the moment for O s t s 20 s d e r
zero field cooling fiom 150 OC to 120 O C and then applying a "step function" field
excitation ha = 100 Oe. The field ramping time is = O S S. so the me viscous thermal
relaxation corresponds to about 10% of the total response.

s

$+ 100 Oe. The inset in Figure 5.16 iilustrates the time dependence of the ZFC

response at T = 120°C, measured in 100 Oe over a time interval O s t s 20 S. The field

tumsn time is about 0.5 seconds, so the '?rue" viscous aftereffect corresponds to data
points with m 2 0.0009 emu, that is, to about 10%of the total response under these
conditions. Although our measurements show that thexmal relaxation is present to some
extent at al1 temperatures between 25°C and the Curie temperature, so that

is aiways

finite, the amplitude of the ZFC moment in Figure 5.16 is dominated by the initial rapid
response component. Thus, the peak in the ZFC moment in the vicinity of Tc,as well as
any variations in the coercivity of Crû, with temperature, are related pnmarily to
changes in the intrinsic anisotropy of the pseudoparticles, with only a srnall contribution
from themally induced transitions. These transitions are chancterized by a tirne required
for activation, and blocking is said to occur when the moment of the particle is stable
within the time scale of the experiment. Hence, the observed tracking of the moment with

the field indicates that the particles are responding to the extemal field with only rninor
relaxation effects due to finite temperature, so most of the chrornium dioxide particles are

blocked at essentially al1 temperatures below Tc.

5.5.2 Analysis of AC Demagnetized Sample Data (25 O

C

s T s 120 C)
O

The magnetization curves (initiai and dernagnetizing branches) and the

normalized Henkel plots of the remanence measured under ac demagnetized initiai
conditions at five temperatures T = 25 OC, 60 OC, 80 OC, 100OC. and 110OC, are
shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18, respectively. The saturation moment, the saturation
remanence, and the coercive field ail fall with increasing temperature, while the Henkel
177

Figure 5.17 . Magnetization curves for Crû, audio tape measured under ac demagnetized
initial conditions at five temperatures T = 25 OC, 60OC, 80 O C , 100 O C . and 1 10 O C .

Figure 5.18 . Normalized Henkel curves for Crû, audio tape measured under ac
demagnetized initiai conditions at five temperatures T = 25 OC, 60OC,
80aC, lûû°C, and 110°C.

plots, which dl lie below the Wohlfarth line, exhibit decreasing cwature with increasing
temperature. Figures 5.19 through 5.21 show the initial magnetizhg curve m(h, > O), the
magnetizing remanence i(ha I 0) = i,(hJ, the descendkg bmch of the major hysteresis
ioop m(h, c O), and the demagnetizing remanence i(h, < 0) = id(- 1 h,l ) ,over a limited
field range chosen so as to magniS the principal structural features of the data, at three
representative temperatures T = 25 "C, 105 OC, and 115 OC, under ac demagnetized
initial conditions. Table 5.3 lists the "best fit'' values of the mode1 parameten,
G, f,

r, ai, oc, 6,.

k, hT , for the ac demagnetized data in these figures. (Fits for

other temperatures in the range 25 " C s T s 120 "C cm be found in Appendix 1, Figures
A 1.1 through A 1.6.) The discrete symbols represent expenmental data and the solid

curves are numericd simulations based on the Preisach mode!.A cornparison of the data
in these figures shows that as the temperature increases there is a decrease in the apparent

saturation moment, in the coercive field, and in the ratio of the saturation remanence to
the saturation moment. This indicates that the response becornes progressively more

reversible as T approaches Tc.Figure 5.22 shows the Henkel plots for the same three
temperatures as in Figures 5.19 through 5.21. As explained in Section 3.4, these are

panmetric plots of the magnetizing remanence i,(h3 nonnalized to the saturation
remanence i, ,as a fùnction of the normalized demagnetizing remanence id(- ( h,l)/i=,
which match remanences conesponding to applied fields of common magnitude.

Deviations fiom the linear Wohifarth relation i,/i,

=

1 - 2(i,li,)

(Section 3.4.1),

indicate the presence of either random or mean field interactions between particles. The
ac demagnetized data indicate that these interactions favour the demagnetizing process

r
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Figure 5.19 .The initial magnetizing curve (ha> 0) and the demagnetizing curve Oi,c O)
m, and the corresponding magnetizing and demagnetizing remanences i for ac

demagnetized CrO, audio tape at T = 25 O C , plotted as a function of the applied field ha.
The ûiscrete symbols denote experimental data while the continuous curves are Preisach

mode1 calculations.
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Figure 5.20 . The initial magnetizing curve (h, > 0) and the demagnetizing curve (h, < 0)
m. and the corresponding magnetizing and demagnetizing remanences i for ac

dernagnetized CrO, audio tape at T = 105 O C , plotted as a function of the appiied field

h,. The discrete symbols denote experimentd data while the continuous c w e s are
Preisach model caiculations.

Figure 5.2 1 . The initial magnetizing cuwe (ha > 0) and the demagnetizing curve (ha< 0)

m. and the corresponding rnagnetizing and demagnetizing remanences i for ac
demagnetized Crû, audio tape at T = 1 15 "C,plotted as a function of the applied field
h,. The discrete syrnbols denote experimentai data while the continuous curves are

Preisach mode1 calculations.

Table 5.3 . Best fit Preisach parameten for CrO, (25 O C s T s 120 OC).

The mean field parameter was k = O for these cdculations, perfomed on an initially ac
demagnetized plane. The exponent parameter for the reversible component was r = 0.4.

C rO,
Ac Demagnetization

Figure 5.22 .The Henkel plots constmcted frorn the ac demagnetizedCr0, remanences in

Figures 5.19,5.20, and 5.21. The discrete points are experimentai data and the continuous
curves are Preisach mode1 caiculations.

over the magnetizing process, since the curvature is always below the WohIfarth Lne.
Furthemore, they demonstrate that the interactions weaken and linearity is gradually
restored with increasing temperature. %y contrast, as will be presented in Section 5.5.3,
the themally demagnetized data shows minimal curvature, suggesting that interaction
fields are nearly completely absent at all temperatures. Cornparisons such as these enable
separation of the contributions from interactions due to random local fields and those due
to long range, mean field effects.
As mentioned earlier, the theoretical curves in Figures 5.19 through 5.2 1 were

generated by superposing the individual, two-component responses of the Preisach
pseudoparticles in the internai effective field, h:

and then employing the skew transformation h, = h - km to convert the effective field h

to an equivaient applied field ha (Section 3.2). The fmt term in Equation 5.1 is the
contribution h m the rectangular portion of the Preisach cycles, and 9 is the normalized,
history-dependent output of each cycle, which is cp = +l if the pseudoparticle moment is

up and cp = - 1if the moment is down. The second terrn in Equation 5.1 represents
cootriiutions fimm reversible processes, U e coherent rotation or reversible w d motion,

or possibly kom field-induced growth of the pseudoparticle moment, which cannot be
185

accommodated within the usuai scaiar Preisach formalism. With our choice of reversible
function (Section 3.6), which is independent of the particle charactenstic fields (h, ,hi),
the second Preisach integral in Equation 5.1 c m be performed analytically, yielding

Equation 5.2.
The analysis began with data obtained with the VSM on an ac demagnetized Crû,
simple. The fit to the data set at T = 25 O C was the Ieast flexible with respect to
variations in the fitting parameters, and provided an essentially unambiguous
characterization of the CrO, system in the limit where thermal relaxation effects are
negligible ( h g

Fe). This fit was also used to define "constraints" on certain

combinations of fitting parameters, based on physical considerations. These constraints
guided the choice of the initial parameter values at higher temperatures. Specifically: (i)
Since coercive fields h, of individual Crû, grains with anisotropy constant K, volume V,
and spontaneous moment p are on the order of h,

- KV/jï, and since the single particle

anisotropy is likely to be dominated by shape effects, due to the extreme elongation of the

Crû, grains, it follows that K will Vary as P' (Section 2.7. l), and the particle coercivity
h, will be proportional to the spontaneous moment

P. Thus, the ratio hJm,

should be a

constant on the order of 8x 10' Oelemu, which is its value at 25 OC.(ii) The factor
In(t,,/r&,

that appears in the definition of the thermal viscosity field

= (ksT@) In(t,,/rJ,

is expected to be relatively insensitive to changes in r, induced

by changes in temperature. Consequently, the ratio

hfw(with T in degrees Kelvin)

was not ailowed to deviate appreciably fiom its value of 1.3x10-' erg/K at T = 25 OC

(iii) Lastly, variations in q and m, were required to satisfy the condition

.

ai/%

a

1.OX ld Odemu in order to presexve a linear relationship hi = P between the

local interaction fields hi and the spontaneous moment

of the interacting particles. The

best fits were indeed consistent with these '%onstraints" at all temperatures up to and
including T

= 105°C. Above this (that is for reduced

temperatures Tm, > 0.95), it was

necessary to allow some deviation from these conditions to optimize the fits.

The following interpretations ernerged from our analysis: (i) The ac demagnetized
data at al1 temperatures are quite consistent with a me= field parameter k = O, so that
there is Little evidence for long range correlations between the CrOz pseudoparticles, but
only local, near neighbour couplings are present, with a dispersion oidue to random

fluctuations in their local environments. This conclusion is strikingly confirmed by
cornparisons of ac and themally demagnetized data (Section 5.5.3). (ii) The
magnetization curves at different temperatures are all essentiaily paralle1 at high fields
and show no signs of convergence, so that the apparent saturation moment rn,

(and

hence the spontaneous moment) decreases monotonically with increasing temperature.
This type of behaviour is typical of strongly exchange coupled systems like ferromapets
(or ferrimapets) where enormous applied fields are required below Tcin order to
overcome the randomizing effects of themal fluctuations oa the populations of the
atomic spin States and hence to improve the intraparticle spin alignment appreciably over
its spontaneous value produced by the interna1 molecular field. However, such field-

induced growth of the particle moment is eventually expected to become a consideration
close to Tc,where the intemal rnolecular field is itself collapshg rapidly, and may be at

least paaially responsible for the tendency of the caiculated moment to saturate below the

measured moment at temperatures above 105°C. (iii) The shape of each mode1 Henkel
plot in Figure 5.22 is determined jointly by the relative dispersions aJEc and ai/&,of the
coercive and interaction field distributions. However, according to Our fits, the systematic
loss of curvature and the approach to linearity observed in the measured Henkel plots
with increasing temperature is determined almost exclusively by the increase in the
relative width of the coercive field distribution o,/h,, and not by changes in the local

interaction field distribution, which has a constant relative width o i l q

O. 13. nor by

thermal viscosity effects. In fact, numerical caiculations show that increases in the
thermal viscosity field h: alone. keeping d l other distribution parameters fixed, will

induce precisely the opposite trend, actudly increasing the curvature of the mode1 Henkel
plots for ac demagnetized systems with k = O (Roshko, Mitchler & Dahiberg, 1997). (iv)
The increase in the relative width oClhcof the coercive field distribution with

temperature is also responsible for the progressive "smearing" or brodening of the field
dependence of the moment and remanence isotherms in Figures 5.19 through 5.2 1, which
characterizes the collapse of the hysteresis cycle with increasing temperature. As the
particle coercivities become more widely dispersed about

iic,the original Gaussian

distribution extends progressively fûrther into the unphysical, negative-b, region and
mut, of course, be tmncated at h, = O and renorrnaiized to compensate for the loss of

area. Nevertheless, even in instances of severe tmncation, where up to 25% of the original
area is "lost", the parameter

4retains its physical significance as the system coercive

field in the zero temperature iimit. (v) The systematic decrease in the rneasured cwrcivity

with increasing temperature originates primady in the explicit temperature dependence

of the parameter GC, and hence. in the temperature dependence of the intrinsic anisotropy
of the Crû, particles, although thermal relaxation

deflnitely plays a role, particularly

at higher temperatures. For example, the measured coercivity at T = 1 15OC is about 35

Oe, which is approximately 30% less than the intrinsic coercivity of the pseudoparticles

hc = 52 û e obtained from the fit at this temperature. m e n f > 0.5, there may also be a
minor contribution from the reversible branches of the elementary cycles, that distorts
some of the loops sufficiently to reduce their coercive fields below the criticai value h, at
which irreversible reorientation occurs. This is also a feature of Stoner-Wohifarth cycles

when particle misalignment is appreciable (Stoner & Wohlfarth, 1948).)

5.5.3 Cornparison of AC and Thermally Demagnetized Sarnple Data
(25°C s T s 120°C)
Theoretical calculations based on the Preisach model show that the precise shape
of a Henkel plot is a complicated function of the dispersion of random interaction fields

ai,
the mean field parameter k, and the structure of the initial demagnetized state, so that
the interpretatioo of Henkel plots is far from trivial (Basso & Bertotti, 1994, Vajda. Della

Torre & McMichael, 1994, Roshko, Mitchler & Dahlberg, 1997). However, we have
shown that if the initial demagnetized state is randorn, so that pseudoparticles of type
(h, ,hi) have an equal probability p &,hJ/2 of occupying each of their two energy levels

*phi in zero field, then the Preisach model predicts that random local effects cannot
curve a Henkel plot, and that any deviations nom the linear Wohlfarth relation are thus a

direct manifestation of a nowero meanfield parameter k (Mitchler, Dalhberg, Engle &

Roshko, 1995). When k > 0, the curvature is uniquely magnetizing-likeand the Henkel

plot is completely above the Wohlfarth line, while for k < O, the opposite is true.
Furthemon, since this randorn state has the highest energy of ail the possible
demagnetized initial states, it follows that the response induced by the application of a
field 4 to the randorn state wili exceed the response from any other state. To achieve a
randorn initial state experimentally, the sample must be quenched very rapidly in zero
applied field through its Curie temperamre Tc,
and blocking must occur before the
interaction fields hi have develûped suficiently to produce an appreciable splitting of the
two energy levels. Since the ratio of the population of the upper to the lower level at the
blocking temperature TB is exp( -2phi / kBTB) ,this would require that

-2phi

<<

k,T,

3

kBTc,assurning that blocking accurs within a relatively narrow

temperature range just below Tc (which is consistent with the relative ineffectiveness of
the thermal viscosity parameter h$ at temperatures below about 110°C for CrO3.

This suggests that the essential features of the Preisach-based interpretation of the
ac demagnetized Crû, data, and particularly the choice of the mean field parameter k,
may be confmed by comparing ac and thermally demagnetized data acquired at the same
temperature (Mitchler, Roshko & Dahlberg, 1998). since both sets of data must be
consistent with the sarne set of fitting parameters. A typical example of such a
cornpuison is presented in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 at T = 60OC,and the corresponding
Preisach fitting parameten for ail temperatures are listed in Table 5.4. Graphical
cornparisons at other temperatures in the range can be found in Appendix 1, Figures A1.7
through A 1.9.
Data obtained under thermdy demagnetized initial conditions differs h m the ac

Figure 5.23 . A cornparison of the magnetizing and demagnetizing rernanences for

themaily and ac demagnetized CrO, audio tape at T = 60 OC,plotted as a hnction of
applied field ha. The discrete syrnbols are the measured rernanences and the continuous

curves are Preisach mode1 cdculations.

Figure 5.24 .The Henkel plots constmcted from the ac and thenndly demagnetized 00,

remanences at T = 60 O C , in Fig. 5.2 1. The discrete syrnbols are the expenrnental data
and the continuous curves are Preisach mode1 cdculations.

Table 5.4 . Best fit Preisach parameters for CrO, (25 OC s T s 120 OC)for cornparison of
initially ac and t h e m d y demagnetized sarnples.

The mean field parameter was k = O for these calculations. performed for 60th initially ac
and themaily demagnetized (random) planes. The exponent parameter for the reversible
component was r = 0.4.

demagnetized data in two principal respects: (i) the initial low field dopes of the
"thermal" magnetization and remaaence data are both steeper than their ac counterparts,
and (ii) as a consequence, the "thermal" Henkel plots have much weaker curvature than
the corresponding "ac" Henkel plots. This latter behaviour is particularly strong evidence
that mean field interactions are, in fact, essentidly absent in CrO, audio tape (that is, k =

O), as predicted by our analysis of the ac demagnetized data. This conclusion is indeed

confirmed by the detailed fits in Figures 5.23 and 5.24, which clearly show that only one
set of fitting parameters is necessary to describe both the ac and the thermally
demagnetized data at any given temperature.
As mentioned in Section 4.3.1. in such cornparisons of ac and thermaily

demagnetized data, the themally demagnetized sequence was performed fmt, followed
immediately by the ac demagnetized sequence, so that both sets of data at a common
temperature refer to an identical geometrical configuration of chemicaily identicai
particles. The reason for performing the data acquisition in this particular order was that
the thermal demagnetization procedure had a profound effect on the magnetic properties

of the sample, as shown in Figure 5.25. This figure compares measurements perfomed
under ac dernagnetized initial conditions at T = 25 O C both before and after heating the
Crû, audio tape above its Curie temperature. The saturation moment drops quite

dramatically, after thermaiiy demagnetizing the sample (Figure5.25a), resulting in a
reduction of the amplitude of the hysteresis loop. The Henkel plot exhibits reduced
curvature following themai demagnetization (Figure 5.2%). The normalized
magnetization curves plotted in Figure 5.2% indicate that although the magnetization is

Figure 5.25 . A cornparison of (a) the magnetization and remanence curves, (b) Henkel
plots, and (c) normalized magnetization curves for ac demagnetized CrO, at T = 25 O

before and after thermal demagnetization at T = 150 OC.

C

similar for both conditions, they are not identicai. The coercive field is slightly increased
and the rnagnetization varies more slowly with field after heating. Thus, not
unexpectedly, thermal demagnetization above Tc appears to change the chernical
composition of the CrO, particles (Bate, 1980).

5.5.4 Alternative Parameter Selection (25 OC s T i 120 OC)
To hirther investigate the quality of the fits to the data for temperatures
T = 25 O C , 60 OC, 80 OC, and 1 10O C , additional calculations were performed with
negative values of k. For the ac demagnetized sample at T = 25 O C , the small negative

value of the mean field parameter employed, k = -0.08, with the attendant adjustment of
other parameters, including reduction in the distribution width parmeters a, = 123 Oe
and oi= 50 Oe, yielded very little difference in the calculated magnetization and

remanence curves (Figure 5.26a); however, the Henkel plot with k = -0.08, which attains
a slightly greater curvature for low values of the matching field, foilows the Henkel data
more precisely (Figure 5.26b). Similar improvements are shown for Henkel plots

corresponding to ac demagnetized initial states at higher temperatures. (Fits with negative
values of k for T = 60 OC, 80 OC, and 110OC are shown in Appendix 1, Figures A 1.10
through A 1.12.) Although this amelioration may be interpreted as evidence for the
existence of small demagnetizing mean field effects in Crû,, the high temperature
(25 O C s T s 120 OC) data corresponding to thennally demagnetized initial states of the

Crû, sample do not suggest this interpretation. The very slight curvanire of the Henkel
plots obtained under themally dernagnetized conditions ensures that long range

interactions or other such mean field effects are highly unlikely in this system. in fact,
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Figure 5.26 .(a) Cornparison of experimental data (discrete points) and calculated
magnetization and remanence cuves (solid line) using k = -0.08with a, = 123 Oe and
a,= 50 Oe. @) Cornparison of the experimental Henkel plot with calculated curves for k
= O (solid line) and k = -0.08 (dashed line).

Figure 5.27 . (a) Cornparison of experimental data (discrete points) atT = 60OC under
themally demagnetized initiai conditions and caiculated magnetization and remanence

curves (solid line) using k = -0.08. (b) Cornparison of the experimental Henkel plot with
calculated c w e s for k = O (solid h e ) and k = -0.08 (dashed line).

Figure 5.27a shows that the same smail negative value of k used to fit ac demagnetized
sample data actuaily leads to a significant discrepancy when appiied to the analysis of the
themaily demagnetized initial state. This is particularly apparent in the Henkel plots

shown in Figure 5.27b.
The selection of an appropnate coercive field distribution is a very important
aspect of Preisach anaiysis, since using distributions whose syrnmetries do not match
those of the magnetizing and, especially, the remanence curves (Section 5.1.2), wiii not

permit fitting of the data, despite parameter adjustment. Although the form of a lognormal distribution can sometimes mirnic a Gaussian for sufficiently small widths, since
the log-normal function becornes increasingly symmetnc with a decreasing width
parameter a,, a Gaussian can never be successfully employed where remanence curves
show an obviously sharper curvature at low fields than at the approach to saturation. To

test the selection of a Gaussian h,-distribution to describe theCrO,- system, the data
obtained at 25 "C was analyzed using a log-normal distribution with a, = 1 16 Oe and
v

h, = 580 Oe, while employing an interaction width oi= 58 Oe and a larger value of the

thermal parameter hT = 29 Oe. The results of the calculations are shown in Figure 5.28.

Cornparhg this figure with the previous calculations, which employed a Gaussian
distribution, displayed in Figure 5.26, the curves generated using the log-nomal
h,-distribution show obvious deviations from the data, especially on the demagnetizing
branches of both the magnetization and the remanence (Figure 5.28a). By contrat, if the
Henkel plots are compared, the log-normal distribution yields better agreement for the ac

demagnetized data (Figure 5.28b).

Figure 5.28 .(a) Cornparison of experimental data (discrete points) at T = 25 OC under ac
demagnetized initial conditions and calculated magnetization and remanence curves

(solid line) using a log-normal distribution. (b) Comparison of the experimental Henkel
plot with calculated curves for log-normal (dashed line) and Gaussian (solid Iine)
coercive field distributions.

data
fit (gaussian, k = -0.08)
-------- fit (log-normal, k = -0.1)

Figure 5.29 . Cornparison of experimental data (discrete points) with best fit Henkel plots
generaied using a Gaussian distribution and k = -0.08 (solid line) and a log-normal

distribution with k = -0.1 (dashed line). The distribution parameters for the log-normal
fitwere

& =560 &,oc

= 112 Oe,

and ai =450 Oe.

For T = 25 O C , a log-normal distribution with a negative value of k

=

-0.1 was

compared to the best fit to the Henkel plot using the Gaussian distribution, which was

also generated with k < O. Figure 5.29 shows that Henkel data for an ac demagnetized
initial state may be best represented by a log-normal distribution with a small negative

value of the rnean field parameter, aithough the distinction between the two is rather
marginal.
Although greater success in fitting to Henkel data acquired under ac demagnetized
initiai conditions was achieved with smdl negative values of the mean field parameter k,

and with a log-normal distribution, there is really no physical justification for assuming
long range interactions between the Crû,- particles comprising the audio tape.
Furthemore, the chancter of the magnetization and remanence curves are best described
by a Gaussian coercive field distribution and a zero mean field parameter. and for initial
States achieved by thermal dernagnetization, the same negative values of k that improved

agreement between rneasured and calculated Henkel plots for ac demagnetized initiai
conditions, actually worsened the fit to data.

5.55 Analysis of AC and Themaily Demagnetized Low Temperature
Data (10 K s T 5 300 K)
The data, obtained with the QD MPMS,for ac demagnetized samples at low
temperatures T = 10 K,50 K, 100 K,200 K,and 300 K, are shown in Figure 5.30a These
curves exhibit the same systematic variations as the high temperature data acquired with

the VSM. The normalized Henkef plots for these ternperatures, shown in Figure 5.30b,
demonstrate that there is very littie difference between Henkel curves corresponding to

Figure 5.30 . (a) Magnetization curves and @) Henkel plots of the remanence data

measured at five temperatures T = 10 K,50 K, 100 K, 200 K. and 300 K under ac
demagnetized initial conditions.
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Figure 5.3 1 . (a) The initial magnetizing curve, magnetization remanences, the

demagnetizing curve, and the demagnetizing remanences for ac demagnetizedCrO, audio
tape at T = 10 K, plotted as a function of applied field h,. ('ô) The Henkel plot
constnicted h m the remanence data in (a). The discrete points are experirnental data and

the continuous lines are Preisach mode1 calculations.
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Figure 5.32 .(a) The initial magnetizing cuve, magnetization remanences, the

demagnetizing curve, and the demagnetizing remanences for ac demagnetizedcrû, audio
tape at T = 300 K, plotted as a function of apptied field ha. (b) The Henkel plot

constnicted from the remanence data in (a). The discrete points are experimentd data and
the continuous iines are Preisach mode1 calculations.

different temperatures below T = 300 K. This indicates that the systematic increase in the

curvature of the high temperature plots with decreasing temperature saturates below room
temperature. Figures 5.3 1 and 5.32 show the curves generated with an eight parameter
Preisach analysis for T = 10 K and T = 300 K ,respectively. (Fits at other temperatures
are included in Appendix 1, Figures A 1.13 through A 1.15.) The values of the parameten

used in these calculations, tabulated in Table 5.5, are consistent with the high temperature
fits, particularly the value of the mean field parameter k = 0.
The data corresponding to thermally demagnetized initial states was obtained at
the same temperatures as for ac initiaily demagnetized states and is shown in Figure 5.33.
The data in Figure 5.33a clearly do not exhibit the same monotonic increme in the

saturation moment with decreasing temperature as do the data for the ac demagnetized
sample. In fact, with the exception of the 300 K data, the systematics are precisely the
opposite. However, this is clearly a consequence of the multiple themal dernagnetization
procedures, which have a cumulative degrading effect on the satuntion moment due to
the chernical alterations discussed earlier. The behaviour of the Henkel pIots in Figure

5.33b is more problematic. Whiie the 300 K data acquired on the MPMS are completely
consistent with the 25 OC VSM data, both of which are characterized by an essentially
linear Henkel plot indicative of the absence of mean field interaction effects, the Iower
temperature data in Figure 5.33b show a clear and systematic increase in the curvature of
the Henkel plot with decreasing temperature. Obviously, Preisach fits assuming a random
thermdy demagnetized initiai state and k = O cannot provide a good description of the
experimental data. This is iilustrated in Figure 5.34 for one particular temperature T = 10

Table 5.5 .Best fit Preisach parameters for an ac demagnetized sarnple of Crû,
( 10 K

s T s 300 K).

The mean field panmeter was k = O for these calculations, performed on an initially ac

demagnetized Preisach plane using occupation probabilities of (0,l).

Table 5.6 . Best fit Preisach parameters for a fhemolly demagnetized sample of Crûz

(10KsTs300K).

The mean field parameter was k = O for these calculations, performed on an initiaily
thennally demugnetized Preisach plane, using occupation probabilities of (%, 95).
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Figure 5.33 .(a) Magnetization curves and (b) Henkel plots of the remanence data for
CrO, measured at five temperatures T = 10 EC, 50 K, 100 K. 200 K, and 300 K under

thermally dernagnetized initial conditions.
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Figure 5.34 .Cornparison of experimental data (discrete points) for thermally

demagnetized Crû, at T = IO K and (a) calculated magnetization (m) and remanence (i)
curves (solid iines) and (b) the normalized experimental Henkel plot with the calculated
curve. Calculations assumed an initial random state with occupation probabilities of (44,
%)

.

K,and the parameters for all the fits (shown in Figures A 1.16 TOA 1.19) are listed in
Table 5.6.
Since the c w a t u r e of these Henkel plots below the Wohlfaah line suggest that a
negative value of k may be appropriate, such fits were attempted. Figure 5.35 illustrates
the best fit for T = 200 K. A s m d negative value of k greatly improves the agreement
between the calculated curve and the experimental data in the Henkel plot. This
ameiioration of agreement for data was not observed for themally demagnetized sarnples
measured at higher temperatures on the VSM, as demonstrated in Figure 5.27.
Furthemore, the introduction of the finite mean field pararneter has littie effect on the
quality of the fit to magnetization and remanence data.

However, the mean field pararneter k is not the sole determinant of Henkel plot
curvature. An ac demagnetized sample will demonstrate curvature below the Wohlfarth
line. As described in Section 3.3.2, the occupation probability for metastable and stable
states respectively can be written as (0.1) for the ac demagnetized state, while for thermal
demagnetization the occupation probabilities are equal for both energy states of a
Preisach pseudoparticle. Freeing the initial state Preisach plane from the (Pi,!!!)

constraint

imposed by the thermal demagnetization procedure wiil thus affect the curvature of the
Henkel plot and consequently, an attempt was made to fit the data using generd
occupation probabilities (w, 1-w)where w s 44, in effect, introducing a ninth pararneter,

w, into the Preisach calculations. The resuhs of these fits are tabulated in Table 5.7 and
displayed graphicdy in Figures 5.36 and 5.37 as weU as in Appendix 1, Figures A1.16
through A1.18.

Field (ha)

Thermal Oemagnetization

0.5

Figure 5.35 .Cornparison of experimental data (discrete points) for thermaily
demagnetized Crû, at T = 200 K and (a) calculated magnetization (m) and remanence (i)
curves (solid Lines) and (b) the normaiized experirnentai Henkel plot with the calculated
curve. Calculations assumed an initial random state with occupation probabilities of (?h,
%) and k < 0.

Table 5.7 . Best fit Preisach parameters for a t h e m l l y demagnetized sample of Cd,
( 10 K s T s 300 K) allowing initiai occupation probabilities (W. Lw) where w s Ih

The rnean field parameter was set at k = O for these calculations.

Field (hJ
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Figure 5.36 .Cornparison of experimental data (discrete points) for themaMy
demagnetized CrO, at T = 10 K and (a) calculated magnetization (m) and remanence (i)

curves (solid h e s ) and (b) the norxnalized experimentai Henkel plot with the calculated

cunre. Calculations assumed initiai non-random state with occupation probabilities
(w, 1-w)and w = 0.175.

Field (hJ

Figure 5.37 .Cornparison of experimental data (discrete points) for themaily
demagnetized Crû, at T = 300 K and (a) calculated magnetization (m) and remanence (i)
curves (solid iines) and @) the nomalized experimental Henkel plot with the calculated
curve. Calculations assumed initial non-random state with occupation probabilities (W.
1-w)and w = 0.49.

The quality of the fit is improved substantially by aliowing w to Vary with
temperature. For example, a quantitative measure of the improvement determined by the
total of the sums of the squares of the deviations h m the magnetization, remanence and
Henkel plots, shows a 20% improvement at T = 10 K. Except for the fitting parameter T,
no other panmeter changes appreciably with W. In particular, the Preisach distribution
parameters rernain essentially fixed. The fits indicate that w approaches its expected
random thermal value of 0.5 as the temperature increases (Figure 5.37 and Table 5.7), and
decreases monotonically to w = 0.175 at T = 10 K. One way to interpret values of
w + 0.5 under themaily demagnetized initial conditions is to Say that the magnetic
system reached thermal equilibrium too quickly to ensure equal populations in both

energy levels; that is, interaction fields developed that spîit the degeneracy of the two
levels and produce rmequal Boltzmann factors before the panicle response was blocked
by the growth of the anisotropy barrien. Particles with high zero temperature energy

banien that grow very rapidly close to Tcrnay tend to block with random level
populations (!4,V2), while particles with low zero temperature energy barriers, which grow
slowly, are more susceptible to thermal activation and may block with highly asymmetric
level populations (O,l), and the increased wait time imposed by the QD magnetometer
(which ofien totals several hours before temperature stability is reached), may provide a
means to effect these themal transitions. Thus, an occupation probabiiity w + 0.5 for a
thermally demagnetized initial state rnay be representative of the average of the random

(MM)and nonrandorn (1,O) demagnetized portions of the plane. These explmations are
difficuft to justiw physically for Cr02. because they depend on the details of the &b

growth close to Tcand on the growth of the interaction fields, neither of which are
currently weli understood. Thus, these suggestions must remain highly speculative at this
stage, and more extensive measurements are required in order to resolve the apparent
contradictory behaviour of the thermally demagnetized Crû,- data.

5.6 Magnetoferritin
5.6.1 General Features of the Magnetic ~esponse'
Magnetoferritin is a collection of nanodimensionai ferrimagnetic y -Fe,O,
particles with easy axes onented randomly in a frozen aqueous suspension. Figure 5.38
shows the temperature dependence of the moment of the magnetofemtin sarnple

measured in an applied field h, = 15Oe. after field cooling (FC) and zero field cooling

(ZFC)the sample from T = 200 K to T = 5 K. The inset in Figure 5.38 shows the Ume
dependence of the ZFC response in h, = 200e ai T = 50 K. Although the behaviour of the
FC and ZFC moment of magnetofemtin bears a superficial resemblance to that observed
in the Crû, system in Figure 5.16, specifically, a bifurcation of the FC and ZFC branches

and a peak in the ZFC moment, the physical ongin of the structure is completely different

in the two systems. The preceding analysis of CrO,,showed that the evolution of the
spontaneous moment with temperame. and the accompanying formation or dissolution of
the fke energy barriers, that is, changes in the intrinsic properties of the pseudoparticles

themselves, are primarily responsible for the themai profiles in Eigure 5.16. In fact, the
CrO, pseudoparticles are ail thermdy blocked within a few degrees of the Curie

temperatme. Conversely, in rnagnetofemtia, the critical temperature Tc= 670 K (Section

Magnetoferritin

Figure 5.38 . The temperature dependence of the field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled
(ZFC) moment of magnetofemtin measured in an applied field .The inset shows the time

dependence of the moment &ter zero field cooling froni T = 200 K to 5 K and then
applying a "step function" excitation. The field ramping is

-

10 s , so the true viscous

thermal relaxation component corresponds to about 50%of the total response.

4.3.2) lies well above the experimental temperature range and the development of the

spontaneous moment and the free energy landscape are essentially complete below 200 K,
so that variations of the magnetic response with temperature are almost exclusively a
consequence of changes in the dynamic relaxation response of the pseudoparticles. This is
particularly apparent from the relaxation data in the inset to Figure 5.38 ,which shows
that at least 50% of the total signal at T = 50 K is viscous aftereffect that occurs after the
applied field h, has been stabilized at 20 Oe, which requires slightly Iess than 10 S.

5.6.2 Analysis of Thermally Demagnetized Hysteresis Data
The essential charactenstics of hysteresis in magnetofemtin for 5 K s T c, 50 K

are sumrnarized in Figures 5.39 through 5.4 1. Figure 5.39 shows the field dependence of
the major hysteresis Ioop at three representative temperatures T = 5 K. 10 K , and 50 K.

Figure 5.40 also displays the field dependence of the principal magnetizing and
demagnetizing remanences i, (ha) and id( - ( h, 1 ) at T = 5.6, and 8 K. A cornparison of
the field dependence of the remanence as well as the pararnetnc Henkel plots of

im01, Yi, venus id( - 1 h, 1 )hm,at two measurement temperatures T = 5 K and T = 10 K,
is shown in Figure 5.41. The discrete points are experimental data and the solid curves

are Preisach simulations, using a log-normal distribution of coercive fields and a
Gaussian dismbution of interaction fields, as described earlier. While the magnetofemtin
data exhibits many of the same systematic trends as the CQ data, such as the bihircation

of the FC and ;SFC data, the maximum in the temperature dependence of the ZFC
moment, and the decrease in coercivity and in the ratio of the saturation remanence to the
saturation moment with increasing temperature, there are several notable exceptions

Magnetoferritin
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Figure 5.39 . Cornparison of major hysteresis loops for magnetofemtin at three
temperatures T = 5 K, 10 K. and 50 K. The amplitude of the hysteresis Ioop is
independent of temperature; however, there is a marked decrease in its width as
temperature increases. The response of the magnetofemtin sample becomes more
reversibie as temperature increases.
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Figure 5.40 .(a) A cornparison of the major hysteresis loop (solid dots) and the

magnetizing and demagnetizing remanences (open dots) at T = 5 K. (b) remanence curves
at T = 6 K,

and (c) remanence curves at T = 8 K.The experimental data are shown as

discrete points and the fits are soiid lines.

Field (hJ

Magnetoferritin

Figure 5.41 .Cornparison of (a) magnetization and remanence data and @) Henkel plots

for magnetofemtin at T = 5 K and T = 10 K. Although the sample exhibits greater
reversibility at higher temperanires, the normalized Henkel plots are practicaily identical.

(Mitchler, Roshko, Dahiberg & Moskowitz, 1999). First, there is a distinct "asymmetry"
in the field dependence of the magnetofemtin remanences that is not present in the "~owy'

temperature CrO, data; the curvature of the data is much stronger at lower fields, during
the initial stages of the rnagnetizing and demagnetizhg processes, than it is at higher

fields, where the system is approaching saturation. This is readily obsewed by plotting the
derivative of the magnetizing remanence data in Figures 5.40a, for example, as a function
of field; this denvative has a peak at the infiection point followed by a long tail, reflecting
the gradual approach of the remanence, i,, to saturation (Figure 5.42). This "asymmetry"
cannot be replicated by

a Gaussian distribution of coercive fields, and is the principal

motivation underlying the choice of the log-normal distribution, which has a similar
asymmetry. Next, at al1 temperatures below 50 K,where the magnetoferritin response is

hysteretic, as seen in Figures 5.39, changes in temperature affect only the width of the
major loop, but leave the amplitude of the loop unchanged. This implies that the
spontaneous moment of the individual particles, as well as other intrinsic properties such
as the single-panicle anisotropy constant, are independent of temperature, whiie the

measured coercivity is a dynamic property that measures a typical intrinsic T -O particle
coercivity reduced by thermal relaxation effects (Mitchler, Dahlberg, Wesseling &

Roshko, 1996b). By contrast, the coliapse of the hysteresis cycle in Crû, as T -Tc
involves simultaneous changes in both amplitude and width,and both are direct
manifestations of changes in the htrinsic characteristics of the constituent particles.

Lastiy, the ratio of the saturation remanence to the saturation moment of the
magnetofemtin sample at T = 5 K is i-1%

= 0.5, which is characteristic of an

Derivative of the Magnetizing Remanence
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Figure 5.42 .The derivative of the magnetizing remanence of magnetofemtin as a

function of appiied field at T = 10 K.The asymmetry of this curve is reminiscent of the
log-normal function which was selected to descnbe the distribution of coercive fields

utilized in the Preisach calculation for magnetofemtin data.

aggregation of singie-dornain particles with uniaxial anisotropy and a spatially isotropie
disfnbution of eary axes (Stoner & Wohlfarth, 1948). In the CrO, audio tape, the value of
this ratio T = 25 "C is i,/m,

= 0.85, which is indicative of the high degree of easy axis

alignment in this type of recording medium.

If thermal dernagnetization of magnetofemtin at 200 K,followed by zero field
cooling into the hysteretic region, produced a random initial state in which each of the

two single-particle energy levels were occupied with an equal probability of !A, as occurs
in the Crû, system, then according to Our Preisach simulations (Roshko, Mitchler &

Dalhberg, 1997). the demagnetizing-like curvature of the Henkel plots in Figure 5.41b
would be direct evidence for a negative mean field parameter k < O, with k on the order of
-5 to supply the necessary curvature (Roshko et al, 1997).This would imply either a
significant demagnetizing correction, which is inconsistent with both the shape of the

sample, a long thin tube, and with its exuemely dilute magnetofemtin content, or a
reasonably strong "antiferromagnetic" coupling between particles, which is once again
incompatible with the dilution (and possibly also with the mean field formalism (km)
itself, which does not include the necessary two-sublattice structure (Section 2.8.3)).
However, there is an important distinction between the Crû, and magnetofemtin systems.
The magnetofemtin system must be cooled to temperatures T < 100 K,well below its

instability ("criticai") temperature Tc = 670 K, before hysteresis is observed, while, in

Cd,, irreversibility develops almost immediately below the ferromagnetic Curie
temperature Tc.This means that on average the energy barriers in CrO, must be higher

than those in magnetofemtin at the same temperahire. However, it also has a more subtle

implication. The populations of the singie-particle energy levels that are established

during cooling ultimately depend on the rate at which the cntical barrier
W* = k,Tin(t&J

sweeps through the distribution of system energy barriers. This is

controlled in part by the experimental cooling rate, which detemines ta,, but also in part
by the temperature dependence W O of the barriers themselves. If this temperature

dependence is sufficiently strong, then it may be possible to sweep through the entire
distribution almost instantaneously and to block al1 the bamien almost sirnultaneously,
even though the actual cooling rate may be quite modest. This is what happens in CrO,,
where the combination of rapid barrier growth just below Tc and relatively low thermal
energy k,T, at the ordering temperature d o w blocking to occur before the interaction
fields hi have had a chance to develop and lift the degeneracy of the levels, thus trapping
equd Boltzmann populations (%,Yi) in each level. In magnetofemtin, this possibility is
eliminated by the fact that there is too much thermal energy at Tc to permit any of the
barriers W(T) to block, with the result that W(T)

«

W* = k,Tln(t,dr,)

over a wide

range of temperatures below Tc. When blocking eventually occurs in magnetofemtin at

much lower temperanires, where the barriers have ceased to evolve, the level populations
are determined primarily by the experimental cooling rate. This blocking process is
potentidy much slower than that in CrO, since it lacks the advantage of barrier growth,
and may yield very asymmetric level distributions, perhaps resembling those of an ac

demagnetized state. These ideas are Zustrated in Figures 5.43a and 5.43b. which show

schernatic representations of energy barrier distributions W(T) corresponding to a Cr0,-

like system and a rnagnetofemtin-like system, respectively. Figure 5.44 compares the fits

Figure 5.43 .A distribution of energy barriers W(T) means that some particles will block
before othen. The intersection of W* = k,Tln(t&J

with the distribution W(T) defines

the range of blocking temperatures TB-(a) If the distribution is narrow where W

O meet.

W', and if barrier growth is rapid, then upon cooling, particles wiii block at nearly the
same tirne, before inter-particle interaction fields develop, and random occupation
probaoilities (Y%44) wiU result. @) If the distribution is s@ciently wide where W O
meets W', and if barrier growth is slow, then upon cooling, inter-particle interaction fields
will develop before aU particles are blocked. These interaction fields can lift the level
degeneracy and fieeze particle moments into a state bearing a much closer resemblance to
that resulting from ac demagnetization with level occupation probabilities (O, 1) or (1, O).

O

I
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----____
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Figure 5.44 . A cornparison of fits to the magnetizing and demagnetizing remanence
curves (i) at T = 6 K utilizing initial probabilities for the occupation of energy levels in
the ac demagnetized state (solid line) where the high energy metastable state is

completely unoccupied, and the random themally demagnetized state (doned iine) where
the stable and metastable States are equdy popuiated.

obtained using ac and random populations for Preisach calculations of remanence. Even if

a negative value of k were incorporated into the fit for a random initial state, the cumature
generated by the model does not match the curvature of the experimental data, and the
magnetizing remanence curve generated using ac demagnetized plane populations
obviously provides a better description of the experimental data. Furthemore, the
demagnetization and demagnetizing remanence curves generated with k = O offer
excellent descriptions of the data. The solid curves in Figures 5.39 through 5.41 were dl
generated assuming an ac demagnetized initial state

(+P for hi>O, -P for hic@, and a

Preisach distribution of the form

where, as before, the mean field term is treated in terms of an effective field in the

Preisach calculations and the skew transformation h, = h - km is employed to convert the
effective field h to ûn equivalent applied field h, (Section 3.3). The rectangular Preisach

cycles were supplemented by the same reveaible nonlinearity. 1[1

- exp (rIl,)],

used in

the CrO, andysis. Table 5.8 sumrnarizes the best fit parameters for the magnetofemtin
data.

The model clearly provides an excellent description of the experirnental data, and
the fits are consistent with the following physical picture of magnetofemtin (Mitchler,

Roshko, Dahlberg & Moskowitz, 1999; Roshko & Moskowitz, 1998). Fint, the mean
field parameter k = O, so that the interparticle interactions are al1 short range, and the
curvature of the Henkel plots is due exciusively to the dispersion ai in these local fields
produceci by random fluctuations in the local environment. Second, the best fit parameters

Table 5.8 .Best fit Preisach parameters for rnagnetofemtin.

The calculations were performed using the initiai state populations of an ac
dernagnetized system ( 1,O). Al1 parameten were independent of tempenture

except for the effective thermal parameter
parameters were f = 0.56 and r = 0.7.

q .The reversible component

a,,

hc. ci, and m, are a l i temperature independent, so that the pseudoparticle moments

and energy barriers are independent of temperature, at least below 10 K. Thus,

temperature enters the analysis exclusively through the themal viscosity field
i$= W*/ji = [k, ln(t,&J@]T,

which controls the relative proportions of thermally

blocked and unblocked pseudoparticles. Next, the mean coercive field of the particks is

6,

-

= h, exp(at12)

= 530 Oe,and together with t

performed on the QD MPMS), ji

=

10 m (typical of the measurernents

2.2~10-I6
emu, and r, = IO-' s, this fields a mean

blocking temperature t, = jî h,/(k,ln(t&))

= 30 K. Also, the structure of the

demagnetized state obtained d e r zero field cooling from 200 K is determined by the
ratio of the populations of the energy levels of the pseudoparticles at their individual
blocking temperatures, exp ( -2jîhi/ kBTB).Taking TB n

-

1
hi = %os
hc

=

TB= 30 K and

30 Oe, which is the minimum interaction field expenenced by -80% of

the pseudoparticles. then exp( -2p hî/k,T,)

= 0.03, which justifies the use of the ac

demagnetized state. Finally, the curent anaiysis shows that the magnetic response of
magnetofemtin can be modeled using a systern of equivalent Preisach pseudoparticles
with a log-normal distribution of coercive fields, with median field

fi,

= 480 Oe and

dispersion ac = 0.45.

The pseudoparticle coercive fields h, are not identical to the anisotropy fields h,
of the real particles, because the pseudoparticles are perfectly aiigned while the reai
particles are not. In fact, the distribution of pseudoparticle coercive fields is actually a
convolution of two real particle distributions, one for the anisotropy fields h, and one for
the orientations of the easy axes at angles 9 with respect to the applied field ha. The latter

has the effect of reducing the cntical (coercive) field of a particle below its perfectalignment value h,, and is expected to play an important role in magnetofemtin, where
the easy axes are distributed isotropically. If we adopt the Stoner-Wohlfarth mode1 of

coherent rotation (Stoner & Wohlfarth, 1948), then h, = h, [(sin 0)*+(cos 0)2"pa, and
the distribution f(h,) of cntical switching fields produced by a distribution g,(0) of

orientations and a distribution g2(hK)of anisotropy fields is given by

where Z(0) = dhK/dhc = [(sin €Ilrn+(cos ~ ) Y J3n
] (Mitchler, Roshko, Dalhberg &

Moskowitz, 1999). Figure 5.45 shows a cornparison of the cntical field distributions f(hc)
for a system of perfectly aligned particles g,(O) = 6(0), and for a system of isotropicdIy

oriented particles gi(8)
fields &(h,)

=

sin 0, both with the same Gaussian distribution of anisotropy

= ( 2 n a ~ ) -exp
~ ~[-(hK

-

- hd2/2a:], with hK

= 1and a, = 0.1. The

effect of randomness is twofold: (i) the most probable critical field

h,,

-

= h, to approximately hm = h,/2

asymmetry about

hem decreases from

and (ii) the distribution f(hJ develops an

hm that is reminiscent of the asymmetry characterizhg the log-nomal

distribution of coercive fields used in Preisach analysis. Thus, the rnost probable
anisotropy field of the real magnetofemitin particles

hK = îh,,

= 26, exp(-a:) = 778 0e.

Figure 5.45 . Distributions of coercive fields h, for a system of aligned particles. with a

Gaussian distribution of anisotropy fields hk with a mean

h,

= 1.0

and a dispersion

q = 0.1 ,and for a system with isotropically oriented easy axes with the same
parameters.

5.7 Neodymium Iron Boron
5.7.1 General Features of the Magnetic Response
Like Crû,, this permanent magnet is a ferromapet and it consists of a collection
of ferromagnetic N v e , , B particles with hexagonal easy axes aligned parailel to each

other. Figure 5.16 shows the ZFC and FC curves for the N%Fe,,B smple. The moment
drops steeply at Tc = 3 12 O C , which is typicd of a material with a weli-defined
paramagnetic-ferromagneticphase transition. The ZFC moment of Nc$Fe14B differs from
the CrO, and magnetofemtin ZFC moments in that the ZFC peak is very broad and

aimost temperature independent. Furthemore, since the ZFC moment is a significant
fraction of the FC moment and since the magnetic response to the application of a stepfunction fieid excitation. shown in the inset of Figure 5.46. is very rapid, indicating that
thermal transitions are essentially absent (as in CG),we conclude that the initial

magnetic response of Nd,Fe,,B in low fields ha 5 100 Oe has a significant reversible
component.

5.7.2. Analysis of the Hysteresis Data: Modifying the Elementary
Preisach Loop
If a magnetic system is prepared in a themally demagnetizcd initial state, the
shape of the initial magnetization curve and its location within the major hysteresis loop

can be used to identify the coercivity mechanism, as shown in Figure 2.13. A very soft
initial response (Section 1.4) that sanirates at fields well below the d e m a g n e m g
coercive field is typical of nucleation dorninated reversal, in which srnall regions of

reverse magnetization expand outward from a high density of defects localized on a

"'

ZFC

1

Temperature (OC)

Figure 5.46 .The temperature dependence of the field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled
(ZFC) moment of Nd,Fe,,B measured in an applied field .The inset shows the time

dependence of the moment for after zero field cooling from T = 380 OC to 20

O C

and then

applying a "step function" excitation. The field ramping time was --O.%, so the tme
viscous thermal relaxation cornponent corresponds to about 10%of the total response.

surface or grain boundary. A hard initiai response with similar (fonvard) magnetizing
and demagnetizing coercive fields, is characteristic of coherent rotation, as in CrO, or of
buik w d pinning, in which moment reversai is accomplished by forcing the dornain wal:

through a homogeneous dispersion of defects with a magnetic field. (The magnetizing. or
forward, coercive field is defined as the positive field at which most of the particles have
been flipped into the upmoment state.)
Figure 5.47 summarizes the essential features of the field and temperature
dependence of the Nd,Fe,,B sarnple. The figure shows one representative initiai
magnetization curve at T = 40 O C , and six complete sets of magnetizing and
dernagnetizing remmences for T = 40 O C , 60OC, 80OC, 100 OC, 140 OC, and 180 OC.
For this system, the initial response is dmost ideally sofi and saturation is virtually

complete in applied fields of a few kOes. indicating the prescnce of dornain walls which
are nearly free to move within the grains. For applied fields in excess of about 4 kOe, the

remanence increases significantly as the domain walls are pinned at the grain boundaries.

This magnetizing process is characterized by a fonvard coercive field of about 6 kOe and
by a distribution of "switching fields" (roughly given by the shape of the magnetizing

remanence ciiddh, (Section 5.1.3)) that is only weakly temperature dependent. By
contrast, changes in temperature have a dramatic affect on the field dependence of the
demagnetizing isotherms in Figure 5.47. Near r w m temperature the remanent cwrcive

field is much larger than the fomard coercivity suggesting that reversai processes in
Nd$el,B

are dominated by w d nucleation, as discussed above. The remanent coercivity

collapses rapidly, and the demagnetizing isotherms develop structure dong the negative

Figure 5.47 .Field and temperature dependence of Nd2Fe,,B. One representative initial

magnetization cuve (m)is given at T = 40°C and six sets of magnetizing (i,) and
demagnetizing (id) remanences.

branch (id< O) that graduaüy assumes more and more of the characteristics of the initial

magnetizing process, but inverted through the origin. This trend towards inversion
symmetry is particularly clear for temperatures T 2 140°C. The curvature of the Henkel
plots, i,/i,

versus i,/i,,

also changes systematically with temperature, from almost

perfectly magnetizing-like behaviour at room temperature to almost perfectly
demagnetizing-likecharacter at temperatures above about 140°C, as shown in Figure
5.48.
Although conventional applications of the Preisach mode1 to other permanent

magnetic matenais with sirnilar charactenstics postulate that long range, ferromagnetic
interactions (k > O) between the particles are responsible for the magnetizing-like
curvature of the Henkel plots at room temperature (Basso & Benotti, 1994), this study of
the temperature dependence of Nd,Fe,,B suggests a very different mechanism. Figure
5.49 shows a proposed revision of the elementary Preisach loop that contains the essential
elements needed to reproduce al1 of the experirnentai systematics described above.
Figures 5.50 and 5.5 1 illustrate the physicd processes which are relevant to the various
branches of the elementary Ioop, and their equivalent Preisach representations. Each grain
of N q e , , B is assumed to contain two equal and opposite magnetic dornains in the

thermaily demagnetized state. In zero field (ha = O), these two domains are represented by
two Presiach pseudoparticles, one occupying the state cp = + 1 and the other occupying the
state cp = - 1 ,which are illustrated schematically in Figure 5.50a. During the magnetizing
process (ha> O), the initiai walî motion is described by a reversible nonlinekty
9, = i

- exp(-Ila),

which simulates the reversible rotation of the Preisach
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Figure 5.48 . Henkel plots for N4Fe,,B wtiich exhibit a systematic change of curvature

with temperature from nearly perfectly magnetizing-Iike behaviour at T = 25'C to aimost
perfectiy demagnetizing-like character for T > 140°C.

Figure 5.49 . Modified elementary Preisach loop. The relative magnitudes of the
nucleation (h, ) and demagnetizing coercive ( h i ) fields determine the demagnetization

path followed. If 1 hJ c 1 hl:

1 h,l

> 1 hl:

the particle will behave reversibly (path A) and if

then irreversible switching occun (path B). If the particle coercivity is zero, it

behaves completely reversible.

Nd,Fe,,B PARTICLE
DOMAIN STRUCTURE

ha= h,> O
MERMALLY DEMAGNETIZED

WALL PlNNlNG

EQUNALENT PREISACH
PSEUDOPARTICLES

Figure 5.50 .The magnetizing process by waii motion described in ternis of a pair of
Preisach pseudoparticles. The curved anow in (b) represents the reversible rotation of the
Reisach pseudoparticle.

Nd,Fe,,B PARTICLE
DOMAlN STRUCTURE

STAGE 1:WALL NUCLEATlON

STAGE 2: WALL PINNING

EQUIVALENT PREISACH
PSEUDOPARTICLES

Figure 5.51 .The demagnetizing process by wad motion described in t e m of a pair of

Preisach pseudoparticles. The curved arrow in (b) represents the reversible rotation of the

Preisach pseudopaaicle.

pseudoparticle in the cp = - 1 state. Wail pinning occurs when the appiied field ha
exceeds a forward coercive field h,, and flips the q

=

- 1 pseudoparticle up, thus creating

a remanence, as shown in Figure 5.50b.In the modified Preisach loop (Figure 5.49) this

process includes the initial magnetizing curve and the Barkhausen jump at h,.
Demagnetization proceeds sequentiaily, in two stages, as shown in Figure 5.5 1. The f i t
stage is characterized by a nucleation field h,, which reintroduces the domain wall into
the particle and reestablishes the original random configuration (Figure 5.5 la). This
corresponds to the vertical transition at ha = -nn, from m = + 1 to rn = O, in Figure 5.49.
The second stage is initiated when the magnitude of the reverse applied field 1 ha/exceeds
h, (Figure 5.5 1 a) . The particle then retraces the initial rnagnetizing process, but in the

negative sense and perhaps with a different pinning field -h,', and will behave either
reversibly (path A in Figure 5.49) if h, < h: or irreversibly (path B in Figure 5.49) if
h, > h.:

If an interaction field hi is also present, irrevenible "switching" occun at

a = h, - hi in the forward direction and f3 = - h l - hi in the reverse direction.
This mode1 has been used to calculate the magnetic response of an ensemble of
interacting pseudoparticles (Mitchier, Roshko & Dahlberg, 1999). The Preisach
distribution for the initial rnagnetizing process, staning from the thennai randorn state,
was assumed to be

p (h, ,hi) = (2zhC~,oi)-'
exp[ -(log~,/h,))2/2c(j

exp ( -b2/24)
.

Particles with a s h, are magnetized using the standard Preisach construction for a
random initial state (Mitchler, Dahlberg, Engle & Roshko, 1995), while those with a r h,
contribute a purely reversible respoase. Demagnetization was accomplished by assuming

a log-normal distribution of nucleation fields
2 2

g(hJ = m h , a,)

-rn
exp[ -log@nlh"))2120;l ,
lh,l

and cdculating the fraction of Preisach pseudoparticles f =

I g(hJ dh, that have
O

nucieated a walf and have renirned to their original randorn demagnetized state in a given
negative applied field -ha, and the fraction 1 - f that remain ''trappeci" in their positive
saturation remanence state. The fraction f of nucleation-demagnetized particles are then
remagnetized using the standard Preisach construction for negative applied fields -ha,

assurning a random initial state and a Preisach distribution of the form

-'

p '(hct,hi) = (2nh,'aCoi) exp [ -log(hc/ h,'))'/20~ 2 ]

exp ( -h,2/20,').

Figure 5.52 shows a cornparison of the measured response (discrete points) and the
calculated response (solid curves) at T

=

140 OC.where the two demagnetizing stages are

reasonably well differentiated, and Figure 5.48 compares the measured and calculated
Henkel plots over a wide range of temperatures. The best fit distribution parameten are
listed in Table 5.9. (The calculated magnetization and remanence curves for other
temperatures are included in Appendix 1, Figure A 1.20.)
Aside from a systematic discrepancy at low positive fields, which is due to the

neglect of homogeneous buk wall pinning during the early stages of the magnetizing
process. the mode1 provides an excellent description of the experimental systemtics. The

fits show that the observed behaviour of Nc$Fe,,B is indeed consistent with the twostage demagnetizing process proposed above, and that the coiiapse of the coercivity and
the systematic change in the curvature of the Henkel plots originate primarily h m the
temperature dependence of the energy barriers h, that block the nucleation or u n p h i n g
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Figure 5.52 . (a) A cornparison of the measured response (discrete points) of Nd,Fe,,B
and the calculated response (solid curves) at T = 140°C.

Table 5.9 . Best fit Preisach distribution parameten for N&Fe,,B.

T (OC)

hc (Oe)

%

4(O@

a,

25

6000

0.40

12000

60

6000

0.40

80

do00

100
140

h',

(O=)

%1

oi (Oe)

O. 18

10800

0.40

600

7200

0.20

9600

0.40

600

0.35

5400

0.22

8 160

0.35

600

6000

0.35

3900

0.25

7170

0.35

600

5500

0.35

1650

0.35

5775

0.35

550

The rnagnetizing or fonvard coercive field distribution parameten are given by

hcand

oc while the demagnetizing coercive field distribution parameters are given by the

primed quantities. The nucleation field distribution is descnbed by

hn and on.

of reverse domains, with no detectable contribution from long range, mean field-iike
interactions, neither positive nor negative. At room temperature, these nucleation barriers

are large enough to mask the presence of the pinning barriers h: dong the dernagnetizing
branch, and the Henkel plot has the apparent characteristics of a Preisach system with a
single coercive field distribution and with a ferromagnetic mean field coupling between
the particles. However, as the temperature hcreases and the nucleation barrien collapse,
the pinning barriers h: gradually ernerge and begin to influence the character of the
demagnetizing remanence and the shape of the Henkel plots. At higher temperatures, the
two sets of piMing barriers h: and h, converge, as shown in Table 5.9, producing

Henkel plots with almost perfecùy demagnetizing-like curvature.

Notes:
1. The discussion in Section 5.5.1 appears modified in Mitchler, Roshko, Dahlberg &

Moskowitz, 1999, p. 2033-2034.
2. The discussion in Section 5.5.2 appears modified in Mitchler, Roshko, Dahlberg &
Moskowitz, 1999, p. 2034-2036.
3. The discussion in Section 5.5.3 appears modified in Mitchier, Roshko, DahIberg &
Moskowia, 1999, p. 2036-2037.
4. The discussion in Section 5.6.1 appem modified in Mitchler, Roshko, Dahlberg &

Moskowia, 1999, p. 2037.
5. The discussion in Section 5.6.2appears in Mitchler, Roshko,Dahlberg & Moskowitz,

1999, p. 2037-2040.
6. Portions of the discussion in Section 5.7.2 appear in Mitchier, Roshko & Dahlberg,
1999, p. 4386-4387.

Chapter 6

A Critical Appraisal of the Preisach
Approach
Magnetic hysteresis is ultimatel,y a consequence of the multiplicity of long-lived
metastable States available to magnetic systems in their free energy landscape. A
fundamental description of hysteresis should thus invoke principles of non-equilibrium

statistical mechanics and thermodynamics. At ptesent, no such comprehensive theory
exists, and consequently, phenomenological approaches, of which the Preisach model is
one, are employed.
Any attempt to model hysteresis must clearly incorporate some description of the

multi-valley structure of configuration space and some mechanism to drive the system

from one local minimum to another. Such descriptions of hysteresis necessady include
approximations. If we restrict the treatment to zero temperature, then the system remains

fmed in its initial state, provided that no extemal influences act on it. The application of

an external magnetic field will defom the zero-field landscape until the valley currently
occupied by the system is obliterated, and the system abruptly drops into another
accessible state. This sudden change of state is known as a Barkhausen jump. The
Preisach mode1 replicates this complex procus by assuming that ail magnetic systems can
be decomposed into an ensemble of two-level subsystems, each of which satisfies the
minimum requirements to exhibit hysteresis. Each subsystem is characterized by two

metastable states and by two generally unequal energy barriers, which represent the
excitation energies required to aclivate transitions between the states. Equivalently, each
subsystem may be charactenzed by a coercive field, which is related to the average
barrier, and an asymmetry (interaction) field, which is related to the difference between
the two barriers. The application of an extemal field distorts the double well
configuration by elevating one minimum and depressing the other, thus yielding an
elementary rectangular response function with two Barkhausen instabilities. in general,
the time required to complete a Barkhausen jump is assumed to be negligibly small, and
such an approximation describes rate-independent hysteresis, since field variations on the

time scale of the jump are ignored.
A generaiized version of the scalar Preisach model. based on a physical picture of

therrnaily activated two-level subsystems, eases the restrictions of the zero-temperame

approximation. The actions of the extemal field and thermal fluctuations operate on the
same fie+ energy profile. and the barries to transition are assumed to be the same as
those in the zero-temperature approach. Including thermal activation over these energy

barries means that hysteresis is rate-dependent, since the mechanism responsible for
exciting over-banier transitions is dependent on the time spent in a local energy

minimum. In the generalized Preisach model, relaxation over barrien occurs at a rate of
r, - 1 exp[$]

where W is the barrier height and r,-' is a microscopie attempt kquency.

Unlike many other approaches to hysteresis, the Preisach model includes an
explicit treatment of interactions. Random local interactions, due to fiuctuaîions in the
local environments of the substems, are incorporated through a distribution of interaction

fields. symrnetric about zero field, which shift of the centres of the elementary loops away
from h, = O. These non-zero local interactions produce an energy profile with two nondegenerate local energy minima. Long range interactions, or mean field effects, which

descnbe the presence of long-range ordered niagnetic structures, are replicated in the
rnoving Preisach model, by the parameter k, which shifts the interaction field distribution

g(h,) in proportion to the instantaneous magnetization m of the system,

The Preisach model is remarkably successful in its description of both particulate
and continuous magnetic media. An impressive amount of very detailed information
regarding the stnicture of the ground state, achieved by various demagnetization

procedures, the nature of interactions within the material, and the physical origin of
changes in the magnetic response as a hinction of temperature cm be gleaned fiom a
scalar Preisach treatment of experimental data.

With respect to the infiuences of the initiai demagnetization procedure on the
structure of the ground state, our analysis revealed that for superparamagnetic systems

like magnetoferritin, in which the response is dominated by thermal activation effects,
thermal demagnetization yields highly asymmehic subsystem level populations,
reminiscent of occupation probabilities associated with ac demagnetization. By contrast,

for ferromagnetics Like CrO, and NdJ?e,,B, the sarne thermal demagnetization
procedure produced a random initial state, with equal level populations.
Similady, the role of thermal relaxation in the temperature dependence of a
magnetic system's hysteretic properties, can be revealed through a Preisach analysis.

Thus, the simulations performed in the study of the CrO, recording medium showed that
the explicit temperature dependence of the free energy landscape is primarily responsible
for shaping the magnetic response. Thermal activation is essentially "frozen out" in the

CrO, system at virtually al1 temperatures below the fenomagnetic Curie temperature Tc,
so that changes in hysteresis with temperature are due almost exclusively to changes in
the free energy landscape, as reflected in the temperature dependence of P , h,, and hi.

By contrast, the magnetofemtin data cm be modeled by a temperature independent

system of moments relaxing by thermal activation over a temperature independent system
of energy barriers, so that changes in hysteresis with temperature are related alrnost
exclusively to changes in the relative populations of blocked and unblocked
pseudoparticles. As for Crû,, the temperature dependence of hysteresis in Nc$Fe,,B is
almost entirely due to changes in the fke energy landscape. In this case, it is the barriers
for nucleation of reverse domains that collapse as temperature increases. Thermal

relaxation processes in the hard disk and fioppy disk media play a minimal role in
shaping their hysteretic properties, as expected for media utilized in information storage

and retrieval applications at ambient temperatures.

Determining the nature of interaction effects in magnetic materials is of great

importance, and considerable insight can be gained by applying a Preisach analysis to
experimental remanence data, particularly over a range of ternperatwes. Cornparison of
the parameter values resulting from the analysis of CrO, audio tape data for both thermal

and ac initially demagnetized states, over a 400 degree temperature range, indicated an
absence of long range mean field-like interactions in this paniculate system. The origin of
the strong temperature dependence of the Henkel plots of themaüy demagnetized
Nge,,B would be impossible to interpret based on an examination of their curvature,
which shows apparently strong magnetizing-Iike curvature at Iow temperatures and

equally strong demagnetizing-like characteristics at high temperatures. Although a
traditional Henkel plot analysis would explain these curvatures by long range interactions
corresponding to positive and negative values of k, respectively, the modification of the
elementq Preisach loop, to account for reversibiiity in domain wdl motion and the
possibility of a field-history dependent coercive field distribution, clearly demonstrates
that for this permanent magnet, the radical changes in Henkel plot curvature can be
described by a single mean field parameter, k = O. Temperature does not change the

nature of the Iong-range interactions. which are absent in this system, and oniy slightiy
affects randorn local interactions, but temperature strongly affects the nucleation field

distribution. By contrat, the positive curvature in the HenkeI plots of remanence data

fmthe ac demagnetized sample of longitudinal CoCr-based hard disk is undeniably a
consequence of positive mean field interactions (k > O), since under ac demagaetized

conditions negative curvature of the Henkel plot is expected both in the absence of longrange interactions. and of course. for negative interactions.
For experiments performed at a single temperature, conclusions based on a
Preisach anaiysis are limited. However, the Prcisach analyses perfomed on the computer
memory media including floppy disk. and longitudinal and perpendicular CoCr-based
hard disk materials dernonstrate the significance of the mean field parameter in assessing
interactions present in magnetic systems. For the sarnple of commercial floppy disk,
better treated with a log-normal distribution of coercive fields, possibly due to the random
orientation of the constituent magnetic particles in the film, the value of the mean field
parameter was k = O. There are no long range interactions. Only random local weak
interactions between particles are present, as irnplied by the relatively narrow distribution
of interaction fields. The best description of the data obtained from the CoCr-based hard
disk whose magnetic particles were longitudindly oriented required k > 0, and this is
interpreted as evidence of magnetizing-like, or "fenomagnetic" interactions in the
initially ac demagnetized sample. This interpretation is supported by the observed
propagation of magnetic reversa1 dong chahs of particles in the material. The CoCrbased perpendicular media exhibited strong demagnetizing-like interactions, in the
Henkel plot of its remanence data and the negative value of k required to describe the
data is inainly due to its shape demagnetization factor.
Although the Reisach analysis of real magnetic systems has proved to be
remarkably fniidul, the current Preisach mode1 has inherent limitations and the foiiowing
discussion explores these issues and provides proposais for generalfig and improving

the formalism.
Reversible processes such as moment rotation and elastic distortion of domain
structure are not well described within the Preisach formalism. In this discussion,
reversibility is treated phenomenologically. The magnetic response is considered to be the
superposition of two contributions, one being the irreversible Preisach component. and
the other k i n g a reversible hinction. Considered together these responses yield a
distorted Preisach elementary loop unlike any denved from specific models, like the
Stoner-Wohlfarth model (Figure 3.17). As suggested by Bertotti (1998). reversible
processes c m be modeled by adding a second integral over a distinct distribution
localized dong the h, = O axis and representing large populations of quasi-reversible
particles with negligible cwrcive field barriers. Vajda and Della Torre (1991) offer a
more realistic approach, by including revenible branches in the elementary loop itself,
resulting in Stoner-Wohlfarth-like cycles. This approach is computationally intensive and

although it provides a more physical description of orientationai effects and reversibility,
it lacks the simplicity inherent in the "additive" method employed here.

The role of temperature in thermally activated transitions is not explicit in the

generalized Preisach model, as presented here, in the sense that temperature appears only
kBTh(t /T)
indirectly through the effective thermal parameter
=
. However, to treat

hf

Cr

temperature as an explicit input parameter it is necessary to know the particle moments
and the temperature dependence of the spontaneous moment. In fact, a distribution of

particle moments is required to describe an ensemble of particles which Vary in size
andlor composition. hcorporating yet another distribution into the modei further

increases the computational challenge, since a distribution of particle moments implies
the existence of a corresponding distribution of themai parameters

q.Each value of the

particie moment yields a different set of thermal activation boundaries in the Preisach
plane, and must be treated separately. Nevertheless, the generalization is currentiy king

attempted (Roshko & Song, unpublished).

The Preisach calculations presented here do not treat thermal equilibrium

properly. When thermal energy is sufficient to overcome both subsystem energy barriers,
the moments q.iof the pseudoparticles should be replaced by hyperbolic tangent
functions cp = p tanh [p (ha + hi)lk,ïJ. These details are particularly essential for
describing FC and ZFC response functions and are now k i n g implemented in recent
Preisach caiculations (Song & Roshko, 2000a).
Cnticd effects, dso absent from this theoretical treatrnent, are also king explored

by Song and Roshko (2000b).in order to mode1 not only the temperature dependence of

the hysteresis loop, but also of the field cooled and the zero field cooled moments. This is

an essential ingredient for the analysis of materials that have a critical temperature within
the experimentally accessible range, since the moment of the system must go to zero at its

Curie temperature. The temperature dependence of the spontaneous mome~tcan be
modeled approximately as p = p,

where r is a power that represents a criticai a

critial exponent (typically r - lh for rnagnets). The distributions of coercive fields and
interaction fields also exhibit criticai behaviour, and must coilapse into delta functions

-

T Tcsince h, and hi both depend more or Iess directly on p . These parameters can be
descnid by similar functional fonns with respect to temperature, but they may require

different values of the critical exponent T.
Within the standard formulation of the Preisach model, the anisotropy barrier
heights are considered fked under the application of a magnetic field ha. However,
according to the Stoner-Wohlfarth theory of coherent rotation in uniaxial single domain
particles. the intrinsic energy barrier E, varies as EA ---[L

2

ha

] ~ndgrowsfiom

-c in zero applied field to a maximum of h, at h, = hc.In the Preisach model. the

2
barrier is fixed at this maximum value. So, Our calculations actually underestimate the

role of thermal fluctuations in producing transitions. Song and Rosko (2000a) have
shown that in the absence of interactions (4 = 0) the effect of field dependent anisotropy
barriers is equivalent to replacing h$ by

= hT +

lm. The field

dependence of anisotropy barriers is considered explicitly in some Preisach-based
approaches to superpararnagnetism (Stancu & Spinu, 1998 and Spinu & Stancu, i998).
The properties of the Preisach distribution are difficult to match to specific

elements of the rnicrostnictures of magnetic systems, and for some investigaton, this
characteristic lirnits the appeal of the Preisach approach. The selection of the Preisach
distribution in this investigation can be justified by the approach of Comejo. Lo Bue,
Basso, Bertotti and Missel1 (1997). They calculated the functionai form of the distribution

from experimental data, by measuring minor hysteresis loops. The Preisach distribution is
then given by the second derivative of the response with respect to the effective field and
the peak field attained in the minor lmp. This approach is further complicated by the fact
that the effective field and the applied field are not the same when mean field
contributions are present. Furthemore. when such a procedure is performed

experimentdy, the resulting distributions are rather noisy. The experimentally
determined distributions are then replaced with smooth analytic functions of similar fom.
Comejo et al employed a log-normal function for the coercive field distribution and a
Gaussian interaction field distribution in the Preisach analysis. The analysis of the
magnetic systems presented in this thesis concentrated on the detemination of general
relationships and experimental systematics, and thus the particular form of the Preisach
distribution was selected based on the characteristics of the remanence data, and not
explicitly determined by the procedure described above.
The Preisach distribution used to describe an ensemble of particles also obscures
specific characteristics of the pseudoparticle population. The particle moments are fixed
by the standard Preisach treatment and the number of particles described by the same

elementary Ioop is given by the Preisach distribution. Particles with identicai coercive and
interaction fields (h,, hi), but of different moment (loop height) p (h,, hi) are not
distinguished by different distributions, but are instead al1 folded into a single Preisach
distribution. Also. for non-aligned systems, the cwrcive distribution itself must consist of
a convolution of an anisotropy distribution for the Preisach pseudoparticles and the
angular distribution of their moments (Section 5.6.2). Separating these distributions is not
straightforward.

The standard Preisach mode1 is obviously limited by its scalar nahire. Vector

models exist to describe the angular dispersion of moments in a magnetic system and they

can include a superposition of scalar models oriented dong different directions or they
may employ an astroid in place of the elementary loop adopted in scalar treatments.

Orientational effects have recently been incorporated into the scalar Preisach formalisrn
(Stancu & Spinu, 1998), but these rely on specific models like the Stoner-Wohlfarth
mode1 of coherent rotation and, as such, lack the flexibility to describe real systems,
where reversai mechanisms are seldom Stoner-Wohlfarth iike.

Appendix 1
Additional Data and Fits
CrO, ac demagnetized data and fits (25"Cs T r 120°C)

Figures A1.1 to A1.6

CrO,- cornparison of ac and thermally dernagnetized
data ( 2 5 ° C ~T r 120°C)

Figures A 1.7 to A 1.9

CrO,- ac demagnetized cornparison of data with fits
using k = O and k < O (25°C~
T s 120°C)

Cr%

ac demagnetized data and fits (10Ks T s 300 K)

Figures A1.10 to A1.12

Figures A1.13 to AL15

CrO, thermaily demagnetized data, comparison of fits
with occupation probabilities w = 'A and w + H
(10 Ks T s 300 K)

Nd,Fe,,B fits to magnetization and remanence data

Figures A1.16 to AL19

Figure A 1.20
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Figure A1.2 . Data and fits for CrO, audio tape at T = 60°C.(a) Magnetizing and
demagnetizing c w e s , m, and the conespunding magnetizing and demagnetizing
remanences, i. @) Henkel plots consuucted h m remanences in (a).
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Figure A1.3 . Data and fits for CrO, audio tape at T = 80OC. (a) Magnetizing and

demagnetizing curves, m, and the correspoading magnetizing and demagnetizing
remanences. i. (b) Henkel plots constnicted fiom remanences in (a).
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Figure AL4 . Data and fits for Crû, audio tape at T = 90°C. (a) Magaetizing and
dernagnetizing c w e s , m, and the correspondhg magnetizing and demagnetizing

remanences, i. (b) Henkel plots constnicted from remanences in (a).
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Figure A1.5 . Data and fits for CrO, audio tape ai T = 100°C.(a) Magnetizing and

demagnetiziag c w e s , m, and the conespondhg magnetizing and demagnethhg
remanences, i. @) Henkel plots constmcted h m remanences in (a).
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Figure A1.6 . Data and fits for CrO, audio tape at T = 1 10°C. (a) Mapetking and

demagnetiring curves, m. and the comsponding magnefuing and demagaething

remanences, i. (b) Henkel plots constructed h m remanences in (a).
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Figure A1.7 . Cornparison of fits for ac and therrnaiiy dernagnetized CrO, audio tape at

T = 30°C.(a) Magnetizing and demagnetizing remanences, i. (b) Henkel plots
constmcted from remanences in (a).
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Figure A1.8 . Cornparison of fits for ac and thermally demagnetized Crû, audio tape at

T = 80°C.(a) Mapetking and demapetking remanences, i. (b) Henkel plots
constructed from remanences in (a).
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Figure A1.9 . Cornparison of fits for ac and thennaily dernagnetized CrO, audio tape at
T = 100°C.(a) Magnetizing and demagnetizing Rmanences. i. @) Henkel plots
constmcted from remanences in (a).
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Figure A1.10 . Data for CrO, audio tape at T = 60°C and cornparison of fits with k = O

and k c O. (a) Magnetizing and demagnetizing curves. m. and the corresponding
magnetizing and demagnetizing remanences, i. (b) Henkel plots constmcted from

remanences in (a).
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Figure Al.11 . Data for CrO, audio tape at T = 80°C and a cornparison of fits with k = O

and k < O. (a) Magnetizing and dernagaetizing curves. m, and the corresponding
magnetizing and demagnetizuig remanences, i. (b) Henkel plots constructed fkom
remanences in (a).
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Figure Al. 12 . Data for Crû, audio tape at T = l 10°C and a cornparison of fits with k = O
and k < O. (a) Magnetizing and demagnetizing curves, m, and the corresponding

magnetizing and demagnetizing remariences, i. (b) Henkei plots constructed h m
remanences in (a).

Figure Ai. 13 .(a) The initial rnagnetizing curve, magnekation remanences, the

demagnetizing curve, and the demagnetizing remanences for ac demagnetized Crû,
audio tape at T = 50 K,plotted as a hinction of applied field h,. (b) The Henkel plot

constructed from the remanence data in (a). The discrete points are experimental data and
the continuous lines are Preisach mode1 caiculations.
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Figure Al. 14 . (a) The initial magnetizing curve, magnekation remanences, the

demagnetizing curve, and the demagnetizing remanences for ac demagnetized CrO,
audio tape at T = 100 K, ploned as a function of applied field ha. (b) The Henkel plot

constmcted from the remanence data in (a). The discrete points are experimental data and
the contiauous Iines are Preisach mode1 cdcuiations.

Figure A l. 15 . (a) The initial rnagnetizing curve, magnetization remanences, the
demagnetizing curve, and the demagnetizing remanences for ac demagnetized Crû,
audio tape at T = 200 K, plotted as a hinction of applied field ha. (b)

The Henkel plot

constmcted h m the remanence data in (a). The discrete points are experimental data and
the continuous h e s are Preisach mode1 caiculations.
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Figure A 1.16 .(a) The initial magnetizing curve, magnetization remanences, the
demagnetizing curve, and the demagnetizing remanences for ac demagnetized Crû, at T
= 50 K, plotted as a function of applied field ha. @) The Henkel plot constructed fiom the

remanence data in (a). The discrete points are experimentai data wMe the dashed lioes
represent fits with random occupation probabilities (w = 0.5) and the solid Lines show the

best fit when the parameter w is dowed to vary (O a w s 0.5).

Figure A l. 17 .(a) The initial magnetizing curve, magnetization remanences, the

demagnetizing curve, and the demagnetizing remanences for ac demagnetized CrO,

at T

= 100 K, plotted as a function of applied field ha. (b) The Henkel plot constructed from
the remanence data in (a). The discrete points are experimental data while the dashed

lines represent fits with random occupation probabilities (w = 0.5) and the solid lines
show the best fit when the parameter w is ailowed to vaiy (O s w s 0.5).
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Figure Al. 18 . (a) The initial magnetizing curve, magnetization remanences, the
dernagnetizing curve, and the demagnetizing remanences for ac demagnetized Cr02 at T

= 200 K,plotted as a function of applied field ha. @) The Henkei plot constmcted from
the remanence data in (a). The discrete points are experimental data while the dashed

lines represent fits with random occupation probabilities (w = 0.5) and the solid lines
show the best fit when the parameter w is allowed to Vary (O s w s 0.5).
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Figure Al. 19 . (a) The initial rnagnetizing curve, magnetization remanences, the
demagnetiung c w e , and the demagnetizing remanences for ac demagnetized Crû, at T

= 300 K,plotted as a function of applied field ha. (b)The Henkel plot constmcted fiom
the remanence data in (a). The discrete points are experimentai data while the solid lines

represent fits with randorn occupation probabilities (w = 0.5).

Figure A1.20 .Magnetization and remanence data for Nd$e,,B at four different
temperatures T = (a) 25"C, @) 60°C. (c) 80°C, and (d) 100°C. The experirnental
magnetizing and demagnetizing curves, m are represented by the solid dois while the
experimental magnetizing and demagnetizing remaaences, i are given by the open dots.

The solid lines are fits to the data.

Appendix 2

Fortran Programs for Preisach
Calculations
A2.1: This prograrn was used to calculate magnetizing and demagnetizing curves and
the corresponding remanences and to constmct Henkel plots. More than one set of fitting
parameters could be read into the prograrn, and the program performed calculation of the

sum of squares of the deviations between calcuiated and experimental values. This type
of program was used in genenting dl caiculated curves in this thesis except those
representing fits to Nc$Fe,,B data.

A2.2: This program calculates curves corresponding to a Preisach plane with modified
elementary loops as shown in Figure 5.49 to describe N p e , , B data. It incorporates the
nucleating field distribution, magnetizing and demagnetizing coercive field distribution,

and the reversible branch of the hysteresis loop.

A2.1 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (General)

COMMON /N'TEGRATION/W,X
COMMON

lFlTfARAMETERSIC,FlEU)(3,MWCO,MEANC,WIDTHC,MEANL,
4
W IDTHI,HTSTAR,muic,f.gamma,ALPHA,
WEIGHT,iNFiNITY,

COMMON

INFTNITY1,shiA

~ARAM~SIC,FIELDC.MEANCO,MWC,
W iDTHC,MEANi,

W D W I v H T S T A R D m ~ 4 f , g m A L P HWEIGHTJNFiNITY,
A,
iNFUJiTY1,shift

COMMON MUWOUNT
COMMON /CHIIInpts,mpu,hnpis,chi
COMMON N U W C O U N T
COMMON /CHI I/npts,mpts,hnpts,chi

C X cnd W values for inicption schcrnc.

c-----

*---------------------------------*--

STOP
END

c---.------S U B R O r n E CHJFrr
c---.------.----*-----------------------

------------------------------*-.--.-*----*--*------------

C
C

C
C
C
C

*---*-------

*-----------*.

Magnctizaiionand mmancncc (IRM) colculations using ihc Prcisach Modcl.
Good for al1 values of k, man field paramem.
Oood for al1 ihcnnal weightings of Lht dcmagnciizcd plane, including ac dcmag.
Gcneraics files for Hcnkel plois.
DOES NOT CALCULATE k > O WHEN h > hism AND hprimc > htsrar.
Wani IO do a CHI-SQUARED csiimatc.

-----------------

*

A2.1 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (General)
REAL'8 C,FIEU)(3,MeANCO,M~C(1000),WDTHC(l000),MEANL
W IDTHI.HTSTAR.msat,f,gan~WHA,WEIGHTJNFiNïïY,
~~lTYl.shift

COMMON /iNTEGRATION/W,X

C

COMMON

/~ARAh1eTERS/C,FlELDCvMeANCO,MEANC,WIDT)1C,MEANI,

W(DTHLHTSTAR,msai.f,ganuna,AIP~WIGHT,INFIN~,
NmJTTY1,shift

REALS8 DELTAC,NORMC,GRtDC( 11000),iNTEû
COMMON /NORMCMORMC,DELTAC

INTEGER'4 N , U i
C

NORMC = 1 . W
GRIDC(I) = 1O.DO
N=IDiNT(GRiiX(l))
IF (N-LT.I ) N=1
XA = 0.W
XB = IlrlFiNiTY
DELTAC=(XB -XA)/DnX>AT(N)
u =O
CALL

UJTEGl D(XA,XB,N,DELTAC,MEANCO,WLDTHC(I),NORMC,~O,~)

NORMC = INTEO
C

WKiTE (6,+)NORMC
RETURN

END

A2.1 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (General)
COMMON
COMMON

/PïWAR AMeTeRSlC,FlEiQC,MEANCO,MEANC,
W IDTHC,MEANI,

WIDTHLHTSTAR,msat,flgmALPHA.WEIGHT,N~ITY,

/FiTPARAMETERS/C,FLELDC,MEANCO,MWC,WU)THC,MEANI,

WIDTHI,HTSTAR,msalf,ganmALPHA,W@IGHT,ZNPINïi'Y,
NFiNïiYi,shift

INPiNïïYLshlft

O

REAL*8 DBLTA1,NORM LGRiDLDJTEO
COMMON INORMIMORMLDELTAI

lNTEûERo4 N,LG

COMMON NORMC/NORMC,DELTAC
COMMON MORMIMORMI.DELTA1

C

NORMI= 1.M
a R D I = IO. W
N=DiNT(ORDi)
1P (N.LT.1) N=l
XA=-Mmml
XE= iNPPIïïïI

DeLTAlI(XB-XA)/DmAT(N)

COMMON IMAG/HA,IHZ
WEûERa4 COUNT,IJlP,Q,Q2,TAG,U3
COMMON MUWCOUNT

LG=O

C

WRITL! (6,*) NORMI
RETURN
END

H =(P-1 .DO)/l3.DO
MEANC(P) = MEANCO ALPHA*WP)
WiDTHC(P) = WIDTHC( 1 )

-

A2.1 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (General)
XA( 1w.DO
XA(2)=O.DO
XA(3)=H
XA(4 )=HTSTAR
XA(5W.M
XA(6)=H .t HTSTAR
XA(7)=H
XA(8)=HTSTAR
XB(1)=H
XB(2);;H
XB(3)=HTSTAR
XB(4)=H HTSTAR
XB(S)=H HTSTAR
XB(6)=iNFlNiTY
XB(7);;HTSTAR

+
+

XB(8);;iNFINiT'Y

Q2=8
ELSE
FACTOR(1)= 2.M)
FACM)R(2)= 2. W
FACTOR(3k 2. W*(I.DO-WEIGHT)
FACTOR(4)= 2, DO'( I .DQ-WIGHT)
FACTOR(S)= 2,W+(WEI~HT)
FA<TTOR(6)= 2.Dû*(WEIGHT)
XA(I)=û.DO
XA(2)=HTSTAR
XA(3)=O. W
XA(4)=( H+HTSTARy2.DO
XA(S)=O, W

XA(6)=H+HTSTAR
XB(1)=HTSTAR

XB(2)3(H+HTSTAR)I2.Dû

XB(3)=(H+HTSTARy2.W
XB(4)=H+HTSTAR

S U M K = 0.M
J=l
I=I
TAG = O
Ui= O

CALL ~ ~ D ( X A , X B , Q , P J , I , T A ~ , ~ ~ , I ~ ~ ~ T E O , X P R L M , X R , N C ,

YA,YB.SUMK,FACTOR,ffi)

5

TAG = 1
LG=O
I F (H.LE.HTSTAR) TH@N
YA( 1)=XPRiM(J)
Y A(2)=O,DO
YA(3)=û. Dû
Y A(4)=O.DO
YA(S)=-XPRLM(J)
YA(6)=-XPRIM(J)
Y A(7)=H
Y A(B)=XPRIM(J)t(H-HTSTAR)
YB(I)=H
Y B(2)=XPRiM(J)
YB(3)=H
Y B(4)=-XPRlM(J)+(H+HTSTAR)
Y B(S)=O.DO
YB(6)=-XPRWJ )+(H+HTSTAR)
YB(7)=XPRM(J)
YB(S)=XPRM(J)
ELSE
YA(I)=XPRIM(J)
YA(2)=XPRlM(J)
Y A(3)=O. W
Y A(4)=O.W
YA(5)=-XPRIM(J)
YA(6)=-XPRIM(J)
YB( 1 )=H

XB(S)=H+HTSTAR

YB(2)=-XPRM(J)+(H+HTSTAR)

XB(6)=iNFiNiTY
Q2;-6
@NDlF

Y B(3)=XPRlM(J)
Y B(4)=-XPRIM(J)+(H+HTSTAR)
YB(S)=û. Dû
Y B(6)=-XPRLM(J )+(H+HTSTAR)
END IF

.

A2.1 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (General)
choicc====

DO P = 1,COUNT
H=HA(P)+C*MZ(P)

CALL IN~~21>(XA,XB.Q,P$,I,TAG,BtSI~O,XPRIM,XR,NC,

Y A,YB,SUMK,FACTOR,Uj)

DJTEC)=iNTEG

if (C.lc.O.ûû) then
xl =C
x2 = 0.W

+ SUMK

END DO

else
XI= 0.W
x2 = H + 2.W.HTSTAR
if (x2.gt.C) x2 = C*WZ(P)
x2=C
cndif
HPRLM = nbis(REMBIS,x l ,x2,crrior,p,REM,choice)
END DO

DIZ(P) = ((1 .Dû-T)*iNT@G+ P(l.DO-DEXP(-gnmma*H)))

-

HA(P) s: H C * w P )
END DO

COMMON

lPlTPARAMETERSIC,PIE~,MEACO,MEANC,WIDTHC,MeANl,
e
WIDTHI,HTSTAR,msnt,f,gamma,ALPH&WEIGHT.NFINlm.

COMMON

~ARAMETERSIC.~U>C,MEANCO,MEANC',WDTHC,MWL

W~DTHI,HTSTAR.~~~~~,~,~~~~~~,ALPHA,WEIGHT,WFUJITY,

iNFiNiTYl,shift
4

INFiNiïY1,shift

COMMON NORMC/NORMC,DELTA<!
COMMON INOKMLMORMLDELTAI

COMMON /NUM/COUNT
COMMON IREMIREM
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Y A(4)=O.Dû
YA(S)=-XPRlM(J)
YA(6)=-XPRIM(J)
Y A(7)=HPRIM

SUMK = 0.W
J=I

I= l

YA(B)=XPRIM(J)+(HPRiM-HTSTAR)
Y A(9)=-XPR[M(J)iH+HTSTAR)

TAO = O
&=O
C U INTEG2D(XA,XB.Q,PJ,CTAO.&5,~GIXPRIM,XK,NC,

YA( I O)=XPR IM(J)+(HPRIM-HTSTAR)
YB(I)=H

TAO = 1

YB(3)=XPRIM(J)
Y B(4)=-XPHIM(JMH+HTSTAR)
YB(S)=O.DO

YA,YBISUMKFACTOR,ffi)

5

Y B(2)=-XPRIM(J)+(H+HTSTAR)

Ma0
iF (H.LE.HTSTAR) THEN
YA(l)=XPRIM(J)
Y A(?)=€). DO
YA(3)=û.DO
YA(4)=û, W
Y A(5)=-XPRIM(J)
YA(6)s-XPRIM(J)
Y A(7)EH
YA(8)=XPRIM(J)+(H-HTSTAR)
YA(9)=HPRiM
YA(1 O)=XPRfM(J)+(HPRIM-WSTAR)
Y A( I 1)s-XPRIM(J)+(H+HTSTAR)
YA( 12)=XPRIM(J)+(HPRIM-HTSTAR)
YB( 1 )tH
YB(2)=XPRIM(J)
YB(3)=H
YB(4+XPRiM(J>t(H+HTSTAR)
YB(J)=û. W

YB(6)=-XPRIM(J)iH+HTSTAR)
YB(7)=H
Y B(8)=-XPRIM(JHH+HTSTAR)
Y B(9)=XPRlM(J)
YB(IO)=XPRIM(J)

END IF
C A U UI(TEG2D(XA,XB,Q,P.J,I,TAG,&5,~,XPRIMVX RINCl

YA,YB,SUMK,FACTOR,ffi)
WTEG=rnSUMK

END DO
REM(P) = UI(TEG
CALL RESUB(C,f,gamnia,REM,P)

IF (C.NE.0.M) THEN
REML = H P R W C
ELSE
REML = REM(P)

YB(6)=-XPRUM(J)+(H+HTSTAH)
YB('I)=XPRiM(J)
YB(8)=XPRIM(J)
Y B(9)=H
YB( I O)=-XPRIM(J)+(H+HTSTAR)
YB(1 f )=XPRlM(J)+(H-HTSTAR)
YB(12)=XPRIM(J)+(H-HTSTkR)

Else
YA(I)=XPRIM(J)
YA(L)=XPRM(J)
Y A(3)=30.1)0

C

ENDW
REMBIS = R M ( P ) - REML
WRiïE(6,*) 'REMBIS'.RBMBIS, P, HPHiM
RETURN
END

A2.1 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (General)

c---...------------- -------------------------------.----------------

FACTOR(?)= -2.W
FACTOR(8)z -2.M)
XA(I)=O.DO
XA(2)=HTSTAR
XA(3)=O.W
XA(4)=WFWiTY
XA(S)=û.DO
XA(6)=iNFINlTY
XA(7)4.ûû
XA(8)=HTSTAR
XB( I )=HTSTAR
XB(2)=iNFINïïY
XB(~)=~~FIWY
XB[4)=INfWlTY
xB(S)=rnmm
XB(6)=iNFiNiTY
XB(7)=HTSTAR
XB(8)=NFtNiTY

IMPUCIT NONE
REAL.8 C,FIEW,MWCO,MEANC(1000).WU3THC(
Iûûû),MEANI,
W IDTHLHTSTAR,m5al,f,gamma.ALPHkWEIGHTI
W FiN iTY,

LNFUJfIYl.shiii
COMMON

/PITPARAMmRS/C,FIELDC,MeANCO,MEANC.WLDTHC,MEANI.
4
WlDTHLHTSTAR,msat,f,~ALPHA,WEIOHT.iNRNTTY,
iNFiNn"Ybhift
R W . 8 LIELTAC,NORMC
REAL% DELTA/NORMI
COMMON NORMC/NORMC,DELTAC

COMMON NORMVNORMl,DELTAI

*

REAV8 FACïOR(20),XA(20),XB(20),XPRIM(20),XR(99),

Q2=8
Do Q= 1.Q2

TAG = O

u=o

COMMONIDeMAGMAD,D(DZ
COMMON /REM/REM

W"ïEûER+4COUNT,U1P,Q,Q2,TAG,LXi
COMMON (NUMICOUNT
5

.wI

HS'REM(C0UNT)-(P- I
3.M
FACTOR( I )= 2,DO
FACTOR(2h 2 . M
FACIY)R(3)3 2.DO*(I .Dû-WIGHT)
FACTOR(4)a 2. DO*(1,Dû-WIIIGHT)
FAffOR(S)= 2,Dû*(WEIGHT)
FACTOR(6)= 2. Dû*(WIGHT)

SUMK = 0.DO
J=1
1=1
C A L WG2D(XA.XB,Q,PJ.4TAGv~,~,XPRM.XR,NC,
YA,YB,SUMK,FACTOR,LG)
TAC = 1

m=o

YA( 1)=XPR M(J)
YA(2)=XPRIM(J)
YA(3)=O,DO
YA(4)=O.DO
YA(S)=-XPRIM(J)
YA(6)=-XPRIM(J)
YA(7)=H
YA(8kXPRM(J)+{H-HTSTAK)
YB(I )=WFlNiïYI
YB(2)=iNFINiTYl

A2.1 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (General)
REAL*8 nbis,HPRiM, DEREMBiS,tmr,n 1,x2,DEREM(300),MD2(300),

HAD(30Q.H
iNTEGER*4 COUNT,P,choicc

EXTERNAL DEREMBIS
COMMON MUMICOUNT

COMMON /DEREM/ûEREM
COMMON /DBMAG/HAD,iHDZ

choicc=l
C

writc(6;)

CHOICE =' ,choicc

Dû P = I ,COUNT
H=HAD(P)+C*MDZ(P)
if (C.le.O.dO) chcn
XI= -C
~2 = H 2.DO'HTSTAR
if(x2.1t.C) x2 = C

-

elst

x23-c
x2 = H 2.Dû*HTSTAR
if (~2.1~-C)
x2 = -C
XI= C
cndif
HPRiM = rtbis(DEREMBIS,xl.x2,crror,PVDEREM,choicc)
END DO

-

ReTURN
END

C This program calculam ihc dcmagncliring rcmancnco id.

-

c.----------.------------------.-------------*-------

COMMON

/mARAMmRSIC,~,MEANCO,MEANC,WlD~C,M~I,
*
WlDTHI,HTSTAR,msai,f,gamrmi.ALPHA.WEIGHT,
INflNITY,
*
P(mi?'Yî,shifi
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INTEGER14 N J,K.LXj

EXTERNAL FUNC

DO J=I.N

A(J) = XA+DFLX)AT(J-1)'DELTA
B(J) = XA+DMAT(J)*DELTA
DO K=1,10
Y(K) = (B(J)-A(J))+X(K)12.DO+(B(J)+A(J)fl.DO
FUNCP(K) = FUNC(Y,KMEAN,WUITH,NORM,Uj)
INTEG = INTEG + (B!J)-A(J))*W(K)*RINCP(K)/2.D0
END Dû

END DO

END DO
RrnRN
END

c-------.-.----------.----------.--.
------- ---------- ----.--.*

4

*

*

* .,---*"

SUBROUTUJE INTEG2D(XAXB,Q,PJ,STAGv*,INTEO,XPRLM,XR,NC,
YA,YB,SUMK,FAffOR.LG)

C This program calculam an iniegral in two dimensions.

c------------------.,-------------------------.------------IMPUClT NONE
REAL% W(lO).X(I O)
REAL'8 C,~,MEANCO,MEANC~1000),WIDTHC(l000),M~l,

RETURN

END
I

W lDTHl,HTSTAR,msai,f,ganimALPHA,WEIGHT,IN~~,

4

INFINïïYl,shift

COMMON IiNTEGRATI0NIW.X
C This program calculatcs an intcgral in one dimension.
Cl Divides a givcn range into N parts, and cach of thesc N inio tcn.

c-.-**-..-------.---------------------------------------------

COMMON /INTeORATIOW,X

COMMON
/~ARAM~RS/C,HELDC,MeANCO,MEANC.
WIDTHC,MEANI,
4

WlDTWI,HTSTAR,insa~,f,gamma,AU>HA,WEIGHT,~~ITY,

4

INFiNTTYl,shift

COMMON MORMUNORMC,DELTAC
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END

cal1 localc(HAD,n,data,x j)
(=-.----

c

Thc following if-thcntlsc block conliiins "nrrigicnumbus"
pariicuiar IO n-ini
= 4.
if ( (j .EQ.1) .OR.(j.EQ.2) ) ihcn
I Thc first 4 data p i n t s musc be use4
n,= 1

clsc

if ((j.EQ. n-data) .OR.(j .EQ. n-daui-1)) ihcn
m = n-data + 1 - n p i n i Tn\c lasi 4 dam points musi
tlse
!be used,
if ( ABS(HAD(j-2)-x) .Le.ABS(HAIYj+2)-x) ) Lhcn
!Hem thcn i s an anibiguity. If x i s
rn = j-2
! c l o s to xa(j-2) thm io xaü+2) lhcn
clsc
!the four points uscd starî with j-2, if
m=j-l
!no[ the fimt point i s the j-l point,
cnd if
end if
end if

COMMON /MAOMA,MZ
COMMON /DEMAO/HAD,iHDZ

COMMON MUMICOUNT

do 1 = 1, n p i n t
xx(1) = HAD(m+l- 1)
yy(1) = MDZ(m+l- 1)
cnddo
PARAMETER (n_point = 4)
! n p i n i interpolation,
RE!AL*B xx(n,point), yy(n,poinr) !The data points sent to ihc
I in(crpo1aiion submuiinc.
REAL*8 dy, x, y
I x 1s ihc incupolation point.
!y and the unccrtninty dy arc miunicd froin
!the intcrpoletion subroutinc

n,&in = COUNT
! Numbcr of data points.
n-inicrp = COUNT !Nurnbcr of interpolation points.

C.------

c

Cal1 the intcrpolntion subroutinc, miint, for mtional function
inicrpolotion.

1O

cnddo

70

FORMAT (2623.16)

!for tsch inurpolation point

c-------niesubmuiinc locale fin& ihc position of x such that it lies
c
benvccn m(j)and xa(j+ 1). Ilntums rhc vduc *jm.

! Rcpcai for ihc ncxt interpolation point, x.

jnz

- .= *
A
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g
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$
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S I =ta
' p g & -7
5
.-1 -.s ~ - - - 5 w%&l~-r~ . % y ~ s - ,
a

-
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WRITE (8,701 HAD(C0UNT-(Q-1))*FIWX,lDZ(COUNT-(Q- I ) ) ' ~ t
END DO
DO P=l,COUNT
WRlïE (7,70) HA(P)*FIElDC,~P)*msat
W R i ï E (8,70) HA(P)+REU>C,ütZ(P)+msat

END DO
ntum

END

DO R= 1,COUNT
W R ï ï E (9.70) IRZ(R}*msai,lDZ(R)*msai

END DO

END FILE (9)
END FILE (8)
END FILE (7)

COMMON

/FITPARAMLrlERS/C,FlELDC,MEANCO,MEANC,W
IDTHC,MEANI,
e

WlDTHLHTSTAR,msiii,f,g~ALPHA,WEIGHT.NflNITY,

I

INFiNiTY1,shifr

cmse (9)
C U S E (8)
CLOSE (71

COMMON IMACIMA,MZ
COMMON /DeMAû/HAD,LHDZ

COMMON /REM/iRZ
COMMON /DEREM/IDZ
iNTE(SER+4COUNT,P,Q,R
COMMON MUMICOUNT

OPEN (unit = 7, file = "magl.on, sistus = OU)?
OPEN (unit = 8, file = "rcml.~",siaius = DLD')
OPEN (unit = 9, file = "hcnkcll .on.starus = OU)?

COMMON MUMICOUNT
COMMON ICHllfnpts.mpis,hnpts,chi

OPEN (unit = 3, file = "chil.oU,srotus = W D 3
OPEN (unit = 7, file = "mngl.ou, staius = ûLD')
OPEN (unit = 8. file = "rem1.O", sraius = UiD')
OPEN (unit = 9, filc = "hcnkcll.on,stntus = 'OU)')

A2.2 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (Nd,Fe,,B)
C NdFcB
C THERMAUY &magnctid inilid siatc. Ont thermal field.
C This program dculaics id vcrsus ir to gcncmie Henktl plots, using
C Lhc cumulative iechniquc, G d for k = O only.

C Cal1 subrouiines io calculait i(h),ir,i(h)DEMAG,id,iinf, and
C tabulnle mulis.

C
C A U NORMCALC

CALL NORMCALX12

C

C A i L NORMCAX3
C A L NORMSCAIX:
C A L IHCAK

REAL*I W(IO),X( IO),C,MeAN,WIDTH,WID~I,HCSTAR,HSCALE,MSCALE,
+

FRcr,WlDTHA,gaJNrla,dpha

COMMON /DIST/MEAN,WU)TH,WIDTHI,HCSTAR,WUIT)~AIIC,W,X
COMMON HSCAE,MSCALE,FRCT;g-alpha

CAiL I R C W
C A U IINFCAUZ
C A L IHDCALC
C A L lDCALC
CALL DELT

C

C Gct value for k and cocrcive field (hc) disiribution paramciers.
C
OPEN (FILe3lunw l .da(', UNiT=4, ACCESS=SEQUENîïAL',
FDRM='FORMA'TTED', STATUS=DLD')
READ (4,') C,WDW,MeAN,WLDTHA,WIDTHI,HCSTAR,HSCALE,

C

cmse (4)
STOP
END

C X and W values for integraiion schcmc.

C
SUBROUTINE NORMCAK

C
X( 1) = -0,9739065285DO
W(I) = O.06667l34MXl
X(2) = -0,8650633667Dû
W(2) = O, 1494513492Dû
X(3) = -0.6794095683Dû
W(3) = 0.2 lW8636ZSüû
W
X(4) z -O,43~395394l
W(4) = 0.2692667 193Dû
X(5) = -0. i488743390ûO

C This pmgom calculates integral o f ihc hc-gaussian i n onc diinension.
C Divida a givcn range in10 N paris, and cuch of thcsc N into ttn.

C
HEAL.8 FUNC( IO),X( 1O).W( I O).Y( 1O),A(W),B('3W!I)
R eAL.8

INTEG,XA.XB,WIDTH,WIDTHI,MEAN.NOKM,C,HCSTAR,DELTAS,DELTAC,
HSTART,NORMA,DELTAA.WlDTHAvNORh13,DELTA2
+

COMMON

/DIST/MEAN,WIDTH,WII)nil,HCSTAR,WIDTHAlNORMAUNORM,NORM&

W(5) = O.29S%Mî247W
X(6) = -X(S)
W(6) = W(5)
X(7) = "X(4)

C
C

N=24

W(7) = W(4)
X(8) = -X(3)
W(8) = W(3)
X(9) = -X(2)
W(9) = W(2)

C
C

XA=O.W
XB=û.W

X(lO)= -X(1)
W(IO)=W(l)

C

NORM3KVW,X
COMMON IDEU DELTAS,DELTAC,HSTART,DELTAA,DELTA2

N4O
X A d . Dû
XB=SO.DO
DELTACdXB-XA)lDFlDAT(tJ)

MTEG=û.W
DO 50 J=I,N

A23 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (Nd,Fe,,B)
A(J) = -XA+DFU)AT(J- I)*DELTAC
B(J) = -XA+DFlDAT(J)*DELTAC
DO50 K=1,10
Y(K) = (B(J)-A(J))*X(K)n.Mk(B(J)+A(J))n.M
C
FüNC(K)=EXP(-(Y(K)- 1.W)**21((WIDn1"2. W)*2.DO))/
C * ((2.DO*(WIDTH**2,W)*3.l41
59265DO)**O.5Dû)
FUNC(K) =DEXP(-(DIffi(Y (K)))**2.DO/((WIDTH**2.D0)*2.Ml))I
* (Y(K)*(2.DO*(WIDnl**2.W)*3.
I4l~926SDû)**O.SM))
WTEo = iNTEû + (B(J)-A(J))+W(K)*FUNC(KV2.W
50 CONTINUE
NORM = INTEO
60 FORMAT(IX,Ci25.16)
WRTTP. (6,') NORM
ReTURN
END
C
SUBROlJTWE N 0 8 M C W 2
C This program calculates intcgral of the hc-goussian in ont dinunsion.
C Dividts a givcn rangc into N p a ~and
, ench of ihcsc N inio tcn.
C
REAU8 FUNC( I O),X( lO),W( IO),Y( lO),A(9999),8(9999)

C

C

(Y(K)*(2,ûO*(WIDTHA**2.1)(1)*3.14159265DO)**0.5W)

50

6û

IDIST/MeAN,W[DTH,W[DTHI,HCSTAR,WIDTHAMORMWORM,NORMA,
NORMJ//C,W,X
COMMON /DEL/ DELTAS,DELTAC,HSTART,DELTAA,DELTA2
C
C
N=20
C
XA=O.W
C

XB4.W

Nd0
XA=O.DO
XB4.DO
DELTAA=(XB-XA)/DW A T ( N )
lNTw=o.DO

DO J;O J=I,N
A(J)

= XA+DFlX)AT(J-l)*DELTAA

B(J) = -XA+DWAT(J)+DELTAA

NORMA = lNTEG
FORMAT(1X,G2J. 16)
WRITE (6,') NORMA
RETIJRN
@ND

SUBROUTINE NORMCALC3
C This pmgnm cnlculales integral of ihe hc-gaussitui in onc dimension.
C Dividcs a givcn mge into N pans, and aich of these N inio icn.
C
REAL% FUNC( lO),X(lO),W(lO),Y( lO),A(9999),B(9999)
REAL*8
INTEG,XA,XB.W IDTH,WIDTHI,MEAN,NORM,C,HCSTAR,DELTAS,DELTAC,

RW.8
HSTART,NORMA,DELTAA, WiDTHA,NORM3,DELTA2
COMMON

INTEG = INTEG + (B(J)-A(J))*W(K)*FUNC(KyZ.
DO
CONTiNUE

C

HSTART,NORMA,DELTAA,WU)THA,DELTA2,NORM3

(NTEO,XA,XB,WIDTH,WIDTHi,MEANDNORM,C,HCSTAR,DELTAS,DELTAC.

*

D û 50 K=1.10
Y(K) = (B(J)-A(J))+X(K)n.DO+(B(J)+A(J))/2.M)
FUNC(K) =eXP(-(Y(K)-M@AN)**2/((WID1HAw2. W)*2.D0))/
((2.DO+(WIDTHA*+2,W)*3314159265W~*+0.5W)
FUNC(K) =DEXP(-(DUXi(Y(K~EAN))**2,W/((WDTHA**2, W)'2. DO))/

COMMON

/DIST/MEAN,W~D~H,WIDTHI,HCSTAR,WIDTHAMORMAUNORM,NORMA,
NORM3//C,W,X

COMMON IDEU DELTAS,DELTAC,HSTAR'i ,DELTAADELTA2
C

C
C
C

N=20
XA4.W
XB=6.W
Nd0
XA=O. W
XB=60.Dû
DELTA24XB-XA)/DFUIAT(N)

INTEû=O.DO

00 50 J=I,N
A(J) = -XA+DFU)AT(J- 1)*DELTA2
B(J) = -XA+DFLDAT(J)*DELTAZ
DO 50 K=1,10
Y(K) = (B(J)-A(J))'X(K)n,DDt(B(J)+A(J))/2.1H)

A2.2 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (Nd,Fe,,B)
FUNC(K) =EXP(-(Y(K)- I.DO)+*Z/((WtDTH**2.M))+2.C)O))/
((2,ûû+(WIDTH**2.W)13. Ml S!JZ6SDû)**O.5W)
niNC(K).;DEXP(-(DLûG(Y(K)I( l.DO+alpha*MEAN)))**2.W(( W IIITH'*2,DO)
* +2.DO)Y(Y(K)*((2.DO*(wDTH**2.W)*3.14159265W)**O.Sûû))
WTEO = INTEO+ (B(J)-A(J))*W(K)W.JNC(K)n. DO
50 CONTINUE
NORM3 = INTEG
60 PORMAT(1X,WS. 16)
WRlTE (6,*) NORM3
REIURN
C
C

60

FORMAT(IX,G25.16)
WHITE (6,*)NORMS
RETURN
END

C

SUBROUTINE IHCALC
C

C This prognun calculaics ihc magnciiuition i(h). (For any k.)
C

IMPUCIT REAL.8 (A-H.0-2)
ReALe8 FUNCl(1 O),X( I O),W( I O),X l(W),X2(999),

END

XM(999),XR(W),DX(lO),XPRIM(IO),FUNC2(10),YA(20),YB(20),

C

Y PRIM( 10),Y 2( 10),Y 1(999),YM(999),Y R(W>),DY(lO),XA(20),XB(20),

SUBROüTiNE NORMSCAK
C This program calculatcs integral of the hs-gnussim in onc ûimcnsion.
C Dividcs a givcn range into N pans, and csch of hN in10 un.
C
REAL*8 FUNC(IO),X(IO),W(I O),Y( lO),A(9999),8(9999)
RW*8

PACTOR(20),D&TAS,DELTAC,NUMC,NUM,NC,MS,HSTARTtHSCAL&MSCALE
REAL.8 WG,SUMKIH,H,C,MeW,WIDTtISWIDTH,NORM,HCSTAR,P,FRCT,
NORMAIDELTWWUITHA,DELTA2,NORM3,gamma.alpb
COMMON IDISTIM@AN,WIDTH,WIDTHI,HCSTAR,WIDTHAMORMAUNORM,
NORMA,NORM3//C,W,X
COMMON /DEU D@LTAS,DELTAC,HSTAR?',DELTAA,DELTA2

+

UJTEO,XA,XB,WIDTH,WIDTHI,MEAN,NORM,NORMS,C,HCSTAR,DELTAS,
D@LTAC,HSTART,NORMA,DELTAA,WfD~A,NORM3,DELTA2
COMMON

IDISTIMEAN,WIDTH,WU)THi,HCSTAR,WDTHANORMAUNORM,NOHMA,

*

NORM3//C,W,X
COMMON n>W DELTAS,DBLTAC,HSTART,DELTAA,DELTA:!

COMMON HSCAL&MSCALE,FRCT,gmtJpha

C

C Suin ilic rhm intcgds rcading ihc lirnits fmm the following
C

OPEN (FlLE='ihkI .ol, UNTT=8, ACCESS=SEQUENTLAL',
FORM='FORMATlED', STATUS=WEW?

C

IH=O.DO
Dû 80 Pr l,6O
H=(P/36.D0)**2.W

N=50
XA4.W
XB=S.Dû
DELTAS=(XB-XA)/DFlQAT(N)
m . D O
DO 50 J=I,N
A(]) = X A+DFWAT(J- 1)+DELTAS
B(J) = XA+DFU)AT(J)*DELTAS
DO 50 K=1,10
Y(K) = (B(I)-A(J))*X(K)/2.DQiB(J)+A(J))12. W
FUNC(K) = gXP(-(Y(K))**U((WLDf311**2,W)*2.W))(
((2.W*(WIDTHI**2.W)*3.14
I!i926SW)**O.!iDO)
m m =I INTEO + (B(J)-A(J))*W(K)*FUNC(KY~.W

50

CONTINUE
NORMS = lNTEG

5

10

FACTOR(i)=î.DO
PACTOR(2)= 1.DO
FACTOR(3)= 1.DO
XA( I)=O.DO
XA(2)=O. W
XA(3)=H/2.W
XB( 1)=W2.DO
XB(2)=W2.GO
XB(3)=6O. W
Q2=3

wm.w

YROB = 0.M)

A2.2 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (Nd,Fe,,B)
FUNC2(K) =DEXP(-(DLXXi(XPRIM(I)))+*2.W((W1DTH*+2.
W)*Z2
DO))/

Do 6û Q=lVQ2

' (XPRIM(J)*(2.DO*(WID~1**2.W)*3,141592651)0)**0.5W)

NUMC = (XB(Q)-XA(Q))/DELTAC
NC = IDW(NUMC)
IF (NC.LT. I.DO) NC=I .W
DELTA 1=(XB(Q)-X A(Q))/NC
SUMK=O,DO
SUMIK=O,Dû
DO 50 I= I,NC
X 1(i) XA(Q)+DFlQAT(I- 1)*DELTA l
X2(!) = XA(Q)*DFUlAT(l)*DELTA 1

SUMK=SUMK + W(K)4W(f)*YR(L)*XR(I)4FUNC1(K)*FUNC2(K)CFACM)R(Q)
S U M I K=SUM IK + W(K)*W(J)aYR(L)*XR(i)*FUNCI(K)WJNC2(K)
CONTWUE
u'JTEG=LNTEG+SUMK

PRO0 = PROB+SUM 1K

CONTINUE
M=lNTEG+(1. DO-PROB)+(l.DO-DEXP(-~WUW*H))
IH=FRCT*I)l+ (1.DO-FRCT)*(1.DO-DEXP(-girnuidH))
IH=IH*MSCAL@

C

C Colculaie o 2D integral.
Wniing n u r i u r i d valuc IO a Tilt.

XM(i)=o.SDOyX2(1)+X l(1))
XR(r)=o.SW*(XZ(l)-X l(0)
DO50 J31,10
DX(J)=XR(I)'X(J)
XPRIM(J)=DX(J)+XM(I)
Y A( I )=XPRIM(J)
YA(2k-XPRIM(J)
YA(3b-XPRIM(J)
YB(I)=;-XPRIM(J)+H
YB(2)=XPRIM(J)
YB(3)=;-XPRIM(J)+H
NUM = (YB(Q)-YA(Q)mELTAS
MS = iûiNT((NUM)
IF (MS.LT. 1.DO)MS=l .DO
DELTA%(YB(Q)-YA(Q)YMS
DO 50 LF1,MS
Y 1(L) = YA(Q)+DFiDAT(L 1)+DELTA2
Y 2(L) = YA(Q)+DFiDAT(L)*DELTA2
Y M(Lp0.S W+(Y2(L)+Y 1(L))
YR(L)=O.SW'(Y2(L)-Y 1(L))
W 50 K=1,10
DY(K)=Y R(L)+X(K)
YPRIM(K)=DY(K)tYM(L)
mJNCI(K) DEXP(-YPRLM(K)**2.DOI((WIDTHl**2.DO)'2.DO))/

-

HA = (H C*IH)*HSCALE
WRiTE! (8.70) HA,M
FORMAT ( 1X.3GïS. 16)

CONTiNUE
END FILE (UNiI'=8)
C M S E (UNiT=8)
C U S E (UNIT4)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTUJE iRCAiX
This pmgiam calculatcs thc mcignctiing rtrnanuicc ir.(k < O ody)

KEAC8 FUNC I(lO),X(IO),W( IO),X 1(999),X2(999),
XM(999),XR(999),DX(IO),XPRIM(IO),FUNC2(lO),YA(20),Yf3(20),
YPR LM(lO),Y2( IO),Y 1(999),YM(999),YR(9P~),DY(lO),XA(20),XB(20),
FACïOR(Z0)
REAL48 CNTEG,SUMK,H,IR,C,HA,M,MEAN,
WiDTH,NORM,H
WIDTHI,HCSTAR,DELTAS,DELTAC,NUM(:,NUM,M

WIDTHA,DELTAA,NORMA,NORM3,DELTA2vgamma.alpha
COMMON
/DIST/MEAN. WIIITH,WIDTHI,HCSTAR,WIDTHNNORMAUNORM,NORMA,
NORM3//C,W,X
COMMON /DEU DELTAS,DELTAC,HSTAR?',DELTAA,DELTA2
+

COhlMON HSCALE,MSCALE,FRCT,gmdpha
C

A2.2 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (Nd,Fe,,B)
C Sum the three inkgmis rtruling the linuts fmm thc foilowing
C

OPEN (FiLE=lhkl.o', UNiT'=7, ACCESS=SEQUENW,
FORM='FûRMATïED', STATüS=DUY)

OPEN (PlLE=fkl .ol, UNIT=8, ACCESS=SEQUENTiALi
FORM=W)RMATIED', STATUS=NEW')
DO 80 P=1,60
H=(P/36,û0)'*2. W
R W (7J 1) HA,IH
7 1 FORMAT(IX,2G25.16)
5
PACTOR(I)=2.Dû
FACTOR(2)= 1.Dû
FACTOR(î)= 1,W
FACTOR(4)I-2. W
XA(l)3O,DO
XA(2W.Dû
XA(3)=W2. Dû
XA(S)=o, Dû
XB(l~HI2.W
XB(Z)=HIZ. W
XB(3)=6O.Dû
XB(4)=Hn.D0
IO

Qw

INTeB=O.DO

Dû 60W , Q 2
NUMC = (XB(Q)-XA(Q)YDELTAC
NC = IDW(NUMC)
iF (NC.LT.
1.W) NC=1,DO
DELTA 1;;(XB(Q)-XA(Q))/NC
SUMK=û.DO
a0 50 l=i,NC
X 1(1) = XA(Q)tDFLX)AT(I-1 )*DELTA 1
X2(1) = XA(Q)+DWAT(I)*DELTA 1
C
C Cdculatc a 2D iniegrol,

c

XM(I)=O.SW*(XZ(I)+X l(1))
XR(&O.S W*(X2(l)-XI([))
DO 50 J=1,10

DX(JbXR(i)*X(J)

XPHIM(J)=DX(J)+XM(O
YA( I)=XPRIM(J)
YA(I)=-XPRIM(J)
YA(3)=-XPRIM(J)
YA(4)=XPRiM(J)
YB(I)=-XPRIM(J)tH
YB(2)=XPRiM(J)
YB(3)=-XPRIM(j)+H
Y B(4)=-X PR[M(J)+H
20 NUM=(YB(Q)-YA(Q))/DELTAS
M S = IDiNT((NUh4)
IP (MS.LT. I.DO) MS=I.DO
DELTA2=(Y B(Q)-YA(Q)YMS
DO 50 I
sI.MS
Y I (L) = YA(Q)+DFLX)AT(L I)*DELTA2
Y2(L) = Y A(Q)+DFU3AT(L)*DELTA2
Y M(L)=O.SW*(YZ(L)+Y 1(L))
YR(L)-O.SM)qY2(L)-Y 1(L))
DO 50 K=1,10
DY(K)=YR(L)'X(K)
YPRlM(K)=DY(K)+YM(L)
FUNC I(K) = DEXP(-YPRIM(K)**2,W((WLDTHI**2.
W)'2.DO))/
C
C

((2.DO+(WlDTHl**2,W)93.~4159265W)**0.5ûû)
FUNC2(K) = DEXP(-(XPRIM(J)-1.W)**2.W((WUITH**2.W)*2.W)y
(NORM*((1.ûû*(WiDTHC*2.Dû)*3,14 159265W)**O.S DO))
FWNC2(K) =DEXP(-(DUXi(XPRlM(J)))**2.1>OI((WU)~**2.W)*22DO))I
(XPRIM(J)*(2,Dû*(WU)TH**2.
Dû)*3. 14 I5326ZD)**O.5DO)
1(K)*FUNC2(K)*FAWR(Q)
SUMK=SUMK + W(K)*W(J)*YR(L)*XR(I)vFUNC

+

50

CONTiNUE
INTEG=INrEG+SUMK

60

CONTINUE

C
C Wriiing nuniericd valuc to a file.
C

IR = FHCï*lNTEG*MSCAL@
HA=H9HSCALE
W R i E ( 9 . 9 P.R
65 W R i E (8,tO) HA. iR
70 FORMAT (1 X.2025.16)
80 CONTINUE

A2.2 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (Nd2Fe,,B)
XB(3)=6O.DO

CLOSE (UNïï=7)
END F[U!(UNiT=8)
CUISE (UNiT=S)

RENRN

X8(4)=tU2. Do

Q2=4

10

lNTEG=O.DO
Do 60 Q=l,Q2

END

NUMC=(XB(Q)-XA(Q))/DELTAC
NC=IDiNT(NUMC)
iF (NC.LT. I.W)NC=l W
DELTA 1=(XB(Q)-XA(Q))NC
SUMK=O.DO
DO 50 I= 1.NC
X i(l)= XA(Q)+DF;U)AT(I-I)*DELTAl
X2(1) = XA(Q)+DFU3AT(I)LDELTA1

.

IMPUCiT REAL'II (A-H.0-2)
REAL'%FUNCI(IO),X(IO),W(lO),X 1(999),X2(9!W),

' XM(999),XR(999),DX(lO),XPRIM(îO),FUNC2(10),YA(20),YB(20),
+

YPRM(l O),Y2(1O),Y I(999),YM(W),YR(999),DY(IO),XA(20),XB(20),

FACTOR(20)
R W + 8 ~,SUM~IINF,H,C,MEAN,WIDTHI.WDTH,NORM,HCSTAR,NUM,
NC,NUMC,MS.R.HSTART,HSCMMSCMFRCI;WlDTHA,NORMA.

+

+

DELTAA,NORM3,DELTAZ,~alpha

COMMON

/DIST/MeAN,WID~,WEDTHI,HCSTAR,WIDTHA/NORMAUNORM,NORMA,
NORM3//C,W.X

COMMON /D W DELTAS,DELTAC,HSTART,DELTM,DELTAYNF/IW
F
COMMON H S C A L E , M S C M P R C ï , m p h a

C
C Sum the rhr# inrcgrals d i n g iht limits from the following
C
OPEN (FIIE;;'Sinflc 1.O: UNiT=8, ACCESS=SEQU@N'ML',

*

PORM='FDRMA?TEDI STAWS=NEW'J

H32.W
FACTOR(I)=2.DO
FACTOR(2)= 1.DO
PACM)R(3)= 1.W
FACTOR(4)s-2. DO
XA(I )=û.W
XA(2)=û.DO
XA(3)=H/Z,DO
XA(4)-O,ûO
XB( I)=HM,DO
XB(2)=W.M)

C

C Cdculoic a 2D inicgmi,
C

XM(l)=O.5DO*(X2(I)+X l(0)
XR(I)dl.5DO*(X2(I)-X i(I))
Do50 J=1,10
DX(J)=XR(I)+X(J)
XPRrM(J)=DX(J)+XM(l)
YA( 1 )=XPRlM(J)
YA(2)=-XPRIM(J)
Y A(3)=-XPRIM(J)
YA(Q)=XPR IM(J)
YB(] )=-XPRlM(J)+H
Y B(Z)=XPHM(J)
YB(3)=-XPRIM(J)+H
YB(4)=-XPRLM(J)+H
NUM=( Y B(Q)-Y A(Q))/DELTAS
MS=lDINT(NUM)
IF (MSLT.1. W )MS= 1.DO
20 DELTA2=(YB(Q)-YA(Q))IMS
DO 50 i=I.MS
Y I (L) = Y A(Q)+DFiUAT(L I)*DELTA2
Y 2(L) = Y A(Q)+DFU)AT(L)*DELTA2
YM(LM.5DO*(Y2(L)+Y 1(L))
Y R(L)=O.5 W*(Y2(L)-Y 1(L))
DO 50 K=1,10
DY(K)=YR(L)+X(K)

A2.2 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (Nd,Fe,,B)
YPRIM(K)=DY(K)+YM(L)
FUNCI(K) = DEXP(-YPRDVI(K)*'2.W/((WI[)THI**2.M)*2.M)Y
((2. w*(wwm1**2. D0)*3,14 159265m)**o.m0)
PUNC2(K) = DEXP(-(XPRIM(J)-I.W)**2.W/((WIDTHC*2.W)+2.
DO))/
(NORMY(2.W*(WiûTH**2.DO).3.14 IS926SDO)**O.SDO))
FüNCZ(K) =DEXP(-(DUXi(XPRIM(J)))**2,W((W
IDTH'*2. M))*2. DO))/
(XPRM(J)o(2.DO*(WIDTH*~2.
W)*3.I4 I 5 9 2 6 5 D )
SUMKSUMK + W(K)+W(J)*Y R(L)*XR(I)*FUNC 1(K)+FUNC2(K)+FACTOR(Q)

C
C

50

CONTINUE

60
C

CONTINUE

INTEO=INTEO+SUMK

C Writing numcrical valuo io a file.
C

COMMON HSCAEMSCALEFRCT,gamm,alpha
C
C Sun1 ihc ihrcc intcgmls mding ihc IinYts fmm rhc following

C
OPEN (FILE='ihdkI.O; U N M , ACCeSS=SEQUENTI.AL',
FOHM='FORMAITED', STAWS='NEW')
OPEN (FILES'iinkl .O*, UNIT=?, ACCESS=S132UENTWw
FûRM='FûRMATlED', STATUS=DU)')
ReAD(7.7 1 ) IINF,PREL
71 FORMAT(IX,2G25.16)
D û 80 P= l,6O
iHD=û.M)
H=-(P/36.OW)**2. W
+

C

XXA=O. W
XXB=-H
COUNT=(XXB-XXAyDELTAA
NN=IDWT(COUNT)
IF (NN.LT. I.W)
NN= 1.W
DLT=(XXB-XXArnN
RESiZ=O.DO
DO 55 J= 1,NN
AA(J) = -XXA+DFIX)AT(J-1)'DLT
BB(J) = -XXA+DFU)AT(J)*DLT
DO 55 K=l,lO

PReLi-INTEO

UNF=FRCT*INTEO+MSCALE
WRCTE (9,*) R
WRiIi3 (8,70) UNP,PREL
70 FORMAT (1X,2025,16)

W D PlLE(UNIT=@
CmSE ( U N i ï 4 )
REIWRN

END
C

SUEROUTINE MDCALC
C
C

c

nirs program calculates ihc drmagnctizing curvc, i(h) DEMAO.
MY^)

C
C

YY(K)= (BB(J)-AA(J))'X(K)12,MyBB(J)+AA(J))/2.DO
FUNC(K) =eXf(-(YY(K)-MEAN)**2I((WLDMA++2.DO)*2.DO))/
(((2. W*(WUITHA**2.DO),3.14 lS926~W)"OSW))

FUNC(K) =DeXP(-(D~YY(K)IMEAN))**2.W((wII)nlA**22DO)*22DO)~

C

IMPLICrl' R W ' 8 (A-H,O-Z)
REAL'I FUNCI (1 O),X( IO),W(IO),X 1(999),X2(999),
XM(999),XR(999),DX(l O),XPRiM(IO), PUNC2(10),YA(ZO),YB(20),

(YY(K)*(2,DQ*(WIDMA**2.DO)*3.14 l5926Sûû)**O.5M))

RWET = RESET + (BB(J)-AA(J))*W(K)*FüNC(K)/2.
W
55

YPRIM(lO),YZ(IO),Y 1(999),YM(999),YR(999),DY( IO),XA(2O),XB(20),

FA~OR('LQ),M(IO),BB(IO),YY(IO),FUNC(10)
REALm8~,SUMK,MD,H,C,COUNT,MeAN,WiûTH,WIDTHI,NORM,HCSTAH,
P,DELTAS,D@LTAC,NUMC,NUM,MS,NC,HSCALE,MSCALE,FRCT,WIDTHA,
DELTM,NORMADELTA2,NORM3,gamma,alphn
COMMON MUM/COUNT/DISTIMEAN,WIDTH,WDTHI,HCSTAR,WDTHA

*

MORMAUNORM,NORMA,NORM3/ûEUDELTAC,A,
DELTAZIIC,W,X

CONTINUE!
WHZTe(6,*) RESET

C

FACTOR(I)= -2.W
FAffOH(î)= - I.DO
FACTOR(3)= - I.DO
XA( I )=O, W
XA(2)=O. W
XA(3)=-HK2.W

A2.2 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (Nd,l?e,,B)
XB(I)=-w2.m
XB(2)=-Ht2.DO
XB(3)aO.W
4 2 =3
INTEG=O,DO
PROB=O.W
Do 60 431.42
NUMC = (XB(Q)-XA(Q)VüELTAC
NC = IDINT(NUMC)
IP (NC.LT.
1.W ) NC= 1,W
DELTA 1c(XB(Q)-XA(Q))MC
SUU K=û.DO
SUM 1K4,W
DO 50 I=I,NC
X 1(1) = XA(Q)tDFLOAT(I- 1)'DELTAl
X2(0 = XA(Q)+DEU)AT(C)*D@LTA I

xM(1)=0.5 W*(X2(r)+XI (I))
XR(W,SDO~X~(D-X
W 50 J=1,10
DX(J)=XR(I)+X(J)
XPRLM(i)=DX(J)+XM(i)
YA(1)=XPRIM(J)+H
YA(2)=-XPRiM(J)
YA(3)=XPRiM(J)+H
YB(l)r-XPRM(J)
YB(2)=XPRIM(J)
YB(3)=XPRIM(J)

ur))

DY(K)=YR(L)*X(K)
Y PRiM(K)=DY(K)+Y M(L)
FUNCl(K) = DEXP(-YPRIM(K)'*2.DO/((WlDTHI*'2.[)0)*2.DO)~
((2.DO'(WlDTHI*L2.DO)C33
14159265D0)*"û.5DO)
FUNCZ(K) = DEXP(-(XPRIhi(J)- I .DO)**2.tW((WIDTH"Z.W)*2.W)Y
C
C
(NORMe((2.W*(WiDIM**2.W)*3.14 I5O265DO)**O.SDO))
FüNC2(K) =DEXP(-(DLOû(XPRIM(J)/(I.DO+;I~~~~*MEAN)))**~.W((WIDTH
4.2. W)*2.DO))i(XPRIM(J)*(2. Dû*(WiDTH8*2.W .1415926SDo)
L'O.5 Do)
SUMK=SUMK + W(K)*W(J)*YR(L)+XR(l)*WNCI(K)*FUNC2(K),
SUM I K=SUM 1K + W(K)'W(J)*YR(L)+XR(I)~FUNCl(K)*FUNC2(K)
50 CONTiNUE
iNTEG=VJTEG+SUMK
PROB=PROB+SUM I K
60 CONTiNUE
MD=UJTEG-(1. W-PR0B)Y 1.DO-DEXP(+~WM@H))
MD=MD*RESET
iHD=MD+PREL*( 1.DO-RESET)
iJiD=üiD*FRCli(I .W-DEXP(+goinma+H))4(l .DO-FRW
IHD=IHD*MSCAiE
HAD-4H-C+HD)*HSCALE
C
C Wriiing numerical valut IO a file.
C
WRITE (9.70) HAD. MD
70 FORMAT(IX.2G25.16)
80 CONTiNUE
END FiLE (UNlT=9)
CUISE (UNIT=9)
CUSQUNiT=7)

N UM = (YB(Q)-Y A(Q)jDELTAS
MS = IDiNT((NUM)
IP(MS.LT.I.DQ) MS=I.W
D E L T W YB(Q)-Y A(Q))/MS
DO H) LFI,MS
Y l(L) = YA(Q)+DFiDAT(L I)*DELTA2
Y2(L) = YA(Q)+DFUlAT(L)*DELTA2
YU(L)=O.S m'(Y 2(L)+Y I (L))
Y R(L)sO.S M'(Y 2(L)-Y I(L))
DO 50 K=1,10

REI'URN

END

C
SUBROUTWE IDCALC

C
C This progmrn calculates ihc: drnwigneiizing rcmanençc id.( k = O only).
C
IMPLClT REiAL.8 (A-H,O-2)

REAL'B FUNCI(lO).X(IO),W(lO).Xl(999),X2(999).AA(10).BB(10),
XM(999).XR(999),DX(IO),XPRIM(IO), FUNCL(1O).YA(20).YB(20),

A2.2 Fortran Program for Preisach Calculations (Nd,Fe,,B)
DO 55 K=1,10

YYW) = (BB(J)-M(J))'X(K)/2,WBB(J)+M(J))/2
FUNC(K) =E!XP(-(YY(K)-MEAN)*+2/((WlIITHA**2.DO)*2.D0)~
C ' (((2.DO*(WiDTHAe'2.D0)+3.I4 l5926SDo)+*OSDO))
FUNC(K) =DEXP(-(DLXXi(YY(KyMEAN))**2.DOI((WalTHA**2.W)*2,W))I
* (YY(K)*(2.1M+(W[DTHAe*2.W)*3. 1415%!6Sûû)**O.SDû)
HESET = RESET + (BB(J)-AA(J))*W(K)*FUNC(K)12.M)
55 CONTWUE
C
WRITE(6,+)RESET
C
FACTOR(] )= -2.DO
FACTOR(2)z - 1. Dû
FACTOR(3)s 1. W
FACTOR(4)= +2,DO
XA(1 ) d . W
XA(2)a. Dû
XA(3)=-W2.D0
XA(4)=O.DO
XB(I )=-W2.M)

C

WU)THI,HCSTAR,DELTAC,DELTAS,NUM,NUMC,MS,NC,HSCALE.MSCALE,olpho
COMMON MUM'UCOUNT2/DlST/MW,WDTH,WU)TH1,HCSTAR.WIDTHA

COMMON HSCALE,MSCALE,FRCT,gamm,alpho
C
C Sum the t h inkgmis Mding the lirnits front the following
C
OPEN (Fae=iinfkl.o', UNIT=7. ACCESS=SEQUENTIAL',
FDRM=mRMATIED', STATüS=OiD')
OPEN (mLE=Shdkl,o', UNIT=9, ACCESS=SEQUENTiAL',
FDRM='FORMAïTED', STATUS=DIl>')
OPEN ( u - I d k l.O\ UNiT4, ACCESS=SEQUENTiAL',
FDRM=n)RMATïED', STATUS='FJEW')
+

72

READ (7,721 IWP, PREL
PORMAT (1 X,ZCW. 16)
CU)SE(UNiï=7)

m
D
. o
D û 80 P=1,60
H=-(P/36,OW)**2. W
W (9.7 1) HAD, MD

R

-

XB(2)=- W2.DO

XB(3)=60. W

XB(4)=-Hl2.Dû

Q24
10

INTEû=û.W
Do 60Q=1,Q2
NUMC = (XB(Q)-XA(Q))/DELTAC
15 NC = iDiNT(NUMC)
IF (NC.LT.1. W )
NC=1.Dû
DELTA 1=(XB(Q)-XA(Q))/NC

SUMK=û.W
DO 50 I=f ,NC
X I(1) = XA(Q)+DWAT(I- I )*DELTA l
X2(1) = XA(Q)+DFU)AT(I)*DELTAl
C

C Calculuic a 2D intcgd.
C
XM(I)=O.SDû*(X2(I)+X l(1))
XR(1)dI.S WS(X2(I)-X I(1))
DO 50 J=1,10
DX(J)=XR(I)*X(J)

A2.2 Fortran Prograrn for Preisach Calculatlons (Nd,Fe,,B)
XPRiM(J)=DX(J)+XM(I)
YA(I)=XPRiM(J)+H
YA(2)=-XPRIM(I)
YA(3)=XPREM(J)+H
Y A(4)=XPRlM(J).tH
YB(I)=;-XPRiM(J)
YB(Z)=XPRIM(J)
Y B(3)=XPRIM(J)
YB(4)=-XPRIM(J)
NUM = (YB(Q)-YA(Q)YDELTAS
MS = iDiNT(NUM)
IF(MS.LT.1.DO) MS=l.W
20 DELTA2=(YB(Q)-YA(Q))/MS
DO 50 L=I,MS
Y 1(L)= YA(Q)+DFLI)AT(L 1)+DELTA2
Y 2(L) = YA(Q)+DFUIAT(L)'DELTA2
Y M(L)=û.SDO*(Y2(L)+Y 1(L))
YR(L)=O.SDO+(Y2(L)-Yl(L))
DO 50 K=l,lO
DY(K)=YR(L)*X(K)
YPRiM(K)=DY(K)+YM(L)
FUNCJ(K) = DEXP(-YPRM(K)'*2.DO/((wIDmIL*2.M))'2.D
((2.DO*(WIDTHI*+2.W)*3.14
15926SDû)+*O.5DO)
C
FUNC2(K) DEXP(-(XPRIM(J)-1.W)'*2.W((WIDTH++2. W)*2.CM))/
(NORM*((2.W+(WIDTH+*22DO)*3,
14159265W)+'0.5W))
C
WIDTH
PUNC2(K) =DEXP(-(DLX)O(XPRiM(J)/( 1.DO+alphnoMEAN)))*+2.DW((
**2.1W42.W)Y(XPRIM(J)*(2.W+(WiDTH**2.W)13.141 59265ûû)
* **O,SW)
25
SUMK=SUMK + W(K)*W(J)+YR(L)*XR(i)+FUNCl(K)+FUNC2(K)*FACTOR(Q)
SO CONTINUE
aJTEG..INTECI+SUMK
60 CONTiNUE
C
C Wnling numerical value to a filc,
C
ID = RESET*INTEOiJ .DO-RESET)*PREL
ID = ID*FRCr
ID = IDWSCALE
65 W R ï E (UNiï=4,70) H AD, ID
70 FORMAT (1X,2025,16)
+

CONTINUE
END FILE ( U N M )
CiBSE (UNiT4)

80

C U S E (UNiT=9)

RfmJRN

END
C

SUBHOUTiNE DELT
C
HEAL.8 IR(200),HAM(200),ID(200),HAD(20(~)ol~P,DELTAl(200),
IRP(200),IDP(200)
COMMON IiNF
OPEN (FiLiMdeli l .O*, UNïï=8. ACCESS=SEQUfNïIAL',

FORM='FûRMATi@D', STATUS='NEW')

+

OPEN (FLE=ihcnk I .O*,U N N , ACCESS=SEQUENTiAL'*
FORM='FûRMATTED', STATüS=NEW')
OPEN (FiiE=lrkJ .O*, UNIT=7, ACCESS=SEQUENTiAL'o
FORM='FORMATTED*vSTATUS=OLD')
OPEN (FiLE=Tdki.ov0UNIT&, ACCeSS=SEQUENTiAL:
FQRM=WRMATTED*, STATUS=Y)LD')
OPEN (FILE=Tin&I ,ooV
UNiT=S, ACCESS=SLQUENTIAL',
FOHM=~HMAlTED*,
STATUS='OLD')

C
60

62
63

72
73
80

READ (5,60) IiNF,PREL
FORMAT (1X.ZG25. 16)
00 80 J=1,60
READ (7.62) HAM(J).IR(J)
FORMAT (1 X,2G25.16)
READ (9,63)HAD(J),ID(J)
FORMAT (IX02G25.16)
lRP(J)=IR(J)IIiNP
IDP(J)=lWJ)IIlNP
DELTAI(J) = IDP(J) - (1 .DO-2.DO'IRP(J))
WRiTE (8,72) iDP(J),DELTAI(J)
FORMAT (2625.16)
WRlTE (4.73) iRP(J).iûP(J)
FORMAT (2625.16)
CONTINUE
END FlLE (UNIT=8)
END
(UNlT4)
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